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Preface
It was not so long ago that Keynesian economics seemed to offer instrumentalities not only to overcome
depressions but to avoid them altogether. This is no longer true, as we find ourselves in a post-Keynesian
world in which neither the equilibrium tendencies of supply and demand nor Keynesian interventions in the
economic processes are able to prevent the steady deterioration of the economy through rising inflation and
growing unemployment. Due to the long postwar prosperity in the leading capitalist nations, this has come to
many people as an unpleasant surprise and has led to a new concern with the problem of the capitalist
crisis. Although largely ignored by bourgeois economists before 1929, crises accompanied the whole of
capitalistic development as the decisive ''regulator" of the capital accumulation process. It is thus worthwhile
to take an overall look at the crisis cycle both as it has asserted itself historically and with respect to the
responses it evoked in economic theory. As regards bourgeois economics, however, there is very little to
say, as its general equilibrium theory has no room for the dynamics of the disequilibrating process of capital
expansion. Accumulation appears here as a matter of 'saving," or as a phenomenon of "growth," for which an
equilibrium path must be found in order to escape the persistent "business cycle." That the problem is
considered at all reflects the inescapable recognition that many, or all, of the categories of bourgeois
economic theory have no more bearing on long-run capitalistic development than on the everyday production
and exchange relations of the capitalist market. There is a strong tendency to look back to classical political
economy, or even to Marx, in search for a more useful theoretical approach for solutions to the problems of
capital production. In this connection it is interesting to note that the questions raised by present-day
economists merely repeat, but in a shallower form, the discussions around the crisis problem carried on in
the Marxist camp around the turn of the century. These controversies, too, concerned the possibility of an
"equilibrium path" leading to a crisis-free, harmonious development. The different and contradictory
interpretations of Marx's crisis theory may provide some comfort to its opponents, but they indicate no more
than the infiltration of bourgeois economic concepts into Marxian doctrine as the theoretical complement to
the practical integration of the socialist movement into the capitalist system. There was, and is, a twopronged endeavor to reconcile, at least to some extent, the historical antagonism between Marxism and
bourgeois economic theory, which finds its reflection in an increasing eclecticism in both quarters. That the
crisis of Marxism is still deepening may be surmised from the article on Ernest Mandel's book on "late
capitalism," which brings the discussion, so to speak, up to date and confronts it with undiluted Marxist crisis
theory.

But a great period of world history never expires as quickly as its heirs would
hope and perhaps must hope if they are to be able to attack it with the
necessary force. Franz Mehring

1 Bourgeois Economics
The progressive development of the capitalist economy was from the start a process punctuated by
setbacks. There were good and bad times and for this an explanation was sought. That social production
was at first still dominated by agriculture made it possible to find the cause of economic distress in the
inconstancy of nature. Bad harvests could be blamed for the general scarcity of goods. In addition, the low
productivity of agricultural labour, in the context of a growing population, awakened the fear that the
development of capitalist production would run up against natural limits, indicating the inevitability of' a
stationary state. Bourgeois political economy was colored by a deep pessimism, which was overcome only
with the accelerating growth of capital.
Although in classical economics social relations were regarded as "natural." this did not stop the classical
theorists from explain-mg the distribution of income specifically in terms of these relations. And, while in
classical theory the equilibrium of different interests was guaranteed by the exchange process, because the
latter was regulated by the quantities of labor contained in the commodities exchanged, this character of

exchange was called into question by the theory of distribution, and with it the equilibrium based on it. A
purely formal consideration of exchange relationships. that is, together with the assumption of free
competition, makes individual interests appear to coincide with that of society as a whole, and the economic
law of the exchange of equivalents appears to ensure the system's justice. But recognition of the classdefined distribution of the social product between rent, wages, and profit implied that the formal model of the
exchange process was not a legitimate abstraction from reality.
The labor theory of value propounded by the classical economists examined the conditions of the time and
their future development from the standpoint of capital and, therefore, from the standpoint of capital
accumulation. With few exceptions, although with different arguments, the classical theorists hypothesized
that capitalist accumulation would have definite limits that would manifest themselves in a decline of profits.
According to David Ricardo, accumulation would inevitably be limited by the decreasing productivity with
which the soil could be cultivated. An increasing difference between the returns from industry and agriculture
would raise wage costs and lower profit rates to the benefit of rents.
This theory obviously reflected the relationship between the landowners and capitalists of Ricardo's time and
had nothing to do with developmental tendencies inherent in value production. As Marx put it, it was
Ricardo's inability to explain the developmental laws of capital on the basis of the nature of capitalism itself
that caused him to flee 'from economics into organic chemistry." Nevertheless, Marx saw in the English
economists' concern over the decline of the rate of profit a profound understanding of the conditions of
capitalist production." What worried Ricardo, for example, was
that the rate of profit, the stimulating principle of capitalist production, the fundamental premise and driving
force of accumulation, should be endangered by the development of production itself . . . It comes to the
surface here in a purely economic way i.e., from the bourgeois point of view, within the limitations of capitalist
understanding, from the standpoint of capitalist production itself that it has its barrier, that it is relative, that it
is not an absolute, but only an historical mode of production corresponding to a definite limited epoch in the
development of the material requirements of production.
If the tendency of profits to fall was first explained by increasing competition and by increasing rents (in
connection with population growth), it was not long before wages were also seen as conflicting with the profit
requirements of accumulation. On the other hand, the extension of wage labor as a social institution
suggested, to those who analyzed value in terms of labor time, questions about the origin of profit questions
answered by the producers' demand for the full proceeds of their labor. Like profit itself accumulated capital
came to be understood to be accumulated unpaid labor. To refute the accusation of capitalist exploitation
thus demanded abandonment of the labour theory of value. Moreover, the problem of accumulation could
simply be forgotten, as earlier apprehensions appeared to be false. Accumulation did not decline but
increased, and capital unmistakably dominated the whole society. Wage labor and capital now represented
the fundamental antagonistic classes that determined the further metamorphoses of bourgeois economics.
The increasingly apologetic nature of economies did not, to be sure, require a conscious effort on the part of
the bourgeois economists. For them, convinced as they were that the capitalist economy was the only
possible one. every criticism of it was an unjustified and subjective distortion of the real facts of the matter.
Apologetics appeared as objective, scientific knowledge, which no demonstrable shortcoming of the system
could shake. Of course, the generalization of the capitalist economy as a model for all social systems
required an ahistorical approach and the conversion of the categories of political economy into general laws
of human behaviour.
As the past can only be conceptualized in terms derived from the present, for Marx also the bourgeois
economy provided a key to the understanding of earlier forms of society, "but not at all in the manner of the
economists, who smudge over all historical differences and see bourgeois relations in all forms of society."
There are general, abstract categories applicable more or less to all forms of society, but for the analysis of
any particular system they must be given a content corresponding to that system alone. Money as a means
of exchange and money as capital express different social relationships, and the means of production
utilized in the past are not to be equated with capital or self-expanding value. The capitalist economy cannot
be explained on the basis of abstract general categories of human behavior; the attempt to do so arises
either from ignorance of real social interrelations or from the wish to escape the problems they involve.
According to Marx, the classical theory of value rested on a confusion between the natural and the economic
senses of production. Taking labor as a starting point, it thought of capital as a thing, not a social
relationship. However, to develop the concept of capital it is necessary to begin not with labor but with value
and, precisely, with exchange value already developed in the movement of circulation." It is on the difference
between the exchange value and the use value of labor power that the existence' and the development of
capitalist society depend, a distinction that presupposes the separation of worker from the means of
production. Labor itself has no value, but the commodity labor power generates, when consumed, a surplus
value in addition to its own value. This surplus value divides into the various economic categories of the
market economy, like price, profit, interest, and rent categories that at the same time conceal their origin as
shares of surplus value.
The Marxian critique of bourgeois economics was therefore a double one. On the one hand, it consisted ii)
the rigorous application of the labor theory of value to the study of capitalist development, which it analyzed

in terms of the system's own fetishistic economic categories. On the other hand. it exposed these categories
as expressions of the class and exploitation relations specific to capitalist commodity production. Marx
achieved what the classical economists could not namely, an explanation of capital's growing difficulties by
the contradiction, specific to capitalism, between exchange-value and use-value production. In this way he
succeeded showing that the limits of capital are set by capital itself. And since the economic categories mask
real class relations, the economic contradictions characteristic of capitalism are at the same time real
antagonisms of interest, which can therefore be abolished by revolution.
Because it refused to observe the class conflict between labor and capital to which capitalism gave birth,
classical economics saw itself as an unbiased science. It did not, however, fall into pure positivism, since at
the same time, from its normative side it indulged itself in proposals for the redress of persisting or newly
emerging grievances. The harmony of interests expected to characterize market society was held to be
delayed by the retrograde efforts of mercantilist monopoly and monetary policy. At the same time, however,
doubts arose that universal competition would be a cure-all for economic injustice. The obvious
pauperization of the workers led John Stuart Mill, for instance, to suggest a modification of the economic
consequences of capitalist production by a more just distribution of income, to be achieved by political
means.
For Marx the relation of production to distribution was determined by the class relations of production. From
this point of view Mill only shows his "fatuity" when he "considers the bourgeois relations of production as
eternal, but their forms of distribution as historical, [and thereby] shows that he understands neither the one
nor the other. "The normative elements of classical economics expressed only an insufficient understanding
of the capitalist economy.
In general the political economy that arose along with capitalism was still the idealized representation, from
the bourgeois point of view, of commodity production in which exchange enabled -the possessors of the
means of production to realize profits. The -practical critique of political economy represented by the workers'
struggle for better living conditions remained within the same conceptual framework, seen from the workers
side. The content of political economy was thus the struggle between labor and capital disguised in
economic categories So long as the bourgeoisie adhered to the labor theory of value in its own way it
recognized objective realities, even if it passed over in silence the fact of exploitation. By abandoning this
theory it deprived itself of the possibility of objective knowledge of economic relations and relinquished to its
Marxian critique the scientific investigation of bourgeois society.
It would be incorrect, however, to explain the bourgeoisie's abandonment of the labor theory of value solely
by the desire to deny the fact of exploitation. To begin with, the real significance of this theory -the dual
character of labor power. at once an exchange value and a use value-was not correctly understood. In addition, the labor theory had no practical importance for the bourgeoisie. In the business world we
encounter not labor-time -values but the prices derived from them and established through -competition. This
need not have prevented the classical theorists from establishing the validity of the value theory, since their
starting point was the society as a whole, and indeed they put a great deal of effort into the matter. But the
solution of the theoretical difficulties connected with the labor theory of value was left to Marx. Their inability
to overcome them thus surely had a role in the economists' abandonment of the law of value.
Be that as it may, to account for profit, interest, and rent on the basis of the law of value could only make it
clear that the workers produce a surplus value, in addition to the value of their labor power, which the nonproducing layers of society appropriate. The idea that labor alone creates value had to be dropped if income
in the form of profit, interest and rent was to be justified. This move was not only necessary but also
plausible, for under capitalist conditions the workers can no more produce without capital than capital without
workers. As the workers' lack of property is the presupposition of capitalist production, so capitalist
possession of property is the presupposition of the existence of a proletariat. Since labor is as necessary as
capital, and people do live on the earth, we can speak of three factors of production land, labor, and capital
that play equal parts in production. Thus the labor theory of value gave way, to begin with, to a theory of the
determination of production costs by these three factors.
Although incompatible with the law of value, the cost-of-production theory remained an "objective"
conception of value (in contrast with the later derivation of value from the subjective evaluations of
consumers) in that it acknowledged the role of various putative contributions to social production and
represented their value. In this theory the value of commodities was determined not only by the labor directly
expended in their production but also by the conditions of production without which this labor would be
impossible. Interest, often not distinguished from profit, was explained as arising from the "productivity of
capital." "Pure" profit (distinguished from interest) was explained as the payment to the entrepreneur on
whose activity another portion of the total social value was supposed to depend. The cost-of-production
approach, however, was unsatisfactory both from the theoretical and from the practical point of view.
Moreover, the idea of property ownership as per so creative of value also was rather questionable. But the
identification of the market price of labor power with its value (so that the worker seemed to be paid the full
value of his Iabor) permitted the illusion that the gains obtained on the market were not based on
exploitation. The problems of bourgeois economics seemed to disappear as soon as one ignored production

and attended only to the market. This exclusive concentration on the market led to the transformation of the
objective concept of value into a subjective one.
The plausible idea that the value of a commodity derives from its utility for the purchaser had also not been
foreign to the classical economists. Thus Jean-Baptiste Say had already tried to explain value on the basis of
utility only to come to the conclusion that the latter could not be measured. It was measurable only by the
quantity of labor which a person would be willing to perform in order to purchase a commodity. For Marx, too,
the exchange value of commodities presupposed their having a use value. But capitalism is based not on the
exchange of products of labor for the satisfaction of individual needs but on the exchange of some use value,
playing a role as exchange value, for a greater quantity of exchange value in its gold or commodity form. For
such an exchange to be possible as an exchange of labor-time equivalents, there must be a commodity
whose use value is greater than its exchange value in an objectively measurable sense i.e., in value terms.
The commodity labor power-whose use value is labor itself-- fulfils this condition. But if, like the economists,
we disregard this real basis of capitalism, exchange indeed appears to serve the satisfaction of individual
needs, and the valuation of commodities seems to be determined by the multiplicity of subjective human
preferences.
Viewed apart from production, the price problem can be dealt with purely in terms of the market. If the supply
of commodities exceeds the demand for them, their price falls; in the opposite case it rises. The movement of
prices, however, cannot explain the phenomenon of price itself, as a property of products. Even if the
objective concept of value is given up, some other concept of value must be maintained to say more than
that prices determine prices. The "solution" to this problem was found in a move from economics to
psychology. Prices, economists began to claim, are based on consumers' individual evaluations as
represented by their demand for goods. Prices are then explained by the scarcity of the goods in question
relative to the demand for them. It did not take long for this subjective treatment of value, in the form of
"marginal utility theory," to become almost universally accepted within bourgeois economics.
With the marginal utility theory the idea of political economy lost its sense and was abandoned for that of
"pure" economics. Marginalism was not different in method from classical economics, but it applied this
method no longer to social problems but to the behavior of individuals with respect to the goods available to
them and to the consequences of this behavior for the exchange process. Naturally, classical economics
also concerned itself with the individual who, as homo economicus, competed with other individuals for the
greatest possible gain. But this competition was thought to be a process of equilibration and ordering that
adjusted production and distribution to social requirements. While this process took place as if directed by an
invisible hand behind the backs of the producers, it nevertheless took place, effecting the necessary unity of
private and general interest. Conversely, it could obviously not occur to the marginalists to deny the
existence of society But for them social conditions were only a means to the end of establishing the
"economic relation" of the individual to the things he finds of use. They saw this relation as holding for
individuals outside society as well as for each person in any and every society, so that the nature of any
particular society was irrelevant.
Marginalism rested on the application to the economy of the not overly profound discovery that there can be
too many good things as well as too many bad ones. In Germany it was Hermaun Heinrich Gossen who first
argued for this principle. At first unappreciated, it later won recognition through the popularity of the
Englishman William Stanley Jevons's independently developed concept of marginal utility. At the same time,
Karl Menger founded the "Austrian School" of theoretical economics, based on the subjective value concept,
to which, among others, Friedrich von Wieser and Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk belonged. Although these
economists differ among themselves on details, they can be lumped together as joint founders of marginal
utility theory.
Marginalism takes its departure from the needs of individuals. The evaluation of these needs is an affair of
human consciousness and thus is subjective. Exchange value and use value, which take account of the
scarcity or superfluity of consumer goods, are only different forms of the general phenomenon of subjective
evaluation. The desire for any particular good is limited. The point, on an individual's scale of satisfaction, at
which the desire for a good is satisfied determines that good's marginal utility and thereby its value. Since an
individual's needs are multiple, he chooses between the various goods available in such a way as to realize
the maximum of marginal utility. Since some pleasures of the moment have painful consequences, he
measures present satisfactions against future privations in order to minimize dissatisfaction. In the market
everyone measures the value of a commodity by its marginal utility, total utility reaching its maximum when
the marginal utilities of all the commodities purchased are equal.
Who does not know that human life is attended by pleasure and pain and that everyone seeks to diminish
the latter and increase the former? Just like the utilitarian philosopher and social reformer Jeremy Bentham,
Jevons held pleasure and its opposite to be quantifiable and calculable, thanks to which economics can be
mathematically conceived and algebraically represented. But what Say had already failed to do Jevons and
the other marginalists did not achieve, and the attempt to measure subjective utilities was soon abandoned.
It was agreed that utilities could be compared but not measured exactly.
Bourgeois apologetics had taken on two tasks. On the one hand, it was thought essential to represent the
winning of profit, interest, and rent participation in the creation of wealth. On the other, it was thought

desirable to found the authority of economics on the procedures of natural science. This second desire
prompted a search for general economic laws independent of time and circumstances. If such laws could be
proven the existing society would thereby be legitimated and every idea of changing it refuted. Subjective
value theory promised to accomplish both tasks at once. Disregarding the exchange relation peculiar to
capitalism-that between the sellers and buyers of labor power it could explain the division of the social
product, under whatever forms, as resulting from the needs of the exchangers themselves.
This attempt had already been anticipated in Nassau W. Senior’s view that interest and profit should be
considered as recompense for the sacrifice undergone by the capitalist in his abstention from consumption in
favor of capital formation. Thus the cost of capital, like the cost of labor in the sense of the pain of work could
be seen as an abstention from pleasure, and profit could be put on a par with wages. Apart from these
abstentions the goal of exchange was the satisfaction of the needs of the exchangers, so that everyone
could only gain in exchange, since everyone obviously valued the goods or services that he received more
highly than those he gave in return. The capitalist buys labor power because it means more to him than the
sum of wages paid for it, and the worker sells his labor power because it means less to him than the wage
received in exchange. Thus the exchange benefits both, and there can be no talk of exploitation.
Since subjective value cannot be measured, the psychological foundation of marginal utility was soon given
up, of course without abandoning the theory itself. "Utility" now referred not to the subjective evaluations
themselves but to their manifestations in market demand. Utility, it was now held, concerned not so much a
particular commodity as the number of commodities among which the buyer would be pleased to choose.
This ordering or preference scale of the consumer's was represented graphically by so-called indifference
curves. Thus economists now distinguished between the absolute (cardinal) magnitude of utility and the
relative (ordinal) utility, which was represented in the preference scale. The concept of marginal utility
metamorphosed into that of the marginal rate of substitution, the rate at which the quantity of one good must
increase to compensate for the diminishing quantity of another. Maximal want satisfaction could then be
defined in terms of the marginal rates of substitution between all pairs of goods. In other words, the buyer
would so distribute his money that all the goods he purchased were equally valuable to him, at which point
his choice behavior would come to a satisfactory conclusion.
Not all marginalists were ready to give up the concept of cardinal utility, and for others the concept of ordinal
utility did not go far enough, as it still referred to subjective value. Since the marginal utility could be
observed only in the price, this group preferred a pure price theory which kept its distance from all value
problems. Marginalism ran into another difficulty, that it was impossible to regard price as determined by the
demand side alone. Without a doubt there must be production as well as consumption and supply prices as
well as demand prices. In meeting this problem they moved to unite the subjective value theory with its
precursor, the cost-of-production theory. This gave rise to the so-called neo-classical theory, which found its
most important representative in Alfred Marshall.
Of course, in this approach production costs were defined in subjective terms, as capitalist abstention and
workers' disinclination to work. Just as marginal utility was supposed to determine demand, so behind supply
was discovered the marginal propensity to work more or to defer consumption in favor of capital formation. At
the same time, it was clear to Marshall that these factors determining supply and demand were not
observable as such, and that the only clue to these "real" factors would be found in the actual price relations.
The monetary system converted subjective valuations into prices that thus reflected "real" needs and
abstentions. In the form of price the non-quantifiable subjective value would become a measurable value.
Since prices were regulated by the tendency of supply and demand toward equilibrium, the relation of supply
and demand would determine commodity values in the long run, if not at every moment.
For another variant of the marginal utility theory, production, as an obvious prerequisite of exchange,
required no particular investigation. For Leon Walras, the founder of the "Lausanne School," economics as a
whole was nothing but a theory of commodity exchange and price determination. For him, too, value arose
from the scarcity of goods in relation to wants, with marginal utility explaining the variations in the intensity of
felt needs. But exactly as the individual through his choices on the market would bring his various needs into
an equilibrium of want satisfaction, so exchange on the level of society as a whole would tend to a "general
equilibrium" in which the total value of demanded goods and services would correspond to the total value
supplied.
To be sure, the assumption of a tendency to equilibrium of supply and demand effected by exchange lay at
the basis of all market theories. Walras, however, attempted to prove the validity of this assumption in the
manner of the exact sciences. According to him marginal utility was not only self-evident but also
measurable by the application of the principle of substitution to the commodity market as a whole, where all
prices inextricably intertwined. Prices seemed to him to be inversely proportional to the quantities of
commodities exchanged. Production costs were formed, in his eyes, by the wages, interest, and rents
entering into them, which he considered alike as payments for productive services. All persons exchanged
their productive services for consumer goods of equal value. The "reality" of the subjective values manifested
in equilibrium prices was here visible in the equilibrium of the economy, and this equilibrium in turn
demonstrated the validity of the subjective value concept. As value and equilibrium defined each other, the

theory of value was equated to that of general equilibrium, and it sufficed to prove the theoretical possibility
of the latter to prove the validity of the subjective theory of value.
Despite its dependence on circular reasoning, the idea of equilibrium -applied to the economy as a whole, to
parts of it or to particular cases - remains one of the methodological principles of bourgeois economics, if
only because from this discipline's point of view, all movement in the world riot only that of the economy
tends toward equilibrium states. Of course, the Walrasian system of general equilibrium-represented by a
system of simultaneous equations-was only a model and not a picture of concrete conditions. It claimed,
however, the status of scientific knowledge on the ground that though the economy might depart from
equilibrium, it would always tend to return to this condition. On account of the involution and complexity of
the manifold intertwined economic processes, theoretical proof of the possibility of equilibrium could be
furnished only by means of mathematics on a level of abstraction which, while corresponding to the theory,
had lost all connection with reality.
The hypothesis that in the last analysis the consumers determine the value of commodities took no account
of the social distribution of income. John Bates Clark attempted to remedy this situation through the
application of marginal analysis to the factors, of production. Just as in consumption the degree of saturation
determined marginal utility, so a steady increase in the supply of labor implied its decreasing marginal
productivity. This marginal productivity was represented by the wage paid at the time. The identity, or
equilibrium, between wage and marginal productivity could of course be disturbed, but only to re-establish
itself For example, if the marginal productivity exceeded the wage, the demand for labor would increase until
marginal productivity and wage again balanced. if the wage exceeded the marginal productivity, the demand
for labor would go down until the identity of marginal productivity and wage was re-established. What held for
wage labor would hold for all the other factors of production, so that in equilibrium all factors would share in
the total iii come in proportion to their marginal productivity. in this way not only supply and demand but also
the distribution of the social product were explained in terms of marginal utility (or disutility). And since every
factor of production received the share of the social product corresponding to its contribution to social
production, the existing distribution of income was not only economically determined but also just.
To some adepts of marginalism the inclusion of social production in the subjective value theory seemed
uncalled for. To Böhm Bawerk,- for whom all production in the last analysis was only for the sake of
consumption, it made no sense to make a special study of production or to speak of a dependence of
income distribution on the marginal productivity of the factors of production. The production of capital was for
him "indirect" production, by contrast with "direct" production, or production carried on essentially without the
use of means of production. From this point of view, every production process that involved means of
production would be a capitalist production process, even in a socialist economy. For Böhm-Bawerk there
were only two factors of production, labor and land; he considered capital as a purely theoretical concept, not
a historical one. All present goods represented means of consumption, and future goods including means of
consumption appeared in the intervening time as capital goods and products of labor. Profit, of which he took
account only as interest, arose not from production but from the exchange of present goods for future goods.
Marginal utility decided the relative valuation of present and future goods.
According to Böhm-Bawerk interest was thus not only inevitable but also justified, as all production
depended directly on the capitalists' propensity to save, and workers, like landed proprietors depended on
capitalist credit. Neither could live directly from their production, as this would require various periods of
manufacture. While they were producing they had to live on products made at an earlier time. Anyone not
willing or able to restrain his consumption and to save would have no claim to the interest due to the time
factor. Although interest was the form in which the revenue is derived by a pro-from capital goods was paid
or collected, it was a product neither of labor nor of capital but a gain due simply to the passage of time-so to
speak, a gift from heaven. Interest was all the more a heavenly gift as it was equally the instrument of
economic equilibrium and progress. It established the nessecary equilibrium between current and future
production by regulating the extension or contraction of capital investments in reference to the consumption
requirements at any given time. As indirect production increased, moreover, the mass of consumption goods
would grow, thereby decreasing the need for new saving for additional means of production. In this way
social progress would manifest itself in a declining rate of interest. It would not be worthwhile, however, to
spend time on other exponents of the subjective value theory, just as it was hardly wrong to ignore it
completely in its heyday. Marx had nothing to say about it, and for Friedrich Engels it was only a bad joke,
although he thought it quite possible "that it is just as easy to build up . . . [a] plausible vulgar socialism . . .
on the foundation of Jevons's and Menger's theory of use value and marginal utility."
In fact, a section of the reformist Social Democracy did turn to ward the marginal utility theory out of the
conviction that Marx's alleged neglect of demand and its role in price formation had kept him from grasping
the real interconnections of the economy. But even while the subjective value theory was gaining ground in
the Social Democratic camp, it had already lost its persuasive power in the bourgeois camp and would soon
be completely abandoned. Indeed, it is the rejection of the psychological conception of value by the
bourgeoisie itself which renders superfluous a detailed critique of this theory.
The subjective value theory was discredited, first, by' a theoretical refinement so excessive that it lost any
visible connection with reality, and second, by the frank renunciation of the attempt to explain price by value.

Joseph A. Schumpeter may be mentioned in connection with the first of these endeavours. From the
standpoint of the Austrian School, from which he came, the value of final products, or consumer goods,
depends on their marginal utility for the consumer, while the marginal utility of intermediate products, such
raw materials and machinery is derived by a process of imputation from the marginal utilities of the final
goods. For the consumer the various raw materials, means of production, and semi-finished goods have no
direct but only an indirect use value, but this is represented, through the process of imputation in the prices
of the consumer goods. The same analysis was offered for commodity circulation. A distinction was made
between first--order and second-order goods, the latter being those which have not yet entered into
consumption and whose utility must be imputed to the marginal utility of the consumer goods. Schumpeter
concluded from this that, seen theoretically, supply and demand are one and the same, so that the demand
side is sufficient to state the conditions of equilibrium.
In Schumpeter's conception of equilibrium not only were supply prices superfluous, since they could be
understood in the form of demand prices, but profit and interest can be omitted as separate categories by
including them under the rubric of wages. Equating production with exchange, Schumpeter saw no need to
deal with utility or its opposite. He replaced the psychological concept of value with a logic of choices, since
even the subjective concept al -lowed one to say no more than that a person, with given tastes and income,
is guided in his purchases by the given prices. Schumpeter had no interest in investigating the fundamental
factors which determine consumer choices but took them as the given starting point for economic analysis.
The logic of choice was sufficient for the mathematics of equilibrium, which on this abstract level admittedly
had no real significance. Nevertheless', the "pure theory" was supposed to be a means to the understanding
of reality and to stand in the same relation to it as theoretical mechanics to practical engineering. In any
case, "pure theory" was a valuable pursuit in itself because it was interesting in its own right and satisfied
human curiosity.
Among others it was notably Gustav Cassel who strove for the abolition of the marginal utility theory because
of its vicious circularity. Although the theory was supposed to explain prices, prices were made use of in the
explanation of marginal utilities. As business is transacted in terms of measurable quantities, money and
prices, in Cassel's view the analysis of those transactions required nothing but price concepts, so that
economics had no need of any theory of value. On the assumption that economic relationships are
determined by a general "scarcity," Cassel saw the task of economics as the optimal adaptation of people's
various wants to the insufficient means available for their satisfaction. The derivation of prices from the
scarcity of goods can of course only explain one price by another and leaves the question of what lies behind
prices unanswered. Bourgeois economics, however, sees no need to pose this question. It has therefore
abandoned the original doctrine of marginal utility, as it can make do without it and is able to return to it,
when necessary, with the assertion that in the final analysis prices express consumers' subjective
evaluations. Indeed, it came to be said that modern economic theory became an objective science just
because it is based on the subjective. According to Ludwig von Mises, people's needs are observable in their
behavior, which requires no deeper investigation; they are to be taken as they are given. Since the marginal
utility theory was finally boiled down to an identification of the economic realm with the domain of the price
mechanism, the various attempts to substitute psychologically grounded marginal utilities for the objective
value theory must be considered to have failed. They led, only, to the elimination of the value problem from
bourgeois economics.
Although the concept of marginal utility was abandoned, marginal analysis remained generally accepted by
bourgeois economists. According to Joan Robinson, this showed that even metaphysical concepts, which
are strictly speaking nonsense, have made a contribution to science. " As an instrument of analysis the
principle of the "margin" is no more than a generalization of Ricardo's idea of differential rent. Ricardo
believed the price of agricultural products to depend on the yield of the least fertile soil; mutatis mutandis, the
Ricardian law of diminishing returns is supposed to hold for industry just as for every other sort of economic
activity and to determine prices and their fluctuations. The individual am ranges his purchases, on the basis
of the given prices, in such a way as to obtain the maximum satisfaction available with his income; in the
same way, since all individuals follow this "rational" or "economic" principle, the interdependence of prices
produces a general price configuration in which supply and demand are balanced. When the total demand is
equal to the total supply, all prices are equilibrium prices; conversely, application of the economic principle
(or marginal principle) leads to prices which represent a general equilibrium. Thus "pure theory" was
anchored by the all-embracing marginal principle, on which the price theory in all its detail was built.
It is not worth the consumer's effort in daily life to "optimize" the distribution of his expenditures by the
application of marginal calculation apart from the question of whether he is in a position to do so. In the
behavior of the capitalist entrepreneur as well, marginal calculation does not play the role assigned to it by
the economists. To be sure, the latter admit that their theoretical reflections do not picture the world as it
really is. But they are supposed to be close enough to reality to have practical validity over and above their
value as scientific knowledge. The fact that entrepreneurs transact their affairs without troubling themselves
about the calculation procedures of theoretical economics does not prevent the theorists from finding
confirmation of their theories in practical economic life.

Of course, this requires translation of "ideas from the businessman's language into that of the economists,
and vice versa." This would reveal that the theoretical "explanation of an action must often include steps of
reasoning which the acting individual himself does not consciously perform. . . . [T]he construction of a
pattern for the analytical description of a process is not the same thing as the actual process in daily life; and
we should not expect to find in daily life the definite numerical estimates that are part of the scientific pattern.
"While it is conceded that the behavior of consumers and businessmen also displays "uneconomic"
elements, both must on the whole operate rationally, that is, strive for maximum gain at minimum cost.
Entrepreneurs must consider the proportional relations between their production and the existing demand,
and between their production and the capital invested and the wages paid out, as well as make choices with
respect to means of production and raw materials. In brief, they must proceed in accordance with the
principle of the marginal rate of substitution. According to this principle the economic optimum is reached at
the point where further alterations in the combinations of the multiple factors of production would yield no
additional profit, the marginal rate of costs then coinciding with that of benefits.
What we have here is thus not so much a matter of economics as a more precise than normal calculation of
expenses and receipts. But at the same time, this method of calculation is viewed as the basic principle of all
economic phenomena, since it establishes a common denominator for all exchange relations by means of
the simple identification of value and price. ln this way it eliminates a major defect of the classical theory of
value. Although they founded their theory on an explanation of the phenomenon of value in terms of social
labor time, the classical economists had nonetheless spoken in the same breath of individual market prices.
Since they saw the true content of political economy as lying in the question of the class distribution of the
social product, they struggled to show how individual prices are determined by social value relations. With
the appearance of subjective value and "pure price theory," the realm of economic questions was reduced to
that of exchange, and the problems posed by the classical theory, like those of the relation between value
and price and of distribution, could thereby be ignored. Now the marginalists saw distribution, just as the
classical economists had seen production, as regulated -whatever the outcome of the process by the price
system. The problem of distribution ceased to exist as a topic for theoretical economics. It was integrated
into the general problem of price formation, since the different forms of revenue were treated as prices of
factors of production. Since all prices are functionally related to each other, the solution of the general price
problem already includes the solution of the problem of distribution.
In this way all questions about the economy were to be dealt with in terms of one principle. This principle had
the form of a calculus that could pass for neutral with respect to any particular economic viewpoint. In the
eyes of its advocates, marginal analysis and the concept of equilibrium derived from it gave economics, for
the first time, a positive, scientific character. The marginalist calculus, however, rested on no more than the
old illusion, inherited from the classical theorists, of the possibility of an equilibrium of supply and demand
and the possibility of price formation as governed by this equilibrium. The very nature of the mathematization
of economics on the basis of marginal analysis led to the conception of equilibrium in terms of a static model.
Since the capitalist economy in fact knows no steady state, static equilibrium models could not be confirmed
by reality; and the mathematical expressions, while undeniably exact, "related not to the content of economic
knowledge but to the technique of mathematical operations. "
In contrast to Marx, for whom the assumption of a static condition (in his terminology, simple reproduction)
was only a methodological device to exhibit the necessary dynamic of the capitalist system, bourgeois
economics saw its static model of the economy as furnishing "scientific" support for the hypothesis of a
tendency toward equilibrium. The endless playing around with such equilibrium models gave rise to the
conviction among theoretical economists that this mental expedient is a prerequisite for economic analysis,
even though they admit that the actual economy is never in perfect equilibrium. Just as every machine can
be in need of repair, the equilibrium of the economic system can be disturbed by internal or external shocks.
In either case only equilibrium analysis permits identification of the reasons for the disturbances and allows
for the discovery of the factors needed to re-establish equilibrium. The idea of the equilibrium of supply and
demand, imposed on the market through competition, has thus remained a common theme of bourgeois
economics from the time of Adam Smith and Jean-Baptiste Say to the present, however the foundations of
this hypothesis have been transformed and however unrealistic they have meanwhile become. The question
that neo-classical theory set itself was not how the price system really functions, but how it would function if
the world were as the economists have imagined it. This theory required the equilibrium principle in order to
see the price system as the regulator of the economy, and it required the amalgam of the pure price system
in order to be able to pass off the actual state of affairs as rational and therefore immune to attack. But this
all added up to no more than a new version of Adam Smith's "invisible hand" in mathematical formulas,
together with Say's conviction that every supply brings with it an equivalent demand.
Neo-classical theory not only remained at the level of bourgeois economic science's first results but fell far
short of it, since the equilibrium approach makes it impossible to investigate the real dynamic of capital, the
accumulation process. 'The freeze-frame image of static equilibrium did not allow predictions about the
process of development. While the fact of economic change of course could not be overlooked, it was
treated as self explanatory, Since they could not abandon the static equilibrium conception without declaring
their own theoretical bankruptcy, the market theorists limited themselves, in dealing with development, to

"comparative statics": the features of one non-existent equilibrium were compared with those of a later nonexistent equilibrium, in the hope thereby of registering economic changes in the actual world. But since there
is no profit or any other sort of surplus in the neo-classical equilibrium, there can be no expanded
reproduction of the system. To the extent that it nonetheless occurs, it falls outside the framework of
theoretical economics.
In contrast, the classical economists had directed their attention to the accumulation of capital, the growth of
national wealth. Their theories of distribution started from the necessity of accumulation and inquired what
factors would favor or hinder accumulation. The profit economy was for them the condition sine qua non of
accumulation. The pursuit of profit thereby served the community because on it depended the improvement
of living conditions through increasing production and productivity. Market problems were subordinated to
those of accumulation and governed by the law of supply and demand. Under the conditions of general
competition, exchange was considered to be a process regulating the economy in the framework of
continuous social development.
This self-regulating and therefore crisis-free economy of classical theory confronted a refractory reality. The
accumulation of capital took place not as a smoothly continuing process but as one interrupted periodically,
since the beginning of the nineteenth century, by profound crises. How were these crises, clearly
contradicting the dominant economic theory, to be explained? Although the classical economists, especially
Ricardo, concentrated on the accumulation of capital, at the same time, they shared Say's conviction that the
market economy is a self-equilibrating system in which every supply will find an equivalent demand.
According to Say every person produces with the intention either to consume his product or to sell it in order
to acquire other commodities for his own consumption. As this holds for all producers, production must
naturally be balanced by consumption. If all individual supplies and demands match, social equilibrium
results. This state can of course be disturbed from time to time by an oversupply of a particular commodity or
an insufficient demand for another. But the price changes produced by such partial disequilibration lead to
the restoration of equilibrium. Apart from such disturbances in particular markets there can be no general
overproduction, any more than accumulation can overstep society's propensity to consume.
Thus the classical economists' theories of accumulation were combined with a static conception of
equilibrium that obliged them to explain disturbances of the system's equilibrium by reference to factors
outside the system. The fact of crises of general overproduction led J. C. L. Sismonde de Sismondi to
renounce classical theory and soon to reject the laissez-faire system as a whole. In his opinion it was exactly
the general competition, based on nothing but prices, which, instead of resulting in equilibrium and general
welfare, opened the way to the misery of overproduction. The anarchy of capitalist production, the passion
for exchange value without consideration of social needs, gave rise to production in excess of effective
demand and therefore to periodic crises. The underconsumption resulting from the unequal distribution of
income was the cause of overproduction and the accompanying drive toward foreign markets. Sismondi was
thus the founder of the theory, still widespread today, of underconsumption as the cause of capitalist crisis.
Among many others it was notably John A. Hobson who applied Sismondi's theory to developed capitalism
and related it to imperialism. In Hobson's view, anticipating that later elaborated by Keynes, the demand for
consumer goods, and with it the rate of capital expansion, falls as a result of unequal distribution and the
increasing accumulation of capital. Since consumption cannot keep step with production, there are periodic
crises, since part of the accumulating profits can no longer be profitably invested and fore lies fallow. Only
the reduction of overproduction in depression makes possible a new beginning of the expansion process,
which will lead again in time to overproduction and idle capital. Overproduction resulting from insufficient
consumption also explains the need for foreign markets that characterizes imperialism and imperialistic
competition. Hobson, however, was of the opinion that this state of affairs could be remedied by reformist
government interventions in the economic mechanisns to strengthen consumer demand; in this respect he
remained an ideological prisoner of the capitalist economy.
What should be clear here is that it was necessary to abandon the classical and then the neo-classical
theories in order to come to grips with the reality of the economy. Viewed from a perspective defined by the
allegedly self-regulating market mechanism, the actual economic processes were incomprehensible; this
pushed Sismondi and Hobson to renounce the market-oriented theory. To deal with the capitalist crisis, as
with social conditions generally, was also to reject traditional economic conceptions, to develop theories
closer to reality, though without questioning capitalist property relations this is possible only to a limited
degree. Attempts in this direction were conditioned not only by the dominant theory's flagrant conflict with
reality but also by the impact of capitalist competition on the development opportunities of backward
countries. This accounts, on the one hand, for the empiricism of the historical school and, on the other, for
the evolutionary perspective of institutionalism, both of which opposed the theories developed by the
classical economists. In the process of capitalist accumulation, the advantage of those who come first
represents the disadvantage of those they have left behind. Thus free trade appeared as an English privilege
and monopoly that made the industrialization of less developed lands more difficult and the misery of their
"take-off" appear unbearable. In the struggle against monopolistic competition, the principle of laissez-faire
had to be abandoned and with it the theories of classical economics. This was not, as Rosa Luxemburg
supposed, a "protest of bourgeois society against the knowledge of its own laws" but an attempt to use

political means to reach a stage of development to which the ideology of free trade would be appropriate. it
was only after they experienced the effects of the international competitive struggle that the economically
weaker countries escaped the influence of English political economy and developed an ideology suited to
state intervention and protective tariffs. That the historical school which flowered briefly in Germany only
expressed the particular needs of competitively weak countries was already visible in the contradiction
implicit in its doctrine: that it recommended in the national context what it condemned in the international.
To be sure, the adherents of the historical school of political economy endeavored to demonstrate that a
distribution of income regulated exclusively by the market would lead to the pauperisation of the workers and
would thereby call the existence of bourgeois society itself into question an apprehension seemingly
corroborated by the rise of an independent labor movement. The remedy for pauperization was simply a
more rapid and more orderly development of capitalism. In this way the historical school combined a
nationally oriented economic policy with the social policy known as Kathedersozialismus (academic
socialism), an ideology which rejected the abstractions of classical theory with the aim not of transcending
them completely but of adapting them through historical criticism to particular national interests.
In the eyes of the historical school, economic knowledge was much more than a deductively established
understanding of the market mechanism. It included also the inductive discovery of the historically
determined, nationally specific, and extraeconomic aspects of the social totality and its development, so that
assertions about the content of political economy were held to presuppose extensive historical research.
Things did not progress beyond the level of research, however, since the continuing homogenization of the
economies of the West, which accompanied the capitalization of this part of the world, also dedifferentiated
economic theory, and the historical school lost its influence. It left behind the need it had awakened for an
unprejudiced investigation of the empirically given phenomena of the economy, which finally precipitated in
business-cycle research.
Although the economy remained afflicted by crisis and cyclical fluctuations, bourgeois economics still had no
theory of crisis as an inherent aspect of the capitalist system but explained economic fluctuations in terms of
events external to the economy. Jevons went so far as to connect crisis with extraterrestrial natural phenomena. He discovered that the periodic appearance of sunspots coincided with the outbreak of
economic crisis. Supposedly the sunspots adversely affected the weather and with it agricultural production,
whose decline led to a general crisis. Of course, this theory did not win many supporters. Although the
weather certainly has some influence on the economy, crises have begun in periods of good weather, and a
significant
correlation
between
the
weather
and
sunspots
cannot
be
established.
Schumpeter, in contrast, attempted to explain the economic development resulting from the trade cycle and
the cycle itself by reference to the nature of the capitalist system. Familiar with Marx's theory, he was aware
that all fundamental progress depends on the development of the social forces of production. But for
Schumpeter the agents of new productive forces were the particularly energetic entrepreneurs who by their
genius broke through custom-bound, monotonously repeated economic processes. He developed a kind of
heroic theory of business fluctuations, seeing in them the dynamic of the capitalist system.
To this end, however, he made use of two different theories corresponding to two psychologically
differentiated types of people. In the general equilibrium of "pure theory" there was no development. This
corresponded to the fact that in the real world the majority of mankind was too sluggish and lazy in spirit to
oppose the monotony of the static state. As we have already seen, in equilibrium there is no profit, the
appearance of which indicates perturbation of the system, which will again be overcome by the countermovements it provokes. So the problem is posed: how can situation that knows no development give rise to
development?
Here Schumpeter had the advantage that he, as earlier an adept of the historical school, had not forgotten
that economics did not need to be confined to the abstractions of supply-demand equilibrium. To account for
its dynamic the capitalist system must also be considered from the historical and sociological points of view.
But in the framework of economic theory he would consider only the special mechanism that would transform
the static to a dynamic model. This mechanism he embodied in a type of person who, tormented or blessed
by creative unrest, breaks by self-willed,' activity through the cycle of static equilibrium. This type, the
innovative entrepreneur, always on the lookout for new industrial, scientific, business, and organizational
projects that would quantitatively and qualitatively alter existing productivity and production, destroys the
consumer-governed economic equilibrium in such a way that it can be re-established only on a new, higher
level. This spontaneous, accidental, but ever recurring process produces the business cycle, at once
creative and destructive, in which the dynamic of the capitalist system is played out. While certainly
regrettable, it is unavoidable that adaptation to changing circumstances involves costs and misery. These
disadvantages, however, Schumpeter thought could be mitigated with better economic forecasts and
government interventions. In any case, in his view the inherent dynamic of the capitalist system was of
greater importance than the problem of economic equilibrium with which bourgeois economics had almost
exclusively occupied itself.
Even if it was only in his imagination that Schumpeter's theory was relevant to the laws of capitalist
development, this theory was nonetheless symptomatic of the profound uneasiness of bourgeois
theoreticians about cyclical fluctuations and crisis periods, which were becoming more serious as

accumulation progressed. The theory of a self-regulating price mechanism made the crisis phenomenon an
unsolvable riddle. Schumpeter's attempt to find a solution in the repeated violation of equilibrium conditions
by a special kind of person was no explanation but only a confession that the equilibrium tendency attributed
to the market was not to be found in the real world. As we have seen, this had already been recognized by
the earliest economic critics of capitalism, like Sismondi and Hobson. But the simple statement that the
theoretical harmony of supply and demand, production and consumption, was refuted by reality was in the
end reduced to a mere description of obvious states of affairs, which in itself provides no explanation of the
laws of motion peculiar to capital.
Unsolvable by the dominant economic theory, the problem of the nature of capitalist crisis could nevertheless
not be ignored. Attempts were made to deal with it by empirical methods. This approach had been
anticipated by the establishment of private institutions for the study of the business cycle with the aim of
turning cyclical fluctuations to commercial account. From this arose a special branch of economic science,
concerned exclusively with business-cycle research, which grew with the systematic multiplication of private
and public data collection. Wishing to describe the course of economic events as it unfolds in reality, cycle
research "made use of 'pure theory' only as an elementary theory."
This rather minor concession to neo-classical economics was already an exaggeration, as business-cycle
research could develop only in direct opposition to "elementary" economic theory. This theory dealt, as we
have seen, only with the static equilibrium state, in which the course of economic events brings no change in
the data. Such a stationary equilibrium was precisely excluded from the domain of cycle theory, as the latter
dealt with the continuous transformation of the economy. While in the "elementary theory" deviations from
equilibrium only led to the reestablishment of equilibrium, business-cycle theory did not deal with transient
irregularities but attempted to lay bare the laws of motion of capital and to explain the phenomena of crisis.
Success in this attempt would mean the construction of a dynamic theory of capitalist development
transcending the static conception.
It goes without saying that the theory of capitalist development and its laws of motion long since formulated
by Marx was intentionally neglected. The "unbiased" methods of the historical school were supposed to
confer on business-cycle research the "objectivity" indispensable for knowledge of the actual process of
economic events. In historical surveys of the changing market conditions and their oscillations, researchers
attempted, on the basis of relevant statistics and with the aid of mathematical methods such as correlation
coefficients, to trace the rhythm of economic life in order to determine its driving forces and internal relations.
Of course, purely empirical research can yield no more than data; the facts, once determined, still require an
explanation. For this a theory is required that would not only describe the business cycle but would also
make it intelligible. But none of what seem to be dynamic theories of the business cycle investigates the
causes of cyclical changes; instead, these changes form their point of departure and are taken as given. In
these circumstances the business-cycle theories remain mere descriptions of the economic dynamic without
exposing the nature of the dynamic itself.
The diversity of economic phenomena seemingly indicated a plurality of causes for the cyclical fluctuations
and prompted the construction of various theories which, though confronting the same facts, distinguished
themselves from each other by the emphasis laid particularly on one or another aspect of the whole process.
Distinctions were made between economic and non-economic, endogenous and exogenous factors
responsible for the business cycle, while some opted for a combination of both to elucidate the rhythm of the
economy. Sometimes money and credit questions, at other times technical matters, market discrepancies,
investment problems, or psychological factors were pushed into the foreground and declared the decisive
element of the whole movement. Starting from these various viewpoints, people sought the causes of crisis
and depression in the events of the preceding period of prosperity and its decline or looked for means and
ways to move from crisis to a new upswing.
The aim of business-cycle research was not a methodical and more exact description of the cyclical
fluctuations observable in any case but the discovery of some way to intervene for the alleviation of crisis
situations and for the "normalization" of the C changing economic processes with the aim of evening out the
harsh alternation of boom and crisis. Cycle diagnosis was to lead, on the one hand, to the formulation of a
prognosis facilitating the adaptation of economic activity to a given trend of economic development and, on
the other, to the attempt to stabilize the economy over the longer term through a cyclical policy counteracting
the automatic course of the cycle. Business-cycle theory thus saw itself as an applied science whose
forecasts, even if they remained abstract, still permitted the drawing of analogical conclusions of possibly
practical significance.
Of course, cycle theory did not call the social order into question and therefore remained from the start
limited to the investigation of market phenomena. Not the essence of capitalism but its appearance formed
the domain of business-cycle research and served as the basis for the various theories in which it clothed
itself. According to the cycle theorists it is the obscurity of the developed market economy and the ignorance
or misunderstanding of economic conditions that are the causes of the disproportional economic
development in which the business cycle manifests itself. Consumption lags behind production, credit
expansion leads to over investment, profits decline due to an unjustified expansion of production, so that at a
certain point, the point of crisis, the economy swings in the other direction. Then investments lag behind

savings, the saturated market finds no effective demand, capital values are destroyed, production decreases
rapidly, and unemployment gains ground. The crisis and the period of depression that develops out of it
make a clean sweep of the excesses of the period of expansion until the requisite economic proportions are
restored, making possible a new upswing, which of course will in its turn meet its high point and collapse into
a new crisis.
This represented an accurate picture of the economic events produced by capitalism's tendency to crisis, but
it did not explain this tendency itself The cyclical movements appeared in this view to be departures from a
normal course of affairs which without them would run smoothly. We see here the presence, in the minds of
the business-cycle theorists, of the equilibrium mechanism of "pure theory," a mechanism which to be sure
can work only by way of irregularities, so that the proportionalities necessary for the "normal" course of the
economy must be established through the ups and downs of the cycle. The business cycle was seen as the
actual form of the equilibrium tendency of the market mechanism. It evidently followed that an exact
knowledge of the factors responsible for the deviations from the norm could open the way to the conscious
use of economic instruments to alleviate or eliminate the harmful sides of the cycle.
According to this view the capitalist economy is characterized by both static and dynamic tendencies, of
which the latter condition the former. It follows from this that "pure theory," the static equilibrium approach,
ought to be subordinated to the bus-mess-cycle theories, since it applies to a situation that arises only
momentarily, as a point of transition toward the perpetually changing conditions, and that could therefore
yield no information about the real position of the economy and the direction in which it was moving.
Although the partisans of the theory of general equilibrium claimed only that it was an abstract representation
of the price system without direct correspondence to real economic processes, they nevertheless insisted on
its heuristic value for the study of economic relationships. From their point of view even business-cycle
movements could be considered as proof of the factual existence of equilibrium tendencies, since the
departure from an equilibrium state taken as a norm is finally followed by a restoration of equilibrium.
Whatever brings them about, these deviations will in turn be annulled through the system's own equilibrium
mechanism, so that equilibrium theory cannot be denied the front rank among economic theories.
Sonic bourgeois economists went so far as to deny the very existence of the business cycle. For example,
Irving Fisher found no justification for speaking of a business cycle, as the term referred to nothing but the
record of economic activity at a level above or below the average. The supposition that these phenomena
were characterized by a definite periodicity and that this opened a way to the making of economic
predictions was untenable so long as the economy was governed by changing price relations. In Fisher's
view it was more important to show how the economy would function if there were no cyclical deviations so
as to understand the character of these disturbances and to counteract them where possible. In the end a
division of labor developed within economic science that preserved the equilibrium approach for the "pure"
theorists and left the field of business-cycle analysis to the more empirically oriented economists.
Aside from the fact that there exists no unbiased empirical research, it is also worth noting, as W. C. Mitchell
was led to see by his own experience, that two observers can interpret and utilize the same empirical
material quite differently. Accordingly, all statistical investigations must be looked at with a skeptical eye, a
requirement that of course is often forgotten, since simply as a result of being published, numbers and tables
acquire an authority that in reality they do not deserve Oscar Morgenstern has pointed out that the statistics
relevant to the amplitude, the interactions, and the historical correspondences of cyclical waves are
completely uncertain, although this flaw is for the most part ignored. The accepted data are not free from
error and the judgements made on their basis are open to doubt.
Despite the acknowledged deficiencies of statistical techniques and the conflicting interpretations of the data,
the results obtained by this kind of research do reveal the cyclical movement of capitalist development. But
this only confirmed what was already obvious from the qualitative side. The series of crisis years-l815, 1825,
1836, 1847, 1857, 1866 suggested the existence of a ten-year cycle, although it could not be established
why the industrial cycle had this particular rhythm. Later crises and the data worked up from past crises
pointed to a less pronounced regularity in the onset of crisis periods, which in any case had different effects
in different countries. Of course, it could also be shown that with the passage of time the phenomena of
crisis took on an evermore international and uniform character. The more exact analysis of statistical time
series yielded both smaller cyclical movements within the two phases of the business cycle and so-called
long waves encompassing shorter wave movements. The second of these put business-cycle fluctuations
into the context of an underlying trend the "long wave" or "secular trend," with a wavelength estimated,
depending on the calculation, at either twenty-five or fifty years.
All these cases represented different uses and interpretations of statistical time series, which by themselves
could lead only to provisional statements of probability. The "long wave" theory has nevertheless maintained
its power to fascinate until today, since on the one hand it allows the bourgeoisie to sink the irrefutable
Marxian law of crisis in a mysterious, epochal wave motion of economic life, and on the other hand it gives
the critics of bourgeois society an opportunity to adhere to the inevitability of crises despite their changing
periodicity. But the statistical data themselves offer no explanation for the "long waves," since the
hypotheses are lacking that alone could lead to their interpretation.

From these bewildering descriptions of various types of cycles neither can short-run predictions be made nor
long-range policy be defined, as every cycle has its particular character and accordingly calls for measures
tailored to it, and hence not decidable in advance, with equally incalculable consequences. Although a cycle
policy in the broad sense is a practical impossibility simply because of the private interests that govern
society, it was nonetheless attempted to make the overall trend of business perceptible to the general public
by means of so-called business barometers, in the hope thereby of influencing the economy in a beneficial
way. The disappointing results of this attempt put an end to it, and buisiness-cycle research remained a field
within economic history.
Various theories of capitalist crisis, aiming in their results at the confirmation of preconceived ideas, had
already been suggested without reference to cycle research. Some took the hypothetical equilibrium as their
point of departure, only to show how it was violated in reality. The economy could expand free of crisis only if
all its elements develop at the same time, something which, unfortunately, is never the en Se. The balancing
mechanism does not operate directly but manifests itself only when the various deviations from the
necessary proportionality reach their limits. The demand for commodities cannot be discovered in advance,
for example, and production and its volume therefore cannot be adjusted to it. So production exceeds
demand, which leads to declining profits, bringing the expansion process to a halt and releasing the crisis.
This process is accentuated by the credit system, since low discount rates stimulate new investments, which
then affect the whole economy to a point at which the extension of credit comes up against the limits of bank
reserves and with this comes to an end. The resulting rise in interest rates leads to deflation, which also
grips the whole economy and introduces a period of depression. The reduction of demand relative to
production and capital accumulation arises either subjectively, from the decreasing marginal utility of the
increasing quantity of consumer goods, or objectively, from the shrinking consumption of the working
population as determined by the wage system.
In opposition to such views the adherents of "pure theory," who not only started in their reasoning from
equilibrium but remained there, insisted that the crisis situation should be blamed not on the system but on
arbitrary disregard for or interference I with its regulatory functions. They took their stand on the absolute
validity of Say's law of the market and consequently found it self-evident that when more is consumed, less
will be invested, and when more is invested, less can be consumed. In either case the equilibrium of
production and consumption remains intact. Of course, to err is human and can lead to bad investments; the
consequences of such errors, however, disappear of themselves as entrepreneurs adapt to the changed
market conditions. There is no point in racking one's brain over the crisis since the price mechanism also
makes it possible to overcome whatever distortions of the economy may appear. That these distortions can
end up having very far-reaching effects in one or another phase of the cycle is a reflection less of the nature
or the system than of the psychological properties of human beings. Although objective changes engender
cyclical movement in the economy, saying this leaves unanswered the question:
why is this movement first pushed so far in one direction, only to be later reversed? Why does it lead to an
incorrect relationship between consumption and production over time, instead of a permanent, one-time
change in this relationship? This question can only be answered in a non-artificial way by a "psychological"
theory.
The course of economic affairs can only be said to be dynamic "when we find, on the highest level of
theoretical abstraction as well as in reality no tendency toward the establishment of a static equilibrium." The
assumption that there is such a tendency in the construction of theories, whether they denied or recognized
the tendency to crisis as well, ruled out from the start any real insight into the dynamic of the capitalist
system. Such theories must always be in contradiction with reality, despite the greatest efforts to escape this.
The futility of trying to comprehend capitalist development with the methods of classical and neo-classical
theory led in the bourgeois camp itself to a sharp critique of these theories and to new attempts to approach
the laws of development by other paths. According to Smith and Ricardo, the ultimate basis of economics
was human nature, particularly the propensity to exchange, by which man is differentiated from animals. The
division of labor, classes, the market, and the accumulation of capital were seen as natural phenomena that
neither could be nor should be changed. Moreover, the political economy developed in England took up the
ideas of the French physiocrats, notably the assumption that a smooth-running economy is in the nature of
things, and that everything will turn out for the best if this natural order of things is undisturbed. The
physiocrats' theme song, laissez faire, became a moral element in the classical theory. While this moral
principle was exchanged -to some extent already by Ricardo and after him even more widely--- for
conceptions borrowed from Malthus and Darwin, the capitalist mode of production nevertheless continued to
pass for a nature-given order.
With Social Darwinism we see the bourgeoisie at the high point of its self-understanding. It had no more
need of illusions about the character of society. The class struggle was confused with the general struggle
for existence, with which all progress is patently connected. For the Social Darwinists every individual person
is in competition with every other person, and this competitive struggle has nothing to do with the particular
social relations of capitalising but expresses the operation within the economic realm of a law of nature. If
one person is more successful than another, this is because they have had different social opportunities but

because of their differing individual aptitudes. If one can abstract from class divisions, one might as well
abstract from the relations of production in which they manifest themselves.
As a theory of evolution Darwinism implied a slow but continuous transformation of nature, society, and
mankind. Accordingly, the present state of society must also be regarded as transitory and hence as a
process that could not be comprehended by means of the statics of "pure" or orthodox theory. According to
Thorstein Veblen, the founder of the American "institutionalist" school, orthodox theory's neglect of
development and its treatment of social relationships in isolation from any but abstract economic aspects
prohibited any real insight into socio-economic reality. The transformations of society are to be seen,
according to Veblen, in the changes of its institutions, by which he meant the culturally developed customs or
habits of thought and feeling that he thought determine the way and manner in which people satisfy their vital
needs. Cultural development is a slow but uninterrupted process of small but cumulative changes that results
in new customs and new social relations.
The current result of this general process of development and the accumulation of experience is, according
to Veblen, a set of customs or institutions whose expression we see in the machine process of production
and in capitalist entrepreneurship. Although they developed simultaneously, these institutions are in conflict:
the aim of the first is goods production, that of the second, money making. While industry represents the
material basis of modern civilization, this civilization is controlled not by industry but by businessmen. From
this arises all the absurdities of the economy and its crises.
The profit motive that dominates the economy conditions both its rise and its decline. Profits arise from the
difference between the cost prices and the market prices realized. The value of an enterprise, however, is
estimated by reference not to the profits it actually earns but to expected future profits. The nominal capital
value differs from the actual capital value, but it is the former that determines the credit worthiness of the
enterprise. Competition compels the increase of productivity, the expansion of the enterprises, and therefore
of their borrowings, which affect future profitability. So long as there is enough money to be borrowed and
the prosperity engendered by expansion holds, the growing sum of capital value represents no problem.
Otherwise, however, a divergence arises between the inflated capital values and their actual profits that
leads to a process of liquidation and the depression to which this gives rise.
Thus prosperity bears the seeds of its own demise. Productivity and production increase as profits grow in
tandem along with credit and the accompanying price increases, until the extension of credit comes up
against its own limits and those imposed by the contraction of profits. As loan capital becomes scarce and
interest rates rise, the earlier relationship between the profits expected and the capital invested on this basis
changes, compelling a deflationary revision of capital values. To this are added the causes of sinking
profitability resulting from production itself, such as rising wages, a decreasing intensity of labor, and the
spreading disorganisation of the enterprises, which arises from the hectic character of the boom.
Though Veblen's description of the course of the business cycle does not differ from those given by others,
he does however relate it to the conflict between production and capitalist production. He sees that it is only
because the aim of production is the in crease of capital rather than the satisfaction of human needs that the
lamentable conditions of capitalist society, and the crises characterized by overproduction and
underconsumption, arise. Unlike other observers, Veblen saw crises not as phenomena determined by
equilibrium relations and representing nothing but temporary deviations from the norm, but as the normal
condition of capitalist society as soon as it has attained a certain maturity. From the crisis cycle of an earlier
period arose the chronic crisis of developed capitalism, which could be eliminated only by a transformation of
the social system.
Since there exist no static state and no economic equilibrium, it cannot be expected, according to Veblen,
that the capitalist system will develop continuously despite or by means of its cyclical fluctuations. The
system as such contains no equilibration mechanism. During the money-and-credit society's period of
ascendance, the periodicity of crisis had nothing to do with the system itself but was most likely due to
external circumstances. The divergence between capitalism and profitability could still for a while be
controlled by extra systemic means, such as monetary inflation or an enlarged and cheapened gold
production and the price increases bound up with this. The crises that periodically arose were for the most
part commercial crises, quite different from the crises of industrial society. With the development of the latter,
the contradiction between the exigencies of capital and the profits attainable cannot be even momentarily
overcome. From this arises the chronic crisis condition.
According to Veblen it is of the essence of machine production, and the continually increasing productivity
that goes with it, that under competitive conditions prices fall and the profit of a given capital declines. The
maintenance of profits requires the enlargement of the individual capitals. Thus a sort of race begins
between capital expansion and the tendency of profits to fall, which of course only the latter can win. As
capital values and the attainable profits increasingly diverge, an attempt to combat this is first made through
trustification and monopolization. Monopolization, however, gives rise to monopolistic competition and a new
start to the race. The need for profitable prices is then met by an extraordinary growth of unprofitable
consumption a production of waste; but this encounters impassable barriers. The end result is a situation
that can only be described as one of chronic crisis. Veblen believed that this no longer surmountable crisis
already existed and accordingly, that a general breakdown of society could be avoided only by the

replacement of the economic system (as a money-and-credit system) by another system of production.
This new system would be the existing system of production without its capitalist perversions. It was for
Veblen already anticipated iii the widening split between ownership and management and in a growing
consciousness that industrial production can progress without the capitalist institutions parasitic on it. The
increasing sabotage of industrial development by the decay of profit production (together with the growing
significance of technology and machine production) would destroy antiquated customs and allow new ones
to arise that were better suited to industrial production and to further social development.
As it became a branch of bourgeois economics, institutionalism, despite its critical moments, lost much of the
consistency to be found in Veblen's work. If Veblen (like Adam Smith) could in the last analysis only trace the
ruin of capital back to the effects of increasing competition, his aversion to capitalist civilization extended to
all its aspects. The critique made by his followers, in contrast, arose more from anxiety about the threatening
end of capitalist society than from a desire for new social relations. For them the irresponsible behavior of
the powerful "profit hyaenas" drove the system to collapse; thus "Institutionalism is a call to action, an SOS
to save a sinking world." Conscious intervention in economic processes was necessary if a way out of the
spreading misery was to be found. Orthodox theory offered no handle on a solution to the mounting social
problems and conflicts. Here institutionalism wished to be of help by suggesting a set of reform measures,
point-mg in the direction of a planned economy, that would overcome the defects of competitive capitalism.
With this to offer, institutionalism could win no extensive or lasting influence and was seen as a curiosity,
capable only of serving, in a modified form as an ideological foundation for temporary government
interventions in crisis situations. It played all the greater role in various reform movements, particularly in the
English Fabian Society. Orthodox theory subdivided into numerous specialities subordinated to 'pure theory"controlled the field of theoretical economics, offering a rapidly growing number of academics the opportunity
to make a relatively good living. The purely ideological function of theoretical economics was also evidenced
by the growth of business schools, dedicated to the practical life of business, which remained undisturbed by
theoretical economics.
As an ideological apologia for the capitalist system, theoretical economics found itself more and more
embarrassed thanks to its increasingly obvious irrelevance to real economic affairs Since it could not
approach this reality without renouncing itself it took the opposite road to greater abstraction in order to be
abIe to escape every confrontation with reality It now no longer investigated merely the economy but a
principle of rationality, purportedly relevant to all human action, which adapts scarce means to alternative
ends in order to achieve the best possible result. Economics concentrated, in this conception,
“on a particular aspect of behavior, the form imposed by the influence of scarcity. It follows from this,
therefore, that insofar as it presents this aspect, any kind of human behavior falls within the scope of
economic generalizations. We do not say that the production of potatoes is economic activity and the
production of philosophy is not. We say rather that, insofar as either kind of activity involves the
relinquishment of other desired alternatives, it has its economic aspect. There are no limitations on the
subject-matter of Economic Science save this.”
This extension of economics to every subject matter as a principle of rationality was at the same time its
reduction to a purely analytical procedure, which prohibited it from saying anything at all about the economic
system itself. Thus economic crisis, too, lay outside the sphere of interest of economics, and it required a
worldwide crisis, shaking the globe for years, to overcome this lack of interest.

2 Marx's Crisis Theory
The stagnation of bourgeois economics with respect to its content was for Marx a foregone conclusion.
"Classical political economy," he wrote, belongs to a period in which the class struggle was as yet
undeveloped. Its last great representative, Ricardo, ultimately (and consciously) made the antagonism of
class interests, of wages and profits, of profits and rent, the starting-point of his investigations, naively taking
this antagonism for a social law of nature. But with this contradiction the bourgeois science of economics had
reached the limits beyond which it could not pass.... In France and England the bourgeoisie had conquered
political power. From this time on, the class struggle took on more and more explicit and threatening forms,
both in practice and in theory. It sounded the knell of scientific bourgeois economics. It was thenceforth no
longer a question whether this or that theorem was true, but whether it was useful to capital or harmful
expedient or inexpedient in accordance with police regulations or contrary to them In place of disinterested
inquirers there stepped hired prizefighters in place of genuine scientific research, the bad conscience and
evil intent of apologetics.
Marx's critique of political economy is based on his theory of value and surplus value. It differs
methodologically from classical economics due to Marx's understanding of the social dialectic, which 'includes in its positive understanding of what exists a simultaneous recognition of its negation, its inevitable
destruction; regards every historically developed form as being in a fluid state, in motion, and therefore
grasps its transient aspect as well; and because it does not let itself be impressed by anything, being in its
essence critical and revolutionary." Of course, as Marx prefaced these observations,

“The method of presentation must differ in form from that of inquiry. The latter has to appropriate the material
in detail, to analyze its different forms of development and to track down their inner connection. Only after
this work has been done can the real movement be appropriately presented. If this is done successfully, if
the life of the subject matter is now reflected back in the ideas, then it may appear as if we have before us an
a priori construction.”
His works show that in the course of time Marx increasingly freed himself from the philosophical
interpretation of social development with which he had begun. It is therefore inappropriate to regard the
formal dialectical method as fundamental for the understanding of capitalist reality and to maintain with Lenin
that a real understanding of Marx's Capital presupposes comprehension of Hegel's Logic. While for Hegel
philosophy was the age grasped by thought, for Marx the dialectic was the expression of the actual
development of capitalism, which yielded in bourgeois philosophy only a false ideological precipitate.
According to Marx it was not that Hegel's philosophy led to a correct perception of the capitalist world but
that an understanding of capitalism would make it possible to grasp the "rational kernel" of the Hegelian
system.
Of course, Hegelian philosophy constituted Marx's starting point, but it was soon overshadowed by his
knowledge of the concrete capitalist social relations out of which the idealist dialectic had arisen. "What
appeared to be only an object of philosophy became the object of political economy; what in the conceptual
analysis appeared to be only a phantom had to be shown to be a real phenomenon of the external world."
Independent of the Hegelian logic in principle if not in fact, Marx's economic and historical investigations
revealed the dialectical nature of capitalist development. Thus the dialectic is to be found in Capital just
because it is the law of motion of capitalist society, which alone justifies the dialectical method as a means to
discovery of the truth.
Thanks to the inherent dynamic of the capitalist relations of production, namely the unity of the opposites
capital and labor, the relatively static process of production and development characteristic of European
feudalism gave way to a process of social development of previously unknown rapidity and impetuosity, a
process with world-wide effects. This engendered the theories of political economy, the bourgeois revolution,
and its reflection in philosophy. Every revolutionary development of society is based on the creation of new
productive forces, which require corresponding relations of production for their full unfolding and utilisation.
Inversely, the creation of new production relations generates new productive forces, which of themselves
operate on the existing production relations. Whatever stands in the way of these productive forces and
remains bound to the old relations of production leads through conflicts between social classes to the
political struggles that transform one social order into another. The process of development is thus at the
same time a process of revolution that comprises more or less all aspects of human social existence.
The capitalist mode of production arose with the development of commodity production under the conditions
of private property and presupposed the historical separation of the producers from the means of production.
Labor power became a commodity and formed the basis of the conditions of the market economy. Capitalist
production is social production only in the sense that commodities are produced not for personal use but for
sale to other consumers. This type of social production must at the same time satisfy the profit requirement';
of the private owners of capital. The social division of labor is thus equally a class division Social production
serves society only insofar as it can serve the capitalists; it is social production subordinated to private
interests. It can therefore be social production not directly hut only indirectly, and this only when the needs of
capital accidentally coincide with social needs.
The social character that capitalist production may in this sense be said to have appears in the relation
between buyers and sellers on the market. The production carried out by individual firms must conform to
social needs as they are defined by capitalism. In Bourgeois economics the market mechanism appears as
the regulator of the relationship that must obtain between production and consumption and of the
proportional distribution of social labor that underlies it. In this conception the dual character of production as
the production of commodities and of profits is ignored, as the second of these is accomplished by means of
commodity production and so is already covered by its laws. Although as a result of the commodity character
of labor power this is actually the case, it in no way alters the circumstance that the production of
commodities presupposes the making of profits and that it is this, in the first place, that determines the
market and price relations. The symmetry of supply and demand found in bourgeois economics thus
excludes insight into the true market relations and into the dynamic of capital they make possible and that
arises from the drive for profit.
The limits of bourgeois economics are the starting point of the Marxian critique. For Marx economic
relationships are the form assumed by class relationships under the conditions of capitalist production. Value
and price are equally fetishistic categories for the real class relations that lie beneath them. While the
classical theory of value speaks of exchange value and use value, Marx asks why the concept of value
exists it all. His answer is that under the conditions of capitalist property relations, the social labor process is
necessarily represented in terms of value relations. Since in such a system the class relations of exploitation
have the form of exchange relations (since capitalists buy labor power from workers), the division of social
production into labor and surplus labor must take on the character of value relations and appear as value
and surplus value. Were society not a class society resting on exchange, there would be no exchange

between the owners of the conditions of production and the propertyless workers, and the social production
relations would not be value relations.
The difficulties which the classical economists had with the theory of value were due to the fact that although
they considered commodities as combining exchange value and use value, they did not discover this double
character in the commodity labor power. This discovery was reserved for Marx, who was thus the first to
account for exchange relations as they actually exist without abandoning the law of value. The exchange of
commodities on the t basis of labor-time equivalence can yield no profit. The double character of the
commodity labor power creates the possibility of profit. While according to the law of value the purchaser of
labor power pays its exchange value, he acquires at the same time its use value, which is able to produce a
value greater than its true exchange value. This is as much as to say that the price relations of the market
can be understood only with reference to the value relations on which, as relations of production, they are
based. The essence of the value-governed system is not the exchange of labor-time equivalents but the
capitalist appropriation of unpaid surplus labor. The owners of capital do not exchange labor-time
equivalents among themselves. The law of value governs the capitalist economy only in the sense that the
forces of social production that exist at any moment set definite limits to the production of surplus value and
that the distribution of the surplus value among capitals must be more or less adapted to social requirements
if the existence and development of capital is to be secured Be cause of this the exchange relations must
appear not as value relations determined by labor time but as price relations deviating from them without this
negating the regulation of capitalist production by the law of value.
The deviation of price from value excluded the consistent utilisation of the labor theory of value by classical
economics which was principally concerned with distribution. If the law of value is to be maintained. it must
be shown that the actual price relations although different frown value relations are nonetheless determined
by the latter. While this determination of price by value by value cannot be read off from the prices given in
the market, it can be seen in the changing prices of production, which are formed from cost prices and the
average rate of profit. In the capitalist's consciousness, as also in the reality of the market, only the prices of
commodities exist. For the individual entrepreneur even production presents itself as a problem of buying
and selling. He purchases means of production, raw materials, arid labor power in order to produce
commodities whose price on the market brings him a profit from which he can live and which preserves his
invested capital and increases it. Not value and surplus value but only the costs of production and the gains
obtained, expressed in prices, are meaningful for him. But this indifference to value relations, shared by all
capitalists, in no way alters the fact that production costs, like profits, are only other expressions for definite
quantities of labor time contained in commodities.
The total labor time expended by society yields a total social product that is divided between wages and
profits. The higher the share of the total social product that falls to the capitalists, the less can fall to the
workers, and vice versa. In reality neither total social production nor total labor power nor total capital is a
directly observable magnitude whose interrelations could be ascertained. Capital is divided into many
different capitals, which confront not the working class as a whole but smaller or larger groups of workers. As
the capitals themselves differ, so do their abilities to yield surplus value. The "organic compositions" the
ratios of means of production (or constant capital) to labor power employed (or variable capital)-of individual
capitals differ depending on the industries in which they are employed. According to the labor theory of
value, only the living labor utilized produces surplus value. But as profit is surplus value measured against
the total capital (i.e., against the sum of constant and variable capital), profits should be lower in industries
with more constant than variable capital than in industries where these proportions are reversed. This,
however, is not in general the case, exactly because the competition among capitalists and that of the
buyers with them and with each other leads to a transformation of the true profits into socially average profits
which, added to the costs of production, allow each capital to participate equally, in accordance with its size,
in the total social surplus value.
If the formation of an average profit rate is explained by competition, the fact of competition does not explain
the magnitude of this rate at any time. This magnitude depends on the unknown but nonetheless definitely
given mass of profit yielded by the total social capital. And since the total value of the commodities
conditions the total surplus value, while the latter governs the level of the average profit and thus the general
rate of profit, the law of value regulates production prices.
Although the creation of surplus value by surplus labor takes place in production, the realization of profits is
accomplished in the market. Though production is dominated by the accumulation of capital and realized on
the market, it is its use-value side that determines the relation between supply and demand, with its influence
on price relations and consequently on the division of the total surplus value among the various capitals.
With the increase in demand for a particular commodity its production increases, as the decreasing demand
for another diminishes its production. Thus capital moves from relatively stagnating into rapidly developing
industries. The changes in the organic compositions of individual capitals resulting from this process do not
affect their profitability. On the contrary, they lead to higher profits than those which fall to less productive
capitals. The extra profit, in excess of the average profit, won at a given price level disappears again,
however, with the influx of capital from profit-poor into profit-rich industries. The perpetual hunt for extra profit

characterizes capitalist competition and leads by means of it to a higher organic composition of the social
capital as a whole.
To understand changes in value relations and thus in prices, we must start frown the process of
accumulation. The modification of the general price level stems from capitalist accumulation as manifested in
the rising productivity of labor. The general fall in commodity prices can be seen from the comparison of
earlier with later production periods. Every individual commodity comes to contain less labor time than
before. The decrease in value of the individual commodity is counterbalanced by the increase in the quantity
of commodities, so that the profitability of capital is maintained despite falling prices. Thus the development
of prices depends on the changing productivity of labor and so on the law of value. For the analysis of
capitalist expansion, therefore, no particular price theory is needed, since the development of prices is
already covered by the value analysis.
In the price relations effected by competition, the value designations of the individual commodities and
individual firms' profits are lost from sight, as is also the division of the social product into wages and profits.
But whatever the terms of this division, it operates at any given time on quantities of commodities requiring
definite amounts of labor time, in turn divided first of all into time spent on value production and on surplusvalue production. The actual distribution, expressed in price terms, presupposes this first division. Hidden by
the market, this basis has just as much reality as the observable world of prices and commodities. In view of
the latter the value relations appear to be simplifying abstractions from the complicated phenomena of the
market; while if we focus on the fundamental relations of production, the world of commodities represents
only a multifaceted modification of those relations. The relations of production can be understood without
reference to the market, while the market cannot be understood without reference to them. It is therefore the
production relations that must form the basis for any scientific analysis of capital and alone can make the
possibilities and limits of market processes comprehensible.
The theory of value based on labor time is, then, abstract relative to the market and concrete relative to the
relations of production. It is a mental construction only in the sense that value categories do not relate
directly to market phenomena, so that the value relations hidden behind prices can be grasped only by way
of thought. The pure market theory of bourgeois economics is naturally also an abstract affair, since it
excludes the capitalist relations of production from consideration. In this way it shuts itself off from insight into
the totality of the actual state of affairs and hence also from an understanding of market phenomena
themselves. Value analysis, in contrast, makes possible the explanatory passage from abstract to concrete,
since it can demonstrate the subordination of market relations to the production relations of r modern society
and so first bring to light the process of the capitalist economy as a whole. The dual character of production
as the production at once of commodities and of profits excludes the adaptation of production to real social
needs or an equilibrium of supply and demand in the sense of an equilibrium of production and consumption.
According to Marx, demand is essentially subject to the mutual relationship of the different classes and their
respective economic positions, notably therefore to, first, the ratio of total surplus value to wages, and,
second, to the relation of the various parts into which surplus value is split up (profit, interest, ground rent,
taxes, etc.). And this thus again shows how absolutely nothing can be explained by the relation of supply and
demand before ascertaining the basis on which this relation rests.
However, due to the effort, growing out of capitalist competition, to heighten exploitation, this basis (the
relations of production) is in a state of perpetual transformation, which manifests itself in changing relative
prices of goods on the market. Therefore the market is continuously in disequilibrium, although with different
degrees of severity, thus giving rise, by its occasional approach to an equilibrium state, to the illusion of a
tendency toward equilibrium. The capitalist laws of motion exclude any sort of equilibrium, even when profit
production and commodity production develop in tandem, since this very development stimulates the
unfolding of a contradiction inherent in it that only further development can overcome.
Market and production, it goes without saying, form a unity and can be separated only in thought. However,
market relations are governed by the production relations. The price of labor power can in general not fall
below its value, i.e., the cost of reproduction of the labor force. It can never rise to the point at which it would
abolish capitalist surplus value and so threaten the existence of the system. Whatever may happen in the
market its effects are determined by the relations of production and the apparently autonomous operation of
the market is restricted to the paths prescribed by these relations. However much the actual price relations
may deviate from the value relations on which they are based the total sum of commodity values can be no
greater than the quantity of labor time expended in the production of the commodities. The sum of
commodity prices can indeed lie below the total value, since total value and total price are equivalent only
tinder the assumption that all the commodities produced are sold. There may, that is, be more value and
surplus value created than finds expression in commodity prices, as happens when a part of production
cannot be sold and therefore loses its value character. In any case the total prices realized are equal to the
total value realized. In this way an analysis of capital's laws of motion based exclusively on value relations
finds its justification.
While the phenomena investigated in Volume 1 of Marx's Capital are those "which constitute the process of
capitalist production as such," in the third volume he attempts to "locate and describe the concrete forms that
grow out of the movements of capital considered as a whole." The configurations of capital, as Marx

describes them, "thus approach step by step the form which they assume on the surface of society, in the
action of different capitals upon one another, in competition, and in the ordinary consciousness of the agents
of production themselves." But this step-by-step procedure does not negate the insights into the laws of
capitalist development attained by analysis of the process of production as such. These insights remain valid
for capital "considered as a whole," although they undergo various metamorphoses in the course of its
investigation. The abstractions of Volume 1 represent not a mere methodology used to approach the
inscrutable world of commodities but a representation of the actual foundation on which this world is based.
Only if this foundation itself is exposed to view can the dynamic of the system, from which alone the multiple
configurations of capital arise, be portrayed.
If the value of labor power is given by the cost of reproducing it, the labor time in excess of this amount has
the form of surplus value. The increasing productivity of labor augments its use value relative to its exchange
value and in this way enlarges the mass of capital derived from the surplus value Capital formation can thus
be shown to be the development of the productivity of labor. The increasing mass of capital determines the
quantity of surplus value necessary for its further utilization or valorization (capital expansion by the
investment of surplus value as additional capital). However, this process at the same time reduces the labor
power employed relative to a given capital and accordingly diminishes the relative quantity of surplus value.
With more rapid accumulation the employed labor power of course increases in absolute; terms and declines
only in comparison with the growing capital. But even this relative decline, in the context of the growing
capital's increasing valorization needs, must in the course of time lead to a declining rate of accumulation.
From this it follows that the accumulation of capital is constrained by definite value relations. If there is
sufficient surplus value to valorize the capital already in existence, it secures its future development. If the
surplus value is insufficient, then further rapid development of capital comes to an end.
The capitalist production of commodities is in reality the production of capital; the production of goods for
use, that is, is only a means to the expansion of capital, and this has no subjective limits. A capital, as a sum
of money invested in production, must emerge again from circulation as an enlarged capital if the conditions
of capitalist production are to be met. Production is thus exclusively the production of surplus value and is
governed by the latter. Since surplus value is unpaid labor time, the production of capital depends on the
quantity of labor time appropriated. It is therefore of the essence of capital to increase the quantity of unpaid
labor time. At a given stage of development and with a given number of workers, surplus value can be
enlarged only by lengthening the time during which workers labor for the capitalists and shortening that
during which they produce for themselves. Both methods face impassable objective barriers, since the
working day cannot exceed twenty-four hours, and the worker's wage cannot be reduced to zero. The
accumulation of capital possible tinder such conditions, as the accumulation of means of production, requires
additional labor power and engenders a corresponding increase of the mass of surplus value. For
accumulation to advance continuously, however, the productivity of labor must increase. This is
accomplished by means of the development of technology and organization of the workplace. While these
depend on accumulation, both of them promote an acceleration of accumulation, leading to an alteration of
the value relations that constitute the organic composition of capital.
Under the assumption of a continuous accumulation of capital --an assumption in complete accord with
reality the increasing productivity of labor is reflected in a shift of the organic composition of capital toward its
constant component. The variable capital grows, of course, but this growth lags behind that of the capital
embodied in means of production. Despite the declining number of workers relative to the means of
production confronting them as capital, the surplus value increases so long as the increasing productivity of
labor adequately reduces the portion of the social labor time necessary to reproduce the workers. Thus
despite the changing organic composition of capital, the valorization of capital and its further accumulation
can take place. While the rate of surplus value increases with the changing organic composition of capital,
the latter exerts a contradictory effect on the rate of profit, since the first is the ratio of surplus value to the
variable capital, while the rate of profit compares surplus value to both parts of capital, constant as well as
variable. With the more rapid growth of the constant relative to the variable capital, a given rate of surplus
value must mean a declining profit rate. The rate of profit can remain unchanged despite a higher organic
composition of capital only if the rate of surplus value rises rapidly. With a quick enough increase of the rate
of surplus value, the rate of profit can even rise. As the rate of surplus value can increase essentially only
together with the rise in the organic composition of capital that accompanies accumulation, the accumulation
process turns out to be governed by the general rate of profit, the movement of which determines all other
movements of capital.
On the assumption of an irresistibly continuous accumulation of capital, the mutually compensating but
contradictory movements of the rate of surplus value and the rate of profit must eventually create a situation
excluding further accumulation. While the rate of surplus value must be increased enormously if the fall in
the rate of profit is to be halted, the variable capital still continues to decline relative to the constant, and the
number of producers or surplus-value declines in comparison with the quantity of valorized capital. Ever
fewer workers must create ever-greater surplus value in order to produce the profits required by the capital
already in existence if it is to continue to expand. Inevitably a point will be reached at which the greatest

quantity of surplus value that can possibly be extorted from the diminished working class is no longer
sufficient to augment the value of the accumulated capital.
This line of reasoning represents, to begin with, only the logical consequence of a hypothetical course of
development. It refers to no more than the production and accumulation of capital in an imaginary system in
which total capital confronts the working class as a whole thus it refers to the pure operation of the
mechanism of surplus-value production and the dynamic of the accumulation process. Marx's aim is to
demonstrate the existence of a tendency, inherent in capitalist development and dominating it, by reference
to which alone the real movement of capital can be explained. By this means he demonstrates that all the
difficulties of capital arise from the nature of capital itself from surplus-value production and the development,
governed by it, of the social productivity of labor on the basis of the capitalist mode of production. Just as the
law of value cannot be observed directly in the actual events of the market but acts through market
processes to accomplish the necessities of capitalist production, so the tendency of the rate of profit to fall
(and thus the effect of the law of value on the accumulation process) is not a process observable directly in
reality but a drive to accumulate manifested in market phenomena, whose results bring the capitalist mode of
production into always greater conflict with real social needs. "The real barrier of capitalist production," wrote
Marx,
“is capital itself.” It is that capital and its self-expansion appear as the starting and the closing point, the
motive and the purpose of production; that production is only production for capital and not vice versa, the
means of production are not mere means for a constant expansion of the living process of the society of
producers. The limits within which the preservation and self-expansion of value of capital resting on the
expropriation and pauperization of the great mass of producers can alone move - these limits come
continually into conflict with the methods of production employed by capital for its purposes, which drive
toward unlimited extension of production, toward production as an end in itself, toward unconditional
development of the social productivity of labor. The means- unconditional development of the productive
forces of society - comes continually into conflict with the limited purpose, the self-expansion of the existing
capital. The capitalist mode of production is, for this reason, a historical means of developing the material
forces of production and creating an appropriate world market and is, at the same time, a continual conflict
between this its historical task and its own corresponding relations of social production.”
This analysis of capitalist accumulation exclusively in terms of the production process, which reveals the
tendency of the rate of profit to fall, suggests the historical limits of this mode of production, without thereby
being able to determine the exact time of its final denouement. But as this tendency characterizes the
system from its beginning and is responsible for its dynamic, it must at all times appear in the actual events
of the market, albeit in modified forms. It will be visible not as such but in the form of the measures taken to
counter it, the processes Marx calls "counteracting influences - - . which cross and annul the effect of the
general law" of the falling rate of profit. All of these countertendencies the increasing intensity of the
exploitation of labor, the depression of wages below the value of labor power, the cheapening of the
elements of constant capital, relative overpopulation, foreign trade, and the increase in stock capital are real
phenomena whose function it is to improve the profitability of capital, i.e., to counteract the tendency of the
rate of profit to fall. So long as they are successful and make possible the valorization of capital, the
tendency of the rate of profit to fall is not observable as such and is de facto without force, although it is the
cause of capital's activities to counteract it. Only in the actual crises which break out from time to time does
the fall of the profit rate show itself in its own form, since the counteracting processes are then not sufficient
to secure the further valorization of capital.
Marx's theory of accumulation is thus at the same time a theory of crisis, as it locates the origin of crisis in an
insufficient valorization of capital, which in turn originates in the breakthrough of the tendency of the profit
rate to fall. This kind of crisis arises directly from capital accumulation, governed by the law of value, and can
be overcome only through renewed value expansion, i.e., through the reestablishment of a rate of profit
adequate for further accumulation. Its basis is an insufficiency of the surplus value available in relation to the
capital already accumulated; this transforms the latent fall of the profit rate into an actual profit shortage. The
cessation of further accumulation constitutes the crisis situation, which Marx characterized as one of
overaccumulation:
“Overproduction of capital is never anything more than overproduction of means of production of means of
labor and necessities of life which may serve as capital, i.e., may serve to exploit labor at a given degree of
exploitation; a fall in the intensity of exploitation below a certain point, however, calls forth disturbances and
stoppages in the capitalist production process, crises, and destruction of capital. It is no contradiction that
this overproduction of capital is accompanied by more or less considerable overpopulation. The
circumstances which increased the productiveness of labor, augmented the mass of produced commodities,
expanded markets, accelerated accumulation of capital both in terms of its mass and its value, and lowered
the rate of profit these same circumstances have also created, and continuously create, a relative
overpopulation, an overpopulation not employed by the surplus capital owing to the low degree of
exploitation at which alone they could be employed, or at least owing to the low rate of profit which they
would yield at the given degree of exploitation.”

In order to illustrate the concept of overaccumulation, Marx had recourse to a further, not particularly wellchosen example:
“To appreciate what this overaccumulation is. . . one need only assume it to be absolute.... There would be
absolute overproduction of capital as soon as additional capital for purposes of capitalist production equals
zero. . . . As soon as capital would, therefore, have grown in such a ratio to the laboring population that
neither the absolute working time supplied by this population, nor the relative surplus working time, could be
extended any further (this last would not be feasible at any rate in the case where the demand for labor were
so strong that there were a tendency for wages to rise); at a point, therefore, when the increased capital
produced just as much, or even less, surplus value than it did before its increase, there would be absolute
overproduction of capital. . . . [There would be a steep and sudden fall in the general rate of profit, but this
time clue to a change in the composition of capital not caused by the development of the productive forces,
but rather by a rise in the money value of the variable capital (because of increased wages) and the
corresponding reduction in the proportion of surplus labor to necessary labor.”
As this example has given rise to many misunderstandings, it is necessary to deal with it briefly. On its basis,
for example, Martin Trottmann reproaches Henryk Grossmann, who explained over-accumulation in terms of
insufficient value expansion of capital, for falsely identifying two different, completely contrary tendencies of
capitalist accumulation as one and the same. Marx's concept of absolute overaccumulation, according to
Trottmann, signifies overproduction not as a consequence of insufficient valorization but as the consequence
of a shortage of labor power leading to rising wages and declining surplus value. What Trottmann fails to see
is that the end result is the same in both cases, namely the suspension of accumulation as a result of a lack
of profits. It was this tate of affairs that Marx wanted to emphasize, although his example is doubly
unfortunate, as it contradicts not only all experience but also his own theory of accumulation itself.
On the basis of the theory of surplus value, the limit of the capitalist mode of production is to be seen in the
fact that "the development of the productivity of labor creates in the fall of the rate of profit a law which at a
certain point comes into antagonistic conflict with this development and must be overcome constantly
through crisis.' However, there is more to the regularity of crisis than this. On the one hand, the crisis
appears as the breakdown of the continually evolving accumulation of capital that faces collapse due to the
tendency of the rate of profit to fall inherent in it. On the other hand, it also appears in numerous additional
contradictions, born in the market, which are of course accentuated by, as well as ultimately based on, the
social contradiction of the relations of production. These partial crises cannot be understood apart from the
general crisis originating in the capital -labor relation, just as market events in general cannot be understood
except by reference to the relations of production.
In order to understand the crisis tendency so closely bound up with the system, it is necessary always to
bear in mind the dynamic character of the system, which rules out any sort of equilibrium. Against the
equilibrium theorists of classical economics, who confused the process of circulation with direct barter and
consequently imagined that every sale is a purchase and every purchase a sale, Marx maintained that "this
gives poor comfort to the possessors of commodities who, unable to make a sale, cannot accordingly make
a purchase either." In barter one commodity is directly exchanged for another. But when exchange value is
given a form independent of the object by being embodied in money, the sale of one commodity is an act
distinct from the purchase of another. With this separation of purchase and sale the possibility of crisis
already arises. "The possibility of crisis, which became apparent in the simple metamorphosis of the
commodity, is once more demonstrated, and further developed, by the disjunction between the (direct)
process of production and the process of circulation." In this way demand and supply can fall asunder.
Indeed, according to Marx, "in reality supply and demand never coincide, or, if they do, it is by mere
accident, hence scientifically and to be regarded as not having occurred." Thus an element of crisis is to be
found in commodity production itself, in the contradiction, embodied in the commodity, between exchange
value and use value. The contradictions and thus the potentialities of crisis already included in commodity
and money circulation must however be explained on the basis of the specifically capitalist form of the
circulation of commodities and money. Real crises "can only be deduced from the real movement of
capitalist production, competition, and credit," namely, in terms of the aspects of this movement peculiar to
capital, not those which would follow from the nature of commodities and money as they would exist in
another social system.
In the direct process of production these elements of crisis do not appear, although they are contained in it
implicitly, since the process of production is that of the creation and appropriation of surplus value. The
possibility of crisis appears first in the process of realization, in circulation, which is implicitly and explicitly a
process of reproduction, that is, of the reproduction of the surplus-value-producing relations of production.
The circulation process as a whole or the reproduction process of capital as a whole is the unity of its
production phase and its circulation phase, so that it comprises both these processes or phases. Therein lies
a further developed possibility or abstract form of crisis. The economists who deny crises consequently
assert only the unity of these two phases. if they were only separate, without being a unity, then their unity
could not be established by force and there could be no crisis. If they were only a unity without being
separate, then no violent separation would be possible implying a crisis. Crisis is the forcible establishment

of unity between elements that have become independent and the enforced separation from one another of
elements which are essentially one.
Although it first appears in the process of circulation, the real crisis cannot be understood as a problem of
circulation or of realization, but only as a disruption of the process of reproduction as a whole, which is
constituted by production and circulation together. And as the process of reproduction depends on the
accumulation of capital, and therefore on the mass of surplus value that makes accumulation possible, it is
within the sphere of production that the decisive factors (though not the only factors) of the passage from the
possibility of crisis to an actual crisis are to be found. The crisis characteristic of capital thus originates
neither in production nor in circulation taken separately but in the difficulties that arise from the tendency of
the profit rate to fall inherent in accumulation and governed by the law of value.
Of course, according to Marx, “the conditions of direct exploitation, and those of realizing it, are not identical.
They diverge not only in place and time but also logically. The first are only limited by the productive power
of society, the latter by the proportional relation of the various branches of production and the consuming
power of society." These contradictions contain the possibility of crisis, which is the breaking up of the unity
of production and circulation, and the necessity of a forceful reestablishment of this unity. Under the
conditions of capital production, however, the reestablishment of this unitary reproduction process refers not
simply to the overcoming of disproportionality and a strengthening of the capacity to consume as such but
also to the adaptation of both production and circulation to the needs of capitalist reproduction, in other
words, the need of capital for valorization. It is not that the crisis is a result of a lost proportionality of
production and consumption; rather, the crisis, as a breakdown of the accumulation process due to other
causes, expresses itself in disproportionality and a weakened capacity to consume.
This disproportionality and weakened consumer capacity are constant features of capitalism. It is here not a
matter of more or less, not that in crisis the disproportionality is too big and consumption too small, because
disproportionality and insufficient consumer power are both conditions and results of accumulation in general
and are determined by it. Were this not the case, any crisis could be overcome by increasing consumption
capacity and reducing the degree of disproportionality, even if this could only be done, within the framework
of market relations, by the violent means of the crisis itself. Up to now however, every real crisis has been
overcome without abolishing the disproportionality of production and without increasing consumption
capacity in relation to production. On the contrary, the disproportionalities are reproduced as part of the
system of capitalist production, and the social capacity for consumption decreases relative to the
accumulated capital.
Marx's critique of capitalism and of its economic theories is always a double one. On the one hand, he steps
onto the terrain of these theories in order to demonstrate their untenability in the light of the theory of value.
On the other, he takes his stance ultimately outside capitalist Society and its value categories in order to
demonstrate its historically limited character. From this viewpoint production cannot be identified with the
production of producer and consumer goods, since this takes place only within the framework of the
production of capital (self-expanding value), and its possibilities are determined and limited by this
framework. The social capacity for consumption is not simply people's capacity to consume but this capacity
as governed and necessarily limited by the requirements of surplus value production. The capitalist economy
is thus not only inadequate by its own standards and afflicted with crises, but, seen from a standpoint of
opposition to this society, it is a social order antagonistic to the satisfaction of actual and potential social
needs. While in the framework of capitalist production the overproduction of Capital is a circumstance that
generates crisis, from the standpoint of real social relations there exists no overproduction; indeed there is a
lack of means of production capable of satisfying the needs and aspirations of mankind. The consuming
power of Society is not only limited by surplus-value production but can only find satisfaction under other
social relations. In this way Marx condemns capitalism not only on the ground of its own deficiencies but also
from the standpoint of another, not yet existing social order, which alone, by the abolition of value production,
will make possible the adaptation of social production to social needs.
Marx stated his double critique of capital, so to speak, in one breath: a mode of exposition which has led to
misunderstandings and to interpretations of his theory of accumulation as explaining crises either by the
disproportionality (or anarchy) of capitalist production or in terms of underconsumption. On the basis of these
interpretations, one would expect to find capitalism in continuous situation of crisis, since surplus-value
production presupposes underconsumption, for "the working people can only expand their consumption
within very narrow limits, whereas the demand for labor, although it grows absolutely, decreases relatively to
the same extent as capitalism develops." If it is said that the problem is not general overproduction but the
existence of a disproportion between the different branches of production, this "is no more than to say that
under capitalist production the proportionality of the individual branches of production springs as a continual
process from disproportionality, because the cohesion of the aggregate production imposes itself as a blind
law upon the agents of production, and not as a law which, being understood and hence controlled by their
common mind, brings the productive process under their joint control. "The proportionality of which Marx
speaks here, moreover, has nothing to do with the relationship between production and consumption but
concerns the proportion between surplus value and accumulation required for the reproduction of capital and
so with the increasing disproportionality of the capital relations, which become visible in crises.

Of course, Marx also wrote that "the more productiveness develops, the more it finds itself 'it variance with
the narrow basis on which the conditions of consumption rest," so that the contradiction is intensified
"between the conditions under which . . . surplus value is produced and those under which it is realized."
Thus "the ultimate reason for all real crises always remains the poverty and restricted consumption of the
masses as opposed to the drive of capitalist production to develop the productive forces as though only the
absolute consuming power of society constituted their limit." However, these remarks provide no foundation
for a theory of crisis based on underconsumption, nor can the realization of surplus value be made the
principal problem of the capitalist mode of production. It goes without saying not only that the origin of crisis
lies in an insufficiency of surplus-value production but also that crisis must manifest itself as a problem of the
realization of surplus value and the insufficient buying power of the working population. For the very
circumstances that lead to the fall of the rate of profit and with it to the restriction of the process of
accumulation can be seen also on the market in the form of insufficient demand and the growing difficulty of
turning commodities back into money-in brief, in the interruption of the circuit of capital that underlies the
entire process of reproduction.
In the early days of capitalist accumulation, when the organic composition of capital was low, the
contradiction between production and consumption was less pronounced than it has become at a later stage
of development, when the situation is the reverse. In the earlier period general poverty can be much greater
than it would he at a later stage of accumulation, since with the lower rate of accumulation constant capital
grows more slowly. Thus the realization of surplus value by way of capital accumulation still involves fewer
difficulties than at later stage of capital expansion. These difficulties multiply together with the difficulties of
accumulation, which stem from the tendency of the rate of profit to fall and come to a head in a widening
discrepancy between the production and the realization of surplus value between social production and
social consumption.
While it is this discrepancy alone that makes capitalist progress possible, at the same time it limits this
progress since it comes into conflict with the reproduction requirements set by the law of value for the total
capital, that is, at the moment when the production of surplus value no longer suffices to continue a given
tempo of accumulation. Only through the improvement of surplus-value production, through the restoration of
the rate of profit necessary for further accumulation, can capital again overcome the breakdown of the
reproduction process. It will not thereby have overcome the discrepancy between the production and
realization of surplus value. On the contrary, the overcoming of the crisis, by way of the realization of surplus
value thanks to further accumulation, also reproduces the divergence between the production and realization
of surplus value and that between production and consumption in the sense of the satisfaction of real social
needs.
Capital realizes surplus value by means of capitalistically unproductive consumption and by capitalist
accumulation. So long as the latter meets with no obstacle, there exists no realization problem. There is
none just because the tendency of the rate of profit to fall requires the perpetual increase of surplus value
and thus the growth of the rate of accumulation. Capitalist production exclusively serves the accumulation of
capital. But this mode of production, ruled by value production, cannot really free itself from the use-value
character of social production, which of course, under capitalist conditions, means that it is not free from the
limitations that the use value of labor power imposes on it.
Surplus value can never be anything but surplus labor, a portion of total labour; this in itself sets certain limits
to accumulation. Thus despite capital's "accumulation for the sake of accumulation," there can be for it no
unlimited "production for the sake of production." The rate of surplus value obtaining at any moment and the
labor power profitably exploitable at that time set the limits of accumulation, which can be overstepped only
through an enlarged production of surplus value. So every momentary over-production of capital must
appear as a crisis that has to put an cud to this overproduction. This can be accomplished only by the
restoration of a lost proportionality between surplus value and the production of capital, with respect to value
relations which are at the same time use-value relations, even though the latter aspect is not consciously
considered. More of the social labor must fall to capital, less to the workers. The crisis serves to accomplish
this in two different ways: first, by the destruction of capital, and second, by the increase of surplus value,
until both processes have produced the needed relation between the rate of profit and the amount of surplus
value required for further accumulation. A new cycle of accumulation begins. Like all the preceding cycles, it
too must end in the overproduction of capital, when the uncontrollable passion for surplus value again drives
accumulation beyond the point at which valorization is possible. Through the crisis "a large part of the
nominal capital of the society, i.e., of the exchange value of the existing capital, is once and for all destroyed,
although this very destruction, since it does not affect the use value, may very much expedite the new
reproduction." The lowered exchange value lowers the organic composition of capital, raising the rate of
profit even with a constant rate of surplus value. But the intensified competition provoked by the crisis leads
capitalists to cut their production costs and so to take measures in the sphere of production which in
themselves raise the rate of surplus value. Thus the conditions for a resumption of the process of
accumulation are re-created within the crisis, and with them the further potential for the realization of surplus
value by way of capitalist expansion.

If this potential did not exist, the crisis could not be overcome at all, as neither the proportionality of the
different branches of production nor the abolition of the divergence between production and consumption are
(as we have seen) possibilities for capitalism. The proportionality of the various branches of production is
determined by accumulation and achieved by the same processes that lead to the formation of the average
rate of profit.
[The] quantitative limit to the quota for social labor time available for the various particular spheres of
production is but a more developed expression of the law of value in general, although the necessary labor
time assumes a different meaning here. Only first so much of it is required for the satisfaction of social
needs. The limitation occurring here is due to the use value. Society can use only so much of its total labor
time for this particular kind of production under prevailing conditions of production.
This adjustment, which is in practical terms an adjustment to market demand, is naturally accomplished, like
the formation of the average rate of profit, "only in a very complicated and approximate manner, as a never
ascertainable average of ceaseless fluctuations." It is, however, accomplished in times of capitalist prosperity
no less than in periods of depression and can therefore not be appealed to for an explanation of crisis. The
divergence of production and consumption, which allegedly gives rise to crisis, not only persists during the
crisis but acquires an even sharper form; nevertheless the crisis situation leads to a new upswing. So the
crisis cycle cannot be explained by underconsumption.
A theory of the crisis cycle must explain prosperity as well as depression. But prosperity would be
inexplicable if underconsumption and disproportionalities per se led to crisis, for then the first crisis would
already have been the last. In fact capital has developed through numerous crises until the present day. This
was made practically possible by the increase in the productivity of labor, which augmented surplus value by
lowering the value of labor power though without negating the improvement of the proletariat's living
conditions, since a smaller exchange value can represent a greater quantity of consumer goods. Crisis must
thus be understood not in terms of the observable phenomena of the market, superficial from the point of
view of explanation, but in terms of the laws, directly unobservable yet fundamental to the capitalist
economy, of surplus-value production. Here too Marx's dictum holds; "All science would be superfluous if the
outward appearance and the essence of things directly coincided."
While surplus value is created in production, "the conversion of surplus value into profit . . . is determined as
much by the process of circulation as by the process of production." It is this fact, which on the one hand
leads to crisis, that on the other hand allows capital to escape from it. The destruction of capital that takes
place in a crisis is a precondition for the powerful transformation of capital, concentrated in a short period of
time, that is the prerequisite of further accumulation. The destruction of capital always accompanies capital
formation, although in periods of economic prosperity, in a relatively mode ate form. In the crisis the
destruction of capital accelerates and accentuates this tendency, inherent as it is in the competitive
concentration and centralization of capital with regard to both production and circulation. This process,
together with the improvement of surplus-value production and the devaluation of capital, and despite a
further increase in the organic composition of capital, leads to a restoration of the necessary rate of profit.
The crisis manifests itself directly in overproduction of commodities and insufficient purchasing power. As
"capital consists of commodities, . . . overproduction of capital implies overproduction of commodities." From
this it is not a big step to the idea that the ultimate cause of crisis is underconsumption. This idea is
strengthened all the more by Marx's statement that "constant capital is never produced for its own sake but
solely because more of it is needed in spheres of production whose products go into individual
consumption." If there is insufficient social purchasing power, however, the metamorphosis of money into
commodities and the retransformation of commodities into money cannot take place, and this limits the
production both of commodities and of constant capital.
Although this is what really happens, it does not explain how capital escapes from its dilemma, since in itself
the crisis can only worsen this situation. If, as Marx here appears to maintain, this were really only a question
of underconsumption, then the crisis could not be overcome by expanding the production of commodities
and constant capital beyond that achieved at the point where prosperity gave way to crisis. But in fact every
new prosperity arising out of crisis leaves the previous prosperity far behind with respect to the production of
commodities and means of production. Had this not been the case, there would have been no capitalist
development, no continuous accumulation of capital.
Marx's statement, then, represents either an error of judgement or unclear writing, especially since the
disproportionality of the individual spheres of production and that between production and consumption are
hardly contested by bourgeois economics. As the economists see it, however, the equilibrium tendencies of
the market lead to the overcoming of these irregularities, i.e., the ensuing scarcity of commodities and capital
restores the lost proportionality of production and consumption. If "constant capital is never produced for its
own sake but solely because more of it is needed in spheres of production whose products go into individual
consumption," then Marx's crisis theory would not be different from the bourgeois theories of the business
cycle. Like them it would be a theory of the market in which the relations of supply and demand decide the
extension or contraction of production.
In opposition to this, however, the Marxian theory speaks of accumulation as the factor exacerbating the
contradictions of capitalism to the point of breakdown. The underconsumption theory as ascribed to Marx,

which can indeed be read in some of his expressions, can be conclusively rejected on the basis of his double
critique of capital. On the one hand, the overproduction of commodities and insufficient demand are
characteristics of the over-accumulation of capital. On the other hand, from a position opposed to capitalism,
the accumulation of capital is based on a perpetually widening divergence between production and
consumption, so that the ultimate reason for all real crises remains indeed the poverty and restricted
consumption of the masses even if this is only to say that the crisis belongs to capitalism.
The capitalists experience the crisis as an insufficient demand for commodities, the workers as insufficient
demand for their labour power. The solution for both lies in the growth of overall demand through the
resumption of capital accumulation. But how can the expanded commodity production that goes with this find
a market when current production has already outstripped demand? The answer is that capitalism produces
precisely not to meet consumer demand but over and above it, until the limits of surplus-value creation are
reached, limits that cannot be known when the goods are produced but can only be discovered in the
market. Every crisis can be understood only in relation to the prosperity preceding it, just because prosperity
derives not from the consuming power of society but from the accumulation requirements, imposed by
capitalist competition, of the individual capitals, which at any time are growing to produce not for an existing
but for an expected market. This is due to general social development and to the elimination of less
competitive capitals, which yields the more competitive a larger market, along with accumulation.
Production always precedes consumption. In capitalism, however, it advances blindly, as each capital strives
not only to win the greatest share of a given market but also to enlarge it ceaselessly and so to avoid losing
it. The prerequisite of this is the rapid growth of productivity, which lowers costs, and with it the accumulation
of capital in the form of means of production and the changing of the organic composition of capital that
accompanies this. The general competition thus leads to a more rapid growth of the constant versus the
variable capital, for the individual capitals as for the society as a whole. It is this very process that makes
possible the realization of surplus value by way of accumulation, without respect for the restriction of
consumption this presupposes. Surplus value becomes new capital, which in its turn produces capital. This
process, senseless as it is, is actually the consequence of a mode of production oriented exclusively toward
the production of surplus value. All good things come to an end, however, and this same process finds its
nemesis in the tendency of the rate of profit to fall. At a certain point the realization of surplus vaIue
accumulation is halted, when accumulation ceases to yield the surplus value necessary for the continuation
of this process. Then it suddenly becomes apparent that without accumulation a part of the surplus value
cannot be realized, since demand is insufficient to transform the surplus value lying hidden in the
commodities into profit.
With respect to accumulation Marx asked why the rate of profit does not fall more quickly than it does,
despite the enormous development of productivity. He answered his question by pointing to the
countertendencies. The point can also be put by asking not how crises begin but how capital has been able
to accumulate despite all its crises. The crisis is easier to understand than prosperity, since the phenomena
of overproduction, appearing on the surface of the market, are visible. One glance is enough to see that
consumption cannot absorb everything that is produced. But it is not so easy to see how capital, given its
inherent contradictions, can proceed for long periods of time from prosperity to boom, periods during which
supply is often smaller than demand. This is comprehensible through the historically confirmed fact that the
market formed by means of accumulation is nothing other than the development of capitalist society itself.
This development includes not only the accumulation of the existing capital but also the continuous creation
of new capital: the spread of the capitalist relations of production over ever-broader areas. The exploitation
of greater masses of workers requires additional means of production which must first be produced before
they can be productively utilized A part of the surplus value transformed into capital enters directly into
accumulation through the continuous circulation among constant capitals While one constant capital moves
into commodity production) others withdraw commodities from circulation without at the same time producing
commodities themselves. This uninterrupted process and its acceleration make it possible for the increasing
quantity of commodities to find a market, as the latter is continually expanded by the process of
accumulation.
Through the acceleration of accumulation, by perpetual reinvestment, the increasing production of final
goods (which enter into consumption) can also find an outlet in the general circulation. Under these
conditions-when one part of capital sets a series of other capitals in motion, the capitalists can consume
more, and the fully employed workers also have more to spend the accumulation of capital is more impeded
than stimulated by the growing mass of commodities, so that the boom already bears within it the seed of
crisis. Production shifts to the consumer-goods industries, which impairs the profitability of capital as a
whole. The fall of the average rate of profit thereby accentuated then leads to the weakening of the
prosperity and finally to crisis.
What this reveals is not simply a level of consumption too high in proportion to the requirements of
accumulation but a shortage of surplus value resulting from the process of accumulation itself, which calls for
the restriction of consumption if the going tempo of accumulation is to be maintained. If the amount of
surplus value created in production was great enough to hasten accumulation even more, the increased
consumption would be no hindrance to further accumulation but could grow together with it. The slowing of

the rate of accumulation, however, reveals that the changing value relations, leading to a falling rate of profit,
no longer allow the maintenance of the existing level of consumption; that is, that the organic composition of
capital has reached a point at which the available surplus value is insufficient to secure both growing
consumption and accumulation. On the terrain of the market, the declining rate of accumulation means the
decline of new investments and its effects on production as a whole. The same process that opened the way
to expansion now reverses direction, seizing on more or less all the branches of social production.
The relation between production and consumption is unaffected in an expanding capitalism, even if the
production of consumer goods lags behind that of means of production. On the one hand, the growing
productivity of labor makes possible the reduction of the costs of food production; on the other, rapid
industrialisation leads to a continuous improvement in the industrial products destined for consumption and
thus an improvement in the general standard of living. Although accumulation requires the steady increase of
means of production, the commodity market is at the same time continually broadened by the introduction of
ever-newer kinds of use values. Surplus-value allows the construction of an infrastructure that involves evergreater numbers of people in the process of capital circulation as a whole. If the world market was a
precondition of capitalist production, accumulation has led to an ever more rapid capitalization of world
production, which does not conflict with the concentration of capital in a few capital-intensive countries as
their production is integrated into that of the world. The accumulation of capital is thus not only the prosaic
production of profit but also the conquest of the world by capital, an enterprise so demanding that no mass of
profit, however great, will be enough.
Capital is always suffering from a lack of profit, in depression and in prosperity. Every capital must
continually accumulate in order not to be driven out of business, and accumulation depends on the supply of
capital, derived either from its own profits or from those of other capitals. The market grows together with the
firms, and with the growth of the market the firms also must grow if they are not to be eliminated by their
competition. There has never yet been a business smothered by its own profits, and capital "as a whole" has
at no time bewailed an excess of surplus value. That a period or upswing turns into its opposite can only
mean, from the standpoint of capital, that profits were too low to justify the expansion of production in terms
of profitability. Of course, this situation appears to the capitalists only as a phenomenon of the market, since
they do not understand that the level of their own profits is governed by that of the social surplus value, and
since knowing this fact, if they did know it, could be of no use at all to them, since the only reaction open to
them consists in further attempts to secure or restore their individual profits by the practically possible ways.
Capitalist prosperity depends on the continuous acceleration of accumulation, and this on the expansion of
the mass of surplus value. Capital cannot stand still without calling forth crisis. Every equilibrium state that is,
every situation in which production does not exceed consumption is a state of crisis or stagnation that must
be overcome by an increase in surplus value if it is not to lead to the downfall of the system. Just as the
tendency of the profit rate to fall exists in latent form even when the actual rate of profit is rising, crisis is
already inherent, though invisible, in every prosperity. But like every other disproportionality of the system,
that between surplus value and accumulation can also be altered only in accordance with the needs of
accumulation, operating through anarchic market processes-only, indeed, through the violence of the crisis.
This is a matter not of the restoration of a lost state of equilibrium between production and consumption but
of the restoration of the disproportionality whose content is the "proportionality" of surplus value and
accumulation.
If, according to Marx, the real crisis must be explained in terms of capitalist production, competition, and
credit, it must be explained in terms of accumulation, for this is the meaning of production. It is hastened by
competition and credit but also made increasingly prone to crisis, since the growing demand for surplus
value can exceed by far that actually attained due to the tendency of the rate of profit to fall and despite the
development of the productivity of labor. If at this point of overaccumulation the quantity of surplus value can
no longer be increased, a situation arises that corresponds to that in Marx's abstract analysis, framed
exclusively in terms of the production process, of an uninterrupted accumulation leading to the breakdown of
the system. However, since this process is that of the reproduction of a total capital constituted by many
capitals, the surplus value is accumulated from then on only in part; not only does the process of
accumulation slow down, but the potential for structural changes of capital develops, making it possible to
adjust the total surplus value to the 'needs of further accumulation at the cost of many individual capitalists,
as well as by higher rates of exploitation. In this sense the overproduction of capital is only temporary,
although the tendency to overaccumulate is permanent. Thus on the one hand capitalist prosperity depends
on the acceleration of accumulation, while on the other hand this acceleration leads to the crisis of
overaccumulation. For this reason capitalist development is a process shot through with, and inseparable
from, crises in which the requirements of the reproduction of the capitalist mode of production assert
themselves in a violent way. The reality of these crises naturally does not need to be proven, as they are
directly experienced. The only question is whether they arise from the system itself and are thus inevitable,
or whether they are caused by factors exogenous to the system and thus can be considered accidental, as
imperfections of the system that can sooner or later be eliminated. For Marx accumulation without crisis was
inconceivable. While from one viewpoint the crises sweep the difficulties to which accumulation gives birth
out of the way, from another they are the surest sign of the ineluctable end of capitalist society.

The world trade crises must, according to Marx, "be regarded as the real concentration and forcible
adjustment of all the contradictions of the bourgeois economy." Even the aspects of the crisis that cannot be
traced directly back to the capitalist relations of production derive from this source a particular character
peculiar to capitalism. As crises of the world market affect all countries, although in different ways, and as the
ultimate reason for crisis- the shortage of surplus value appears on the market in inverted form as an
unsolvable excess of commodities, the conditions both of the crisis and its solution are so complex that they
cannot be empirically determined. When the crisis will break out, its extent, and its duration cannot be
predicted; only that there will be a crisis can be expected with certainty. Nonetheless Marx attempted to
relate the periodicity of crisis to the reproduction of capital or, more exactly, to the replacement of fixed
capital. As the accumulation of capital is largely a matter of the increase in the means of production, the
replacement and enlargement of fixed capital should be at least a contributing factor of the periodicity of
crisis.
The value invested in fixed capital is in the course of time transferred to the commodities produced and
through their sale transformed into money. The re-transformation of money into fixed capital (the
replacement of the used-up means of production) is governed by the service life of the latter, which in turn is
determined by the particular characteristics of the various branches of production. The replacement of fixed
capital is, thanks to the development of technology, at the same time its improvement. This obliges
capitalists, in order to remain competitive, to renew their fixed capital before it is worn out. This "moral
depreciation" of fixed capital, as well as the general effort to partake in the changing technology, generates
capitalist interest in the shortening of the turnover time of fixed capital. The shorter it is, the sooner the new
investments can partake in the higher productivity achieved through the continuous revolutionization of the
means of production, and the lower the costs of the "moral depreciation" that precedes the physical
exhaustion of capital. As the average service life of fixed capital in his day was ten years, Marx wondered
whether this might be related to the ten-year crisis cycle.
Of course, the service life of fixed capital can lengthen or shorten. However, according to Marx, the issue
here is not a definite number of years. This much seemed evident to him:
“The cycle of interconnected turnovers embracing a number of years, in which capital is held fast by its fixed
constituent part, furnishes a material basis for the periodic crises. During this cycle business undergoes
successive periods of depression, medium activity, precipitancy, crisis. True, periods in which capital is
invested differ greatly and far from coincide in time. But a crisis always forms the starting point of large new
investments. Therefore, from the point of view of society as a whole, more or less a new material basis for
the next turnover cycle.”
Marx did not follow up this vague hypothesis. Although crisis leads to a temporal concentration of
investments and so to a sort of "material basis for the next turnover cycle," in the final analysis this is only to
say that "a crisis always forms the starting point of large new investments," without thereby explaining the
crisis or its periodicity. And although it is true that in the meantime the capital transformed into commodities
piles up in the form of money, this does not mean that it must remain in this form until the replacement of the
fixed capital. Since the service lives of different capitals are different, and since they renew themselves in
accordance with their respective starting points, the turnover of fixed capital is being completed throughout
the whole period of upswing, along with the new investments that constitute accumulation, which bring the
cyclical upswing with them. This process is reversed in crisis, when capital is at first neither replaced nor
newly invested. Only as the crisis proceeds are additional funds invested in order to raise the productivity of
labor. These attempts give birth to the new prosperity, which is built not only on the replacement of fixed
capital but on further accumulation.
Even if the turnover time of fixed capital plays a certain contributing role in governing the production process
of capital as a whole, this does not suffice to explain the particular periodicity of crisis. Since crises are,
according to Marx, "the real concentration and forcible adjustment of all the contradictions of the bourgeois
economy" contradictions whose particular contributions to the crisis cannot be estimated the periodicity of
crisis also cannot be treated as due to a particular aspect of the process as a whole. From the crisis cycle
that Marx observed one can only conclude that the difficulties that characterized the process of development
in his time made possible he maintenance of prosperity for no more than ten years at a time, and not that
capital is therefore destined to a ten-year cycle.
Friedrich Engels wrote later that:
“The acute form of the periodic process, with its former ten year cycle, appears to have given way to a more
chronic, long drawn out alternation between a relatively short and slight business improvement and a
relatively long, indecisive depression taking place in the various industrial countries at different times. But
perhaps it is only a matter of a prolongation of the duration of the cycle. In the early Years of world
commerce, 1815-47, it can be shown that crises occurred about every five years; from 1847 to 1867 the
cycle is dearly ten years; is it possible that we are now in the preparatory stage of a new world crash of
unparalleled vehemence? Many things seem to point in this direction. Since the last general crisis of 1867
many profound changes have taken place. The colossal expansion of the means of transportation and
communication-ocean liners, railways, electrical telegraphy, the Suez Canal has made a real world market a
fact. The former monopoly of England in industry has been challenged by a number of competing industrial

countries; infinitely greater and varied fields have been opened in all parts of the world for the investment of
surplus European capital, so that it is far more widely distributed, and local overspeculation may be more
easily overcome. By means of all this, most of the 01d breeding grounds of crises and opportunities for their
development have been eliminated or strongly reduced. At the same time, competition in the domestic
market recedes before the cartels and trusts, while in the foreign market it is restricted by protective tariffs,
with which all major industrial countries, England excepted, surround themselves. But these protective tariffs
are nothing but preparations for the ultimate, general industrial war, which shall decide who has supremacy
on the world market. Thus every factor, which works against a repetition of the old crises, carries within itself
the germ of a far more powerful future crisis.”
This is to say that the periodicity of crisis also has its history and is affected by historical circumstances. If the
ultimate reason for every crisis is capitalism itself each particular crisis differs from its predecessors just
because of the continuous transformation of world market relations and of the structure of global capital.
Under these conditions neither the crises themselves nor their duration and gravity can be determined in
advance, and this all the less as the symptoms of crisis appear after the crisis itself and only bring the crisis
to the attention of the population. Moreover, the crisis cannot be reduced to "purely economic events,
although it arises "purely economically," that is, from the social relations of production clothed in economic
forms. The international competitive struggle, fought also by political and military means, influences
economic development, just as this in turn gives rise to the various forms of competition. Thus every real
crisis can only be understood in connection with social development as a whole.

3 The Epigones
The crises of the nineteenth century displayed characteristics which were connected equally with the level
attained by capitalist development and with political events. Thus the crisis of 1816 was without a doubt
closely connected with the many years of war preceding Napoleon's fall. In particular English capital, despite
the increasing mechanization of labor, had grown too quickly in relation to its valorization requirements to be
able to avoid crisis by way of further expansion. The stagnation that set in manifested itself as
overproduction, which, as I Consequence of the impoverishment of continental Europe, could not be
overcome by means of foreign trade. This resulted in a violent collapse of prices, which hit agriculture and
the textile industry particularly hard and led to the introduction of protective tariffs in order to stabilize the still
predominant agricultural production. There were many bankruptcies and bank failures. Wages were radically
reduced, and growing unemployment engendered mass poverty, social unrest, the machine breaking of the
Luddite movement, and also the theories', critical of capitalism, of Sismondi and Robert Owens. The general
price collapse of the depression period, which was punctuated ten years later by a new crisis, only came to a
stop in 1819.
The crisis of 1 836 began in England and the United States. In both countries industrial development had led
to widespread speculation and to a situation in which the production of profit no longer met the need for it.
The crisis took the form notably of a money and stock-market crisis but affected the whole economy,
ushering in a long period of depression that soon spread over all of Europe. The apparently permanent crisis
led to the revolutionary events of 1848 and to the first beginnings of an anticapitalist labor movement. Even
during the upswings within the depression, the living conditions of the workers improved only in unessential
ways, only to sink all the deeper with the first economic downturn.
The low level of wages that prevailed was an expression of the still low productivity of labor. The relatively
small amount of surplus value, along with the acuity of competition, stimulated accumulation, which of course
soon reached the limits Of exploitation set by the still narrow basis of the capitalist relations of production.
The autonomous development of capital was not yet sufficient to enlarge the market decisively by itself.
Crises appeared as commercial crises and found expression in a disastrous fall of commodity prices, which
allowed for no further productive investment. Under these conditions only accidents like the discovery of the
California gold fields led to a rise in prices and a new prosperity Events like the American Civil War, which at
first was a factor of crisis, later drove industrial and capitalist development toward at a more rapid tempo.
With the geographical extension of capital production, crises required an even more international character,
but at the same time enormously promoted every upswing of the economy. However, the actual
development of capital allowed no other prognosis than the one Marx had made; his theory was directly
confirmed by reality, which thus gave force to the revolutionary expectations connected with it. Although
every crisis had a character of its own, to be explained only by reference to the total situation from which it
had arisen, crises nevertheless were characterised in common by the interruption of accumulation and the
overproduction accompanying it, which gave rise to mass misery. And although the crisis cycle was not a
regularly periodic one, it nonetheless really existed as an irregular process At the end of the nineteenth
century, however, as Friedrich Engels said, crises appeared to become less severe and the periods of
prosperity to lengthen; at the same time, the economic condition of the workers improved. The productivity of
labor had been sufficiently increased to maintain the profitability of capital as it accumulated p over longer
periods of time. This situation gave rise to social democratic reformism and the abandonment of Marx's
theory of accumulation as a theory of crisis and collapse.

While Engels saw in the increasing mildness of crisis the' germ of more violent crisis in the future, Eduard
Bernstein maintained in 1899 that Signs of an economic world-wide crash of unheard of violence have not
been established, nor can one describe the improvement of trade in the intervals between the crises as
particularly short-lived. Much more does a . . . question arise . . . (I) whether the enormous extension of the
world market, in conjunction with the extraordinary shortening of time necessary for the transmission of news
and for the transport of trade, has so increased the possibilities of adjustment of disturbances; and (2)
whether the enormously increased wealth of the European states, in conjunction with the elasticity of the
modern credit system and the rise of industrial cartels, has so limited the reacting force of local or individual
disturbances that, at least for some time, general commercial crises similar to the earlier ones are to be
regarded as improbable.
Bernstein answered his own question with the statement that "the formula of the crisis in and for Marx was
no picture of the future but a picture of the present day," so that today, "unless unforeseen external events
bring about a general crisis . . . there is no urgent reason for concluding that such a crisis will come to pass
for purely economic reasons." For Bernstein and for reformism in general, a theory of class struggle based
on a tendency toward crisis was outmoded, since a revolutionary situation created by the breakdown of
capitalism was no longer to be expected.
In his reply to Bernstein's revisionism, Karl Kautsky explained that there is no theory of breakdown in Marx,
but that this was a polemical invention of Bernstein's. "Crises," Kautsky argued,
“work in the direction of socialism by hastening the concentration of capital and increasing the insecurity of
the proletarians' living conditions, thus sharpening the impetus that presses the workers into the arms of
socialism. . .. Furthermore, the constant need to expand the market contains yet a further factor; it is clear
that the capitalist mode of production becomes impossible from the historical moment when the market can
no longer extend in the same tempo as production; that is, as soon as overproduction becomes chronic.
Bernstein understands historical necessity to mean a situation of constraint. Here we have such a situation
which, if and when it appears, will infallibly lead to socialism.”
Thus the upshot of Marx's theory, according to Kautsky, is the breakdown of capitalism, although there is no
Marxian theory of breakdown. The attempt was made to overcome this contradiction with the hypothesis that
chronic overproduction could be a long, dragged-out process, so that it was even doubtful whether the
breakdown would actually occur. The class struggle could put an end to capitalism long before the system
fell apart. Heinrich Cunow brought this theory into closer connection with Marx's theory of accumulation. In
his essays on the theme of "breakdown," Cunow argued that Marx and Engels had derived the system's
collapse:
“on the one hand from capitalist accumulation, and on the other hand from the split between the capitalist
mode of production and its mode of exchange, which blocks the full utilization of the existing productive
forces. . . . The capital wealth already generated finds no further adequate valorization, either in the process
of production or in the process of commodity circulation; the developed expansive power of industry comes
into ever sharper conflict with the mechanism of the capitalist form of economy, until the latter finally bursts.”
Of course, this process of breakdown was still put off into the distant future, since capital had learned to
overcome its contradictions, growing out of commodity circulation, by means of the expansion of the capital
and industrial markets on a global scale. Finally, however, the contradiction between social production and
its mode of distribution remained decisive and was expected to put an end to capitalist production.
In this way attention remained fixed on the contradictory development of production and distribution, on the
increasing difficulty with which surplus value is realized as a result of capitalistically limited consumption. In
order to demonstrate the viability of capital, it was necessary to deny the ability of this disproportionality to
menace capital. This Tugan-Baranovsky attempted to do. In his book on commercial crises he described the
crisis cycle as did all the others who explain crisis in terms of a disturbance of the proportionality of supply
and demand. This disproportionality, which also can be understood as a disproportionality between the
different branches of production, Tugan-Baranovsky held to be the sole cause of crisis. A distribution of
capital in accordance with the real demand for commodities would be enough to eliminate crises. Arising
from the planlessness of capitalist competition, they can be made less severe by increasing control over the
economy and can in principle be overcome.”
If according to Tugan-Baranovsky the origin of crisis is to be found in the disproportionate distribution of
capital, it is not to be found in the distribution of the social product between labor and capital. The restriction
of consumption does not for him impose a limit on accumulation or on the realization of surplus value, since
restriction of the demand for consumer goods is in no way identical with restriction of the demand for
commodities per Sc. "The accumulation of social capital leads to a restriction of the social demand for
consumer goods and at the same time to an enlargement of the total social demand for commodities." Thus
the "accumulation of capital can be accompanied by an absolute decline of social consumption. A relative
decline of social consumption relative to the sum total of the social product is in any case inevitable."
Tugan-Baranovsky appealed to Marx with regard to two points. Like Marx he saw the fundamental
contradiction "between production as a means to satisfy human needs and production as a technical aspect
of the creation of capital, that is, as an end in itself" He admitted that "the poverty of the masses of people,
poverty not in an absolute but in a relative sense, in the sense of the insignificance of labor's share of the

total social product, is one of the preconditions of commercial crises"; but it would be false to suppose "that
the distress of the workers . . . makes the realization of ever expanding capitalist production impossible
because of insufficient demand, . . . since capitalist production creates its own market for itself" On the
contrary, "the smaller the share of the workers, the greater is the share of the capitalists and the more
quickly capital accumulates-necessarily accompanied by slowdowns and crises".
To demonstrate the possibility of unlimited accumulation Tugan-Baranovsky made use of the Marxian
reproduction schemas in Volume 2 of Capital. As he saw it, these schemas granted the possibility of a
continued and crisis-free total reproduction of capital so long as the requisite proportions between the
individual spheres and branches of production are maintained. Since these proportions are difficult to
maintain because of the anarchy of the economy, crises occur, but not the objective impossibility of further
accumulation. Thus every theory of breakdown must be rejected, and the abolition of capitalist society must
be considered a matter of the development of socialist consciousness.
In dealing with Marx, Tugan-Baranovsky of course forgot the theory of value on which the Marxian theory of
accumulation is based. Or rather he referred to Marx without taking account of his theory, as he, like
Bernstein and other reformists, had already taken up the subjective value theory of bourgeois economics.
Thus, as he himself said, he did not utilize "the usual Marxian terminology (constant capital, variable capital,
surplus value)," since, according to him, "in the creation of the surplus product-thus of rent-no distinction
between human labor power and the dead means of labor is to be made. One ought to call the machine
variable capital for the same reason as human labor power, since both yield surplus value." Consistently, he
accepted (with some reservations) the equilibrium theory descended from Say, namely the idea that with a
proportional distribution of social production, the supply of commodities must be equal to the demand, and
he interpreted Marx's reproduction schemas in this sense. In this way the contradiction of accumulation
stemming from the fall in the rate of profit vanished from his conception, and with it all the limits of capitalist
production.
Oddly enough, this fact went unnoticed in the polemic directed against Tugan-Baranovsky within Social
Democracy. Kautsky, though granting that "a lack of proportionality in production can also provoke a crisis,"
nevertheless continued to insist that "the ultimate reason for periodic crisis is to be found in underconsumption." He directed his energies against the equation of human labor power with the dead means of
production, in order, however, only to point out that "in the last instance human labor alone is the valuecreating factor, so that in the last instance the extension of human consumption determines the extension of
production. On this account the accumulation of capital depends on the workers' consumption -as there is no
insufficiency of capitalist consumption-and the expansion of capital is tied to human needs, since "the
consumption of the means of production is nothing other tan the production of consumer goods."
For Conrad Schmidt as well the volume of consumption determined the volume of production, and
overproduction arose from the restricted consumption of the working population
“Capitalist competition, with the increasing difficulty of finding markets, must, given its tendency, be
manifested in an increasing downward pressure on prices and thus in a fall in the rate of return or in the
average rate of profit-a fall making the capitalist type of economy ever more unprofitable and risky even for
the majority of private entrepreneurs, while at the same time the labor market becomes progressively
unfavorable to the workers, and the ranks of the industrial reserve army swell terribly.”
Schmidt too did not appeal to Marx's theory of accumulation, and he rejected the labor theory of value. Like
Adam Smith before him, he explained the fall in the rate of profit by the intensification of competition.
Although for him the crisis arose from insufficient consumption, he nevertheless agreed with TuganBaranovsky that crisis did not imply an eventual breakdown of capitalism, since the improvement in the
workers' living conditions achieved through social struggles would weaken, if not completely eliminate, the
roots of crisis, the restriction of consumption.
The vast debate about the crisis and collapse of capitalism (which we will not discuss further here) reflected
the ambiguities in Marx's depiction of crisis. As already pointed out, for Marx the crisis was due, on the one
hand, to the fall in the rate of profit inherent in accumulation and independently of all the phenomena of crisis
visible on the surface of society; but on the other hand, it also originated in the underconsumption of the
workers. Thus Kautsky could appeal to Marx with as much right as Schmidt or Tugan-Baranovsky. The
confusion became all the greater since the underconsumption theory could support the conclusion that
capitalism must break down. The debates on crisis and breakdown have continued to the present day, in
part thanks to the ambiguity of Marx's statements, although the latter indeed signify no more than Marx's own
unsureness, as they were written many years before the publication of Volume 1 of Capital and at a later
moment would most probably have been reformulated in a less contradictory way.
However this may be, both the actual development of capitalism and the analysis of accumulation in terms of
value and surplus value unambiguously show that the continuing accumulation of capital is linked to the
disproportionality between production and consumption corresponding to the valorization of capital, and that
only the maintenance of this situation makes it possible to overcome the crises that occur. Of course, if the
crisis can no longer be overcome in a capitalist way, permanent depression must set in, with an absolute
pauperization of the workers and unemployed. This state of affairs would exhibit the contradiction of capital
as a conflict between the capitalist mode of production and the consumption needs of society.

With Tugan-Baranovsky's reference to the Marxian reproduction schemas in Volume 2 of Capital, the debate
on crisis took on a new dimension. The problem of crisis was seen no longer as a question of the overaccumulation of capital or of underconsumption but as one of social equilibrium or of the proportionality of
the reproduction process. It will be necessary here to go briefly into the Marxian reproduction schemas. The
process of production is at the same time a process of reproduction, which is completed through circulation.
For theoretical ends and for the illustration of this process it is sufficient to divide total social production into
two departments in order to represent the conditions of an imaginary, frictionless exchange. Although
capitalist production is the creation of exchange value, it nevertheless remains tied to use value. While every
capitalist seeks only to enlarge his capital as capital, he can accomplish this only in the framework of social
production, which is at the same time a social metabolism concerned with use values. In the social
framework a theoretically conceivable equilibrium of capitalist exchange presupposes the production in the
correct proportions of the use values necessary for reproduction.
Just as competition cannot be explained by competition, the circulation process cannot be explained in terms
of circulation. It presupposes definite labor-time relations as value and use-value relations and a definite
division of them to make reproduction possible. It goes without saying that the Marxian reproduction
schemas do not refer to the real production process but to the requirements of capitalist reproduction that
underlie the real process, which are indeed not consciously taken into account in capitalism but must
nevertheless be satisfied in one way or another if the accumulation of capital is to go on. The function of the
reproduction schemas is simply to indicate that accumulation as well as production requires definite
proportions of kinds of product, which must be established via the market. The schemas are formulated in
such a way that with both simple and enlarged reproduction there is an equilibrium of exchange between the
two departments of production. This, however, does not mean that the actual capitalist reproduction process
proceeds or can proceed following the pattern of the schemas of simple or enlarged reproduction.
The illustrative and explanatory function of the reproduction schemas was then confused with that of
representing a process actually occurring in reality, and the relations of exchange defined by them were
treated as examples either proving or disproving the tendency of the system to equilibrium. For TuganBaranovsky the reproduction schemas provided proof of the possibility of unlimited capital accumulation, so
long as the necessary proportions were maintained. This idea was taken up by Rudolf Hilferding. Lie agreed
with Tugan-Baranovsky, and with Marx, that capitalist production depends not on consumption but on the
need of capital for valorization. But he also wanted to do justice, in some fashion, to the idea of
underconsumption and so maintained that "the conditions of valorization rebel against the extension of
consumption, and as they are decisive, the contradiction grows to the point of crisis. To be sure, he
immediately took this back, pointing out that "the periodic character of crisis . . . cannot be explained in
general from a permanent phenomenon (namely, underconsumption)." For Hilferding the crisis is, "in
general, a disturbance of circulation" that violates the necessary equilibrium conditions of the social
reproduction process. For him the Marxian schemas also show that
“In capitalist production reproduction both on the simple and on the enlarged scale can proceed undisturbed
so long as the [necessary] proportions are maintained. Conversely, the crisis can arise even with simple
reproduction if, for example, the necessary proportion between used-up and newly invested capital is
violated. It does not in the least follow from this that the cause of crisis must be the underconsumption of the
masses inherent in capitalist production. A too rapid expansion of consumption would in itself give rise to
crisis as much as would a stabilisation or contraction of the production of means of production. Just as little
can the possibility of general overproduction of commodities be deduced from Marx's schemas; rather they
allow for any expansion of production on the basis of the existing forces of production.”
For Hilferding capital's propensity to crisis due to disproportionality changed with the restriction of
competition by the trustification and of capital. Although the overproduction can in part be overcome through
a better adaptation to demand, a crisis involves an overproduction not of commodities but of capital. This
means only "that capital has been invested in production to such a degree that its conditions of valorization
have come into conflict with its realization conditions, so that the marketing of commodities no longer yields
the profit on which a further expansion, a further accumulation, depends. Sales stagnate because the
expansion of production comes to a halt." Since for Hilferding the crisis is a "disturbance of circulation," his
explanation is based not on the fall in the rate of profit resulting from a growing organic composition of capital
but on a lack of sales relative to too quickly growing production or on a contradiction between the
"valorization conditions and the realization conditions" of capital thus, after all, on a divergence between
supply and demand, even if independent of the restricted consumption of the workers. Such "disturbances of
circulation" are made not less but more acute by the advance of cartelization, without thereby leading to a
breakdown, since an economic breakdown is For Hilferding "in general not rationally conceivable."
The abolition of capitalist society can therefore be achieved only by a political process, which in any case is
prepared for to an ever greater extent by the cartelization of capital and the absorption of industrial capital by
bank capital, a process described by Hilferding as the formation of finance capital. "Finance capital signifies
the tendency to establish social control over production. But it is socialization in an antagonistic form; control
over social production remains in the hands of an oligarchy. The struggle for the dispossession of this
oligarchy is the final phase of the class struggle between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat." For this it is

sufficient "for society to take control of finance capital through the conscious organ of the people, the state
captured by the proletariat, in order immediately to extend control over the most important branches of
production."
While in Hilferding's view there were no economic limits to capitalist accumulation, it was nevertheless a
process marked by crises that only the socialization of production by socialism could overcome. Under
capitalist management accumulation compelled, along with the perpetual expansion of production, the export
of capital and a struggle for markets and for sources of raw materials in order to increase the surplus value
of the nationally organized capital. Imperialism, a direct consequence of the capitalization of the world
economy, was as much a factor of crisis as the overcoming of crisis. Inseparable from capitalism,
imperialism took on particularly ominous forms around the turn of the century, as the imperialist powers
prepared for new confrontations. Imperialistic policy and colonialism found opponents and supporters even in
the Social Democratic camp, a situation reflected in Rosa Luxemburg's work on the accumulation of capital.
Taking Heinrich Cunow's crisis theory as a point of departure, but completely ignoring Hilferding's,
Luxemburg saw imperialism as an immediate consequence of capitalist production. This she wished to prove
scientifically. The attempt to give a "strictly economic demonstration" of the necessity of imperialism led her,
in her own words, "to Marx's diagrams at the end of the second volume of Capital, which have seemed weird
to me for a long time, and which I now find full of hot air. " By "hot air" she meant the equilibrium conception
of capitalist reproduction she took Marx to have. Luxemburg's analysis of Marx's schemas of enlarged
reproduction led her to the reverse of Marx's apparent results, namely to the impossibility of equilibrium. "If
we take the schema literally," she wrote, ". . . it appears that capitalist production would itself realize its entire
surplus value, and that it would use the capitalised surplus value exclusively for its own needs." But,
according to Luxemburg, this would mean that "these capitalists are thus fanatical supporters of an
expansion of production for the sake of the expansion of production. They see to it that ever more machines
are built for the sake of building with their help ever more new machines"; that is, they accumulate their
surplus value not as capital but in the form of a pointless production of means of production. This conception
surplus value would be created "from the very beginning. in a natural form exclusively designed for the
requirements of accumulation." This, however, is not the case in reality, as capital must first sell in order to
be able to accumulate. But where are the capitalists to find the buyers who will allow them to realize their
surplus value? Capitalist accumulation, for Luxemburg, is "the heaping up of money capital," which
presupposes the realization of the surplus value produced. How can this be accomplished,
“if the capitalists as a class are themselves always the only buyers of their total product apart from the
portion which they must at the moment pay the working class for its maintenance if they must always buy
their commodities from themselves and must "cash in" the surplus value contained in them with their own
money then the heaping up of profits which is accumulation must be impossible for the class of capitalists as
a whole. “
She found the answer to her questions "in the dialectical contradiction that capitalist accumulation needs
non-capitalist social formations as the setting for its development, that it proceeds by assimilating the very
conditions which alone can ensure its own existence.” Internal capitalist trade can, as she saw it, "at best
realise only certain quantities of value contained in the social product: the constant capital that has been
used up, the variable capital, and the consumed part of the surplus value. That part of the surplus value
which is earmarked for capitalization, however, must be realized "externally.' "Thus capitalism,
“thanks to its interactions with non-capitalist social strata and countries, expands itself more and more, in
that it accumulates at their expense but at the same time erodes and displaces them step by step in order to
take their place. But the more capitalist countries participate in this hunt after territories for accumulation, and
the scarcer the non-capitalist areas still open to the global expansion of capital become, the more bitter will
be the competitive struggle of capital over each such territory and the more its campaigns in the world
theatre will turn into a series of economic and political catastrophes: world crises, wars. revolutions.”
Imperialism can be explained apart from Luxemburg's "strictly economic reasoning." It can be treated in
connection with accumulation, without reference to the need for non-capitalist markets for the realization of
surplus value, as for example in Hilferding's theory. The importance of Luxemburg's work, however, lay not
so much in the explanation of imperialism as in the demonstration that capitalism has absolute, impassable
limits, and that the more closely the system approaches them, the greater the social shocks will be. It was
the idea of Tugan-Baranovsky and Hilferding, based on the reproduction schemas, that nothing stands
objectively in the way of accumulation, which impelled Luxemburg to investigate the equilibrium conditions of
the schemas and thereby to conclude that the impossibility of realizing surplus value within the capital-labor
relationship gives rise to a perpetual element of disequilibrium, in the form of an unsolvable quantity of
commodities that cannot be turned into money and the value of which can only be realized as capital outside
the system. Thus it was not the problem of the production of surplus value and the difficulties it encounters
as accumulation proceeds but that of the realization of surplus value which Luxemburg saw as decisive for N
the future of capitalism. The periodic crises were accordingly for her crises of overproduction, characterized
by quantities of unsold goods, and could not be overcome within the system. This idea had a certain
plausibility, as capitalism had in fact spread geographically and incorporated one new country after another
into the world economy; but it had nothing to do with Marx's theory of accumulation. As a result Luxemburg's

theory came in for extensive criticism both from the right and from the left wing of the social democratic
movement. The discussion around Marx's theory of accumulation and 0crisis led to the development of two
antithetical views, each giving rise to several variants. One insisted that the accumulation of capital has
absolute limits and that an economic breakdown of the cistern is inevitable. The other held this to be absurd,
maintaining that the system would not disappear from economic causes. It goes without saying that the
reformists, if only to justify themselves, adopted the latter position. But even ultraleftists -Anton Pannekoek,
for example- saw the idea that the breakdown of capitalism would be a "purely economic" process as a
falsification of historical materialist theory. Pannekoek thought the problematic itself was false, whether it led
to Tugan-Baranovsky's conclusion that accumulation has no limits or to Luxemburg's breakdown theory. He
thought the shortcomings of the capitalist system as Marx described them and the concrete phenomenon of
crisis, produced by the anarchy of the economy, were sufficient to provoke the development of revolutionary
consciousness among the proletariat and thus to lead to proletarian revolution.
Although Pannekoek attacked Tugan-Baranovsky's harmonizing interpretation of Marx's reproduction
schemas on the grounds that the circuit of capital is in reality a process shot through with crises and that the
function of Marx's formulas in his theoretical analysis was only that of a preliminary and simplified
description, he also held Luxemburg's critique to be a misunderstanding, since in his opinion capital is able
to realize its surplus value without the help of a non-capitalist market. By the same token, imperialism, while
an incontestable fact, was not a necessary presupposition of capitalist production. The whole hypothesis of a
final and automatic breakdown of capital, he thought, contradicts Marx's approach, in which the objective and
subjective conditions of revolution cannot be separated. The revolution depends on the will of the working
class, even if this will develops in response to economic circumstances. Thus the proletariat is not going to
meet a final crisis but will experience many crises, until the decisive element, revolutionary consciousness, is
sufficiently constituted to put an end to the capitalist system.
Luxemburg's Accumulation of Capital met with almost universal rejection among the theoreticians of Social
Democracy, not so much because she dared to criticize Marx or to explain the reality of imperialism by the
realization difficulties encountered by accumulation, but because by evoking the inevitable end of capitalism
she supported a politics of proletarian class struggle diametrically opposed to the dominant reformist attitude.
On the other hand, it was just her insistence on the inescapable end of capita! that assured her a following
among the workers of the left opposition, whether or not they accepted her specific argument for it, as they
did not care very much whether and how capital would break down from these or from any other causes, as
long as it was doomed to break down from some cause.
Among the many theoreticians who argued against Luxemburg, Otto Bauer and Nikolai Bukharin merit
particular attention. Bukharin's delayed critique reflected not only theoretical interest but also the struggle the
Bolsheviks were waging at that time against "Luxemburgism" in order to clean the tradition linked to her out
of the communist parties. Bukharin found nothing to object to in Marx's reproduction schemas and rejected
Luxemburg's critique on this subject. Of course, the circuit of capital, represented at a very high level of
abstraction, required later completion on a lower, more concrete level of abstraction. In any case, the
reproduction schemas admitted of neither Tugan-Baranovsky's nor Luxemburg's interpretations. According to
Marx and Lenin, even in a "pure" capitalist system nothing stands in the way of accumulation and the
realization of surplus value. Bukharin saw the basis of Luxemburg's false theory in her identification of the
accumulation of capital with that of money capital. She imagined that the share of the surplus value that must
be accumulated as additional capital must first be transformed into money already at hand within the system.
Only then would the surplus value be realized, and the expanded reproduction would be the reproduction of
capitalist accumulation. Without this metamorphosis of surplus value from the commodity form into the
money form, accumulation could not take place. Bukharin, however, pointed out that, like capital itself
surplus value appears in various forms: as commodities, as money, as means of production, and as labor
power. For each of these the money form is not to be identified with the total surplus value in its various
forms. Surplus value must go through its money phase, only not as a whole, at one time, but rather bit by bit,
through innumerable commercial transactions, in the course of which a given sum of money can repeatedly
accomplish the transformation of commodities into money and money into commodity. The total surplus
value does not have to encounter a sum of money equivalent to it, although every commodity, in order to be
realized, must be turned into money. The fact that the growing capital is accompanied by an increasing mass
of money does not mean that capital and money capital have to accumulate at the same r ate. Capital is
objectified in many forms, of which that of money is one, but not the exclusive, functional form of realized
surplus value.
This critique of Luxemburg's theory was related to Bukharin's own crisis theory, which relied on Lenin. It did
not differ essentially from the disproportionality theories of Tugan-Baranovsky and Hilferding, although
Bukharin attempted to take a position opposed to Tugan-Baranovsky. This putative opposition consisted in
the inclusion of underconsumption within the disproportionality between the production of producer's goods
and that of consumers' goods. One might consider this a tautology, but for Bukharin it was the decisive factor
that distinguished Marx's theory from Tugan-Baranovsky's. Here we find ourselves facing the question raised
earlier, whether Marx had two crisis theories, one deriving crisis from the theory of value as the falling rate of
profit, and the other deriving it from the insufficient consumption of the workers. Neither Lenin nor Bukharin

saw a contradiction here. On the one hand, they maintained that the production of means of production took
place in complete independence of that of consumer goods; on the other hand, it was for them the
insufficient consumption of the workers that set limits to the accumulation process, because Marx had
declared that in the final analysis the production of means of production always only serves consumption.
Accordingly they held Tugan-Baranovsky's hypothesis of the limitless expansion of capital to be false, even
though they did not deny the possibility of a balanced proportionality of the different departments of
production.
It was thus not the falling rate of profit resulting from accumulation which Lenin and Bukharin opposed to
Tugan-Baranovsky's imaginary unlimited capital expansion but the under-consumption of the workers, which,
in the context of all the other disproportionalities, limited accumulation in a particular way. It followed that the
increasing consumption of the workers would help make possible the realization of the surplus value
destined I accumulation. Thus Bukharin suggested that variable capital are together with constant capital,
with the result that an increasing part of the surplus value could be realized. Of course, in practice this could
only mean that the capitalists would give back to the workers a part of the surplus value just extracted from
them; they could have saved themselves the trouble if they had only taken that much less surplus value from
the workers in the first place! Although it is sometimes (but not always) true that additional means of
production require additional labor power, this in no way alters the fact that the ratio of constant to variable
capital shifts in the course of accumulation in favor of constant capital. Despite the absolute increase of the
number of workers, they become fewer relative to the more rapidly growing constant capital, so that the
surplus value extracted from them increases, and the problem of its realization if there is such a problem not
only remains but becomes more severe.
Now Marx's theory of accumulation as a whole is based on the assumption that the workers are always paid
according to their value, measured by their production and reproduction costs. The surplus value can
therefore only go to the capitalists and must be realized by them through their own consumption and their
accumulation. Assuming for the moment that nothing stands in the way of this realization, Marx pointed out
that even under these benign circumstances, accumulation depresses the profit rate until accumulation
finally founders on the lack of profit. This does not mean that the process of realisation proceeds as smoothly
as the general theory of accumulation makes it appear; but it does mean that, quite independently of all its
difficulties with realisation, capital meets a limit in surplus-value production itself If the accumulation process
can be depicted in abstraction from the circulation process, the process of reproduction can also be traced
without considering the realization problems it encounters in reality in order to explain the meaning of the
circuit of capital. One can find this mode of procedure reasonable or not; at any rate Marx believed that
although his abstract model of the capitalist process of circulation did not correspond to reality in some ways,
it could nevertheless contribute to a better understanding of reality. But just as Tugan-Baranovsky's
conclusions cannot be justified by appealing to the reproduction schemas, they also cannot be contested by
the meaningless assertion that the workers realize a part of the capitalists' surplus value and that a crisis
must set in if this no longer happens to a sufficient degree.
For Bukharin the crisis results from a conflict between production and consumption or (what is the same)
from overproduction. The anarchy of capitalist production includes in its various disproportionalities that
between production and consumption. From this it would follow that without these disproportionalities the
capitalist reproduction process could proceed frictionlessly. And as the crisis only appears periodically,
prosperity appears when the elements of the system are adequately proportional. Moreover, it follows from
this that with the correct proportionality the process of reproduction would proceed as portrayed in Marx's
schemas. If we bear this in mind, it becomes comprehensible why Lenin took the side of Otto Bauer in the
debate between Luxemburg and Bauer, with which we shall now deal. That it occurred to neither Lenin nor
Bukharin to investigate the problem of crisis from the standpoint of the theory of value is already evident in
the fact that Bukharin agreed wit Luxemburg that if the fall in the rate of profit were to be responsible for the
end of capitalism, this "would take as long as the cooling of the sun." At the same time, however, he turned
this remark against Luxemburg herself since her theory also depends on the continuous fall in the rate of
profit, though due to the disappearance of non-capitalist markets.
Since the whole debate about the Marxian reproduction schemas can be followed in the original writings of
the participants, and since the particular, arbitrarily chosen magnitudes of these diagrams are of no
consequence for us, it is enough here to repeat: Marx wanted to show that with certain exchange ratios
between the department of production producing means of production and that producing consumer goods,
both can not only renew their constant and variable capital but also grow through capitalizing their surplus
value. Marx represented this process first as a closed circuit, i.e., as the "simple reproduction" of a given
state of the economy, and then as a process of expansion, or "expanded reproduction," in which simple
reproduction is included as a part of the total process. The static case appeared to all the participants in the
debate as equally clear; only when it came to expanded reproduction were minds divided. For with the
inclusion of circulation the static circuit become "a spiral, winding higher and higher, as if under the
compulsion of a mathematically measurable natural law."
According to Marx, Luxemburg explained,

“reproduction expands in strict conformity with the laws of circulation: the mutual supply of the two
departments of production with additional means of production and consumer goods proceeds as an
exchange of equivalents. It is an exchange of commodities in the course of which the very accumulation in
one department is the condition of accumulation in the other and makes this possible. The complicated
problem of accumulation is thus converted into a diagrammatic progression of surprising simplicity.
Just because of this it is necessary to take care lest we should only have achieved these surprisingly
smooth results through simply working out certain foolproof mathematical exercises in addition and
subtraction, and we must further inquire whether it is not merely because mathematical equations are easily
put on paper that accumulation will continue ad infinitum without any friction.”
Nevertheless Luxemburg began by busying herself very intensively with these equations in order to establish
that Marx's calculations did not work out right and that the surplus value cannot be realized within the terms
of his model, which rules out the reproduction process on an expanded scale as he presented it. Otto Bauer
then took on the task of repulsing this attack on Marx. He maintained, to begin with, that every society with
an increasing population has to enlarge its productive apparatus, so that accumulation is unavoidable.
One part of the surplus value is transformed into capital; this means that one part of the surplus value
accumulated goes to variable, another to constant capital. The capitalists carry out this accumulation in order
to increase their profits, but its social effect is the provision of the consumer and producer goods necessary
for population growth.
While in this way, according to Bauer, the capitalists increase their capital, despite their self-interestedness,
in a way that conforms to social needs, as a result of the anarchic character of production the danger always
exists that accumulation will lag behind population growth or get ahead of it. Thus the first thing to investigate
is "how the accumulation of capital should be carried out if it is to remain in equilibrium with population
growth." Taking various hypothetical starting points (such as that of a 5 percent yearly growth of population
and so of variable capital and a constant rate of surplus value), Bauer calculated a series of transformations
of the economic system. His tables indicated that with an increasing organic composition of capital, the rate
of accumulation must rise yearly if the equilibrium between accumulation and population is to be maintained.
Bauer dealt first with the total capital, subsequently differentiating between the two departments of
production. A higher organic composition of capital implies the transfer of a part of the surplus value
accumulated in consumer goods production into the department producing means of production. In Bauer's
opinion there is nothing to prevent this, since it results directly from the requirements of production and the
relations of exchange. Bauer did not deny the arbitrary elements Rosa Luxemburg criticized in Marx's
schemas; but believing that Marx's reasoning was nevertheless correct, he sought to answer her criticisms
with a better schema. In Bauer's schema the only remaining arbitrary elements were the hypotheses defining
the starting point of accumulation; given these the magnitudes represented in his schemas followed with
mathematical necessity. The only result of interest to us here is that all the commodities of both departments
could be sold and realized.
Bauer then asked how Luxemburg could have come to the opposite view and thought he could explain this
as the result of a misunderstanding. She assumed that, following the schema, the surplus value to be
accumulated must be realized year by year. However, this was only a simplifying assumption, made for
heuristic reasons- in reality the surplus value created in one year may be realized over a period of many
years. The unrealizability of a part of the surplus value is "only a transitory phase in the whole circuit, which
extends over many years." Once this is understood and the time scale covered by the schema prolonged, a
harmonious process of accumulation results.
The workers' consuming power grows as quickly as their numbers. The capitalists' consuming power grows
first as rapidly, since with the number of workers the mass of surplus value also increases. The consuming
power of the whole society thus grows as rapidly as the value product. Accumulation alters nothing in this; it
means only that fewer consumer goods and more production goods are required than with simple
reproduction. The extension of the domain of production, which is a presupposition of accumulation, is here
made possible by the growth of the population.
How can such harmonious circumstances lead to a crisis? The equilibrium of accumulation and population
growth can only be maintained, according to Bauer, "when the rate of accumulation grows so rapidly that
despite the rising organic composition of capital, the variable capital grows as quickly as the population."
Otherwise a situation of underaccumalation arises. This leads to unemployment and downward pressure on
wages, but also to a rise in the rate of surplus value. Assuming a constant rate of accumulation, if the rate of
surplus value rises, the portion of surplus value accumulated will also grow. "Thus the mass of surplus value
invested in the enlargement of the variable capital also grows. It will continue thus to increase until the
equilibrium between the growth of the variable population and the growth of the population is reestablished."
In this way the underaccumulation is always counteracted again, so that the periodic crisis represents only a
transitory phase of the industrial cycle. Underaccumulation is the obverse of the overaccumulation described
by Marx.
Prosperity is overaccumulation. It provides its own counteraction in the crisis. The depression that follows is
a period of underaccumulation. It resolves itself by creating out of itself the conditions of a return to
prosperity. The periodic return of prosperity, crisis, and depression is the empirical expression of the fact that

the mechanism of the capitalist mode of production by itself overcomes overaccumulation and underaccumulation, perpetually adapting the accumulation of capital to the growth of the population.
Rosa Luxemburg had the opportunity to answer her critics. Against the theoreticians of harmonious
development, she held that under the assumption of limitless capitalist accumulation, "socialism loses the
granite bedrock of objective historical necessity. We are lost in the fog of the pre-Marxist systems and
schools that want to derive socialism from the pure injustice and wickedness of the modern world or from the
pure revolutionary will of the working class. That objective necessity could also have another foundation did
not enter her mind. Therefore she found nothing to revise in her theory. Despite her insight "that
mathematical schemas in general prove nothing with respect to the question of accumulation," she
nevertheless stuck too doggedly to her interpretation of Marx's reproduction schemas to be able to give her
theory of imperialism another basis.
Giving special attention to Bauer's criticism, but without going into his calculations, Luxemburg attacked his
theory of population, rejecting it as senseless. In this she stood completely on the terrain of Marx's theory, for
which it is the mechanism of production and accumulation that adapts the number of employed workers to
the valorization requirements of capital, and not accumulation that is adapted to population growth. She also
rejected Bauer's speculation that she had interpreted Marx's schemas as referring to calendar years,
although without going deeper into the implications of this. She drew attention to the necessary distinction
between the realization of the surplus values produced by the individual capitals and those produced by the
total capital, without noticing that the total surplus value can only be realized via the realization of the
individual capitals' surplus values, for the total capital exists only as the sum of all the individual capitals.
While the magnitudes postulated by Marx's reproduction schemas were for her a "scientific fiction," operating
with theoretical assumptions about total capital and total surplus value can itself be only a heuristic
procedure; a means to the understanding of reality, not reality itself. In general Luxemburg was never clear
about the function of the reproduction schemas, as can be seen from her hypothesis that they "anticipate the
actual tendency of capitalist development."49 Marx assumed, she wrote, "that the complete and absolute
domination of the whole earth by capitalism, the furthest extension of the world market and the world
economy, toward which capital and the whole of present-day economic and political development in fact are
heading, had already been achieved." If this was Marx's procedure, then it would speak not for Luxemburg
but against her, for without a doubt the reproduction schemas show that even under the conditions they
assume, the circuit of capital is conceivable on an expanded scale. Since according to Luxemburg capitalism
can simply not exist under these conditions, Marx on her interpretation would have imagined an absolute
impossibility. In fact, however, Marx's intention was to view the process of reproduction in its basic form in
which obscuring minor circumstances have been eliminated-in order to get rid of the false subterfuges that
furnish the semblance of "scientific" analysis when the process of social reproduction is immediately made
the subject of the analysis in its complicated concrete form.
Thus Marx was dealing not with a future state of capitalism but with the investigation of the fundamental
structure of capitalist reproduction, its inner relations, unobservable at the surface level.
While Rosa Luxemburg did not go into Otto Bauer's calculations, Henryk Grossmann accorded them all the
greater attention. Grossmann completely rejected her theory, but he also rejected Bauer's critique of it. His
own interpretation of Marx's theory of accumulation started from Marx's theory of value and treated the
problem of accumulation as one of valorization that arises out of capitalist production, although it manifests
itself in the process of circulation. But he could not resist entering into the whole discussion about
accumulation, and particularly into Bauer's contribution to it. Grossmann emphasized that Bauer had
succeeded "in constructing a reproduction schema that indeed meets. . . the formal requirements that can in
general be set for this type of construction and presents none of the defects for which Rosa Luxemburg
criticized Marx's reproduction schema." Certainly Bauer's population theory is "a pure and simple
abandonment of the Marxian theory of population," but "in and of itself Bauer's reproduction schema has
nothing to do with his population theory and can be considered independently of it. "On the basis of Bauer's
assumptions, Grossmann showed that extending Bauer's calculations from the period of four years worked
out by Bauer to one of thirty-five years led to results fully at odds with Bauer's conclusions.
Bauer knew, of course, that the rising organic composition of capital implies a falling rate of profit, a
phenomenon that can of course be accompanied by a more rapid growth of the rate of surplus value. But in
his schema the rate of surplus value remains constant instead of increasing with the growing organic
composition, a contradiction that Luxemburg had already pointed out in her Anti-Kritik According to Bauer
this contradiction could be eliminated by supplementing his schema by introducing a rising rate of surplus
value, although he himself did not undertake this task. Were this done, the rate of profit would fall in his
schema, in which the constant capital grows at twice the rate of the variable capital. But this fall of the rate of
profit does not prevent the growth of capital and increasing capitalist consumption during the period
considered by Bauer. By extending Bauer's schema beyond this period, Grossmann showed that on Bauer's
own assumptions there necessarily comes a point after which the surplus value no longer suffices to
continue accumulation. Thus, in Grossmann's eyes, Bauer's schema itself provided proof that the system
faces an objective limit set by the tendency, inherent in it, of the profit rate to fall.

The law of the falling rate of profit, however, has nothing to do with the reproduction schemas, either Marx's
or Otto Bauer's. It follows from the rising organic composition of independently of the exchange relations
between the two chief departments of production. According to Marx crises can arise also from
disproportionalities within the production and circulation processes. But as these disproportionalities maldistributions of capital among branches of production can also in turn be overcome by way of these same
crises, the process of reproduction can be represented as crisis free, just as an equilibrium of supply and
demand, which in real life does not exist, can be imagined. Crises of this kind, arising exclusively from the
disproportionalities of the system, are only an expression of the anarchy of capitalism and not of the
exploitative character of the relations of production that underlie this anarchy; they are resolved, therefore,
by the redistribution of surplus value, without the production of additional surplus value. The crises that arise
from the nature of capitalist production, in contrast, do not solve themselves but can be counteracted only by
the adjustment of surplus value production valorization needs of the altered capital structure only, that is, by
an increase in exploitation.
Otto Bauer did not concern himself with crisis resulting from the relations of production and the production of
capital. He explained crisis as a result of disproportionality, not as Tugan-Baranovsky and Hilferding
understood it but as the disproportionality between accumulation and population growth. On this basis he
showed that Marx's reproduction schemas can be used to prove the potential for accumulation of a "pure"
capitalism. With this Grossmann agreed, but at the same time he showed that this did not eliminate the crisis
problem, since it ignored the valorization problem involved with accumulation. Since the whole discussion of
crisis turned around Marx's reproduction schemas, it was necessary for Grossmann to deal with them. This
was all the more important as the preoccupation with the schemas gave rise to the impression that this was
Marx's real crisis theory, while the theory, advanced in the first volume of Capital, -of breakdown engendered
by accumulation was taken to be an idea later abandoned by Marx. In this interpretation crisis remained a
matter solely of the disproportionality of the system, which awakened the conviction that any crisis could be
overcome through the restoration of the lost proportionality and that crises could perhaps be completely
eliminated by a better organization of the system. Indeed it was just these views that led Rosa Luxemburg to
attack the harmonizing interpretations of the reproduction schemas, with the upshot that in the end she
denied that they had any heuristic value.
For Grossmann no conclusions about reality can be drawn directly from the reproduction schemas. In the
form Marx gave them, they indicated neither an equilibrium nor a disequilibrium state of the economy. Since
they dealt only with the value side of reproduction, they were unable to "represent the real process of
accumulation with respect to both values and use values.” They must be understood, Grossmann thought, in
the light of Marx's method of approximations, which require subsequent modification and completion to give
a full picture of reality. With the reproduction schemas "Marx wanted to bring out that the exchange of
commodities is a necessary presupposition of the capitalist mode of production; he therefore necessarily had
to describe not one capitalist but at least two independent commodity producers or production groups" ;
hence the two departments of the reproduction schemas. But the reproduction schema "does not claim to be
in itself a replica of concrete capitalist reality; it is only a link in Marx's chain of approximations, which,
together with the simplifying assumptions that lie at the base of the schema and the subsequent
modifications in the direction of a progressive concretization, form a coherent whole."
This particular step in a series of approximations leading to an understanding of capital as a total process
was of particular importance for Grossmann, as in his view it was the central element in the structural plan of
Capital. Pointing out that Marx had altered the plan of his work h 1863, Grossmann held it to be very likely
'that this was connected with Marx's discovery, made at the same time, of the reproduction schema. This
interpretation is supported by the "methodological viewpoint actually adopted in the final version of Capital(lie arrangement of the empirical material by reference to the functions that capital carries out in its circuit. In
1857, when he wrote the Grundrisse, however, Marx had already developed a reproduction schema, though
a simpler one, illustrating the circulation between different departments of production. Grossmann could not
have known this at the time of his own work, since Marx's earlier text had not yet been published, but the
idea of the reproduction schemas did not, therefore, have to await Marx's discovery of 1863. Although the
latter may well have influenced the final form of the schemas, it did not determine the structural plan of
Capital. In any case, what is important is that already in the Grundrisse, Marx subordinated the problem of
exchange to that of the valorization of capital. In the process he called simple reproduction,
At a given point in the development of the productive forces-for this will determine the relation of necessary
labor to surplus labor-a fixed relation becomes established, in which the product is divided into one partcorresponding to raw material, machinery, necessary labor, surplus labor and finally surplus labor divides
into one part which goes to consumption and another which becomes capital again. This inner division,
inherent in the concept of capital, appears in exchange in such a way that the exchange of the capitals
among one another takes place in specific and restricted proportions-even if these are constantly changing
in the course of production. . . . Exchange in and for itself gives these conceptually opposite moments an
indifferent being; they exist independently of one another; their inner necessity becomes manifest in the
crisis, which puts a forcible end to their seeming indifference toward each other.

The valorization of capital is for Marx "production of new and larger values," so that the reproduction of
capital can be understood only as accumulation. Every revolution in the productive forces alters the relations
of exchanges, "whose foundation from the standpoint of capital and hence also of that of realization through
exchange always remains the relation of necessary to surplus labor or. . . of the different moments of
objectified to living labor". However this may affect exchange, "the relation of surplus labor to necessary
labor" must remain "the same for this is equal to the constancy of the valorization of capital." The crisis
makes its appearance "in order to restore the correct relation between necessary and surplus labor, on
which, in the last analysis, everything rests." Exchange, Marx continues,
does not change the inner characteristics of valorization; but it projects them to the outside, gives them a
reciprocally independent form, and thereby lets their unity exist merely as an inner necessity, which must
therefore come forcibly to the surface in crises. Both are therefore posited as the essence of capital: the
devaluation of capital in the production process, as well as the suspension of devaluation and the creation of
the conditions for the valorization of capital. "
The crisis appears here not as the result of the disappearance of a proportionality in the relation between
production and consumption, but as a means to restore the "proportionality" between necessary labor and
surplus labor that has been lost through the uncoordinated movement, rendered independent, of exchange
and production. In other words: the process of production and of circulation, although a necessary unity, is
actually unified and is co-ordinated temporarily only through the crisis. Regulation here means essentially
nothing but the reestablishment of valorization, which of course must manifest itself also in shifts of the
relation between the spheres of production and in those of circulation. The changes in the process of capital
as a whole are thus determined by the changes of profit and of accumulation. The concrete forms these
phenomena take could, according to Marx, be developed only with a treatment of competition and an
analysis of real capital.
The titles of the three volumes of Capital "The Process of Production," "The Process of Circulation," and
"The Process of Capitalist Production as a Whole" illustrate the structure of the work. The process as a
whole, as a unity of the production and circulation processes, represents the real process of capitalist
reproduction. It is presupposed by the separate analyses of production and circulation, which is as much as
to say that the volumes on the process of production and circulation, based on the theory of value, deal with
matters that appear in a different form in reality. This does not mean that the analysis of production in terms
of value, or of circulation in terms of the exchange of values, is not an analysis of the real world. It is, but its
categories represent the world as experienced in a modified form. Just as "capital in general, as distinct from
the particular real capitals, is itself a real existence," the exchange of values, like the labor-time value of
commodities, also really exists, although these too can only be seen in the capitalist economy's submission
to the laws of value intrinsic to it. The transformation of values into prices of production makes neither value
nor reproduction schemas framed in terms of value fictional, since the basis of the prices of production
encountered in reality is nothing other than the labor-time values.
Thus a study of circulation in isolation from the system as a whole does not require investigation of the actual
exchange relations of reproduction. Even on the abstract basis of the reproduction schemas, the process of
reproduction requires a definite proportionality of exchange relations. It was to represent them that Marx
devised the schemas, which make no further claim to description of reality save that they represent a
process that must be carried out in actual reproduction, although in forms different from those of the abstract
model. As accumulation can only proceed when there is a proportional or adequate relation of surplus labor
to labor as such, this relation must also appear in the proportions obtaining between the two departments of
production and the exchanges between them. Where this proportionality is not present, crisis will ensue in
order to produce the proportionality required for further accumulation. If one wanted to call the presence of
the necessary proportionality between profit and accumulation an "equilibrium" state (which it certainly is
not), one could describe the absence of this proportionality as a state of "disequilibrium." But both terms
would signify no more than a rate of profit either sufficient or insufficient for accumulation.
To Grossmann's observation that the reproduction schemas are not designed "to represent the real process
of accumulation in terms of value and use value," it must be added that Marx did not intend the schemas as
pictures of the "real process of accumulation"; the schemas nevertheless deal with values as much as with
use values. Their function was precisely to indicate that while in reference to the individual capitals,
“the bodily form of the commodities produced was wholly immaterial for the analysis, . . . [t] his merely formal
manner of presentation is no longer adequate in the study of the total social capital and of the value of its
products. The reconversion of one portion of the value of the product into capital and the passing of another
portion into the individual consumption of the capitalist as well as the working class form a movement within
the value of the product itself in which the result of the aggregate capital finds expression; and this
movement is not only a replacement of value but also a replacement in material and is therefore as much
bound up with the relative proportions of the value components of the total social product as with their use
value, their material shape.”
The analysis of production in terms of value was for Marx the unavoidable precondition for understanding
capital and its laws of motion, even though not value but prices of production govern the market, and the
prices coincide with values only in the theoretical analysis of the total capital. In the same way, the analysis

of the circulation process in terms of value was a necessary first step in the scientific understanding of
capitalist production, although here too exchange is governed by prices of production, which in the first place
reflect the use values of commodities. What Marx sought to make clear was that independently of the
modifications of the value relations due to market relations, the value relations themselves already carry the
germ of crisis. As a result, just by being based on value-regulated exchange, which is at the same time an
exchange of use values, the reproduction of capital is a process shot through with crises.
The fact that the production of commodities is the general form of capitalist production implies the role which
money is playing in it not only as a medium of circulation but also as money capital, and it engenders certain
conditions of normal exchange peculiar to this mode of production and therefore of the normal course of
reproduction, whether it be on a simple or on an extended scale-conditions which change into so many
conditions of abnormal movement, into so many possibilities of crises, since a balance is itself an accident
owing to the spontaneous nature of this production.
Marx then showed how the double character of the commodity, as value and use value, transforms even the
apparent equilibrium of simple reproduction into disequilibrium. Thus, for exam-pie, the wear and tear and
replacement of fixed capital can produce dislocations in the value-defined conditions of exchange, destroying
any possibility of equilibrated reproduction. Without going into Marx's examples of the appearance of
disproportionality within simple reproduction, it here needs to be stressed only that they apply exclusively to
capitalist reproduction.
Once the capitalist form of reproduction is abolished, it is only a matter of the volume of the expiring portion
expiring and therefore to be reproduced in kind of fixed capital.. . varying in various successive years. If it is
very large in a certain year . . . then it is certainly so much smaller in the next year. The quantity of raw
materials, semi-finished products, and auxiliary materials. does not decrease in consequence. Hence the
aggregate production of means of production
would have to increase in the one case and decrease in the other. This can be remedied only by a
continuous relative overproduction. There must be on the one hand a certain quantity of fixed capital
produced in excess of that which is directly required; on the other hand, and particularly, there must be a
supply of raw materials, etc., in excess of the direct annual requirements... - This sort of overproduction is
tantamount to control by society over the material means of its own reproduction. But within capitalist society
it is an element of anarchy.
Thus the point of the schemas of simple and enlarged reproduction is not the demonstration of the possibility
of a frictionless exchange bringing the two departments of production into equilibrium but the demonstration
that such a hypothetical situation ~ could arise neither in capitalism nor in a socialist society. Moreover, while
in socialism overproduction would be indispensable to assure the satisfaction of social needs and would
therefore be considered normal, the same situation in capitalism, where it must appear as an excess or
deficiency of reproduction, represents a problem bound to manifest itself in disorganization and crisis. It did
not occur to Marx that the idea of a harmonious course of capitalist accumulation could be derived from his
reproduction schem as, if only because the first volume of Capital, which unambiguously predicted the
breakdown of capitalism, preceded them.
Perhaps, however, to forestall all harmonizing interpretations, it would have been better not to treat the
circulation process on the basis of value exchange, since calculation with values only makes sense in
reference to the total capital. Grossmann's explanation, that the reproduction schemas were necessary
because the exchange of commodities requires at least two exchanging social groups, is not convincing, for
this obvious fact needs no demonstration, and since actual exchange takes place in price, not value, terms,
so that the division of the system into two parts can be represented using prices of production, without any
preliminary description using values. Rosa Luxemburg's objections were directed at Marx's construction of
his reproduction schemas in value terms, on which basis she showed that the equilibrium assumed by Marx
cannot be maintained (something Marx himself had demonstrated, although with different arguments).
Grossmann corrected Luxemburg by showing that the disequilibrium in the value-based reproduction
schema could lead to equilibrium in a schema based on prices of production. Thus he showed that the
portion of the surplus product she had thought to be unsalable within the system could be completely
absorbed by it thanks to the formation of an average rate of profit due to competition and the ensuing
distribution of the total surplus value.
Nevertheless, according to Grossmann Marx's reproduction schema represented
“the median line of accumulation, thus the ideal normal path on which accumulation takes place equally in
both departments of production. In reality there are departures from this median line, but these deviations
are only understandable on the basis of that ideal average line. Rosa Luxemburg's error consists exactly in
the fact that she treats as an exact description of the real process what is supposed to represent an ideal
normal course among many possible cases. “
This explanation, however, brings us back to the theories of Tugan-Baranovsky, Hilferding, and Otto Bauer,
which indeed also deal only with an "ideal normal course," which in reality would be disrupted by all manner
of disproportionalities or "deviations" from the "median line." With these authors too it is a matter only of a
theoretically conceivable "normal course" of accumulation in which the "deviations" from the "median" always
lead back to it, so that equilibrium asserts itself as a tendency, thus justifying the assumption that the system

has no objective limits. In this way Grossmann's attempt to counterpose a Marxian equilibrium to
Luxemburg's disequilibrium (once as the "midline" of the fictive reproduction in value terms and then as the
solution of the disequilibrium by means of the transformation of values into prices by competition) leads to
the completely unnecessary concession that the reproduction schemas, in one version or another,
demonstrate the possibility of a frictionless exchange between the departments of production.
For Marx, as stated above, the difficulties basic to capitalism arise not from the exchange relations between
the different capitals, although these also exist, but from the production relations which APPEAR “as
exchange relations. The realization of surplus value is a problem that capital must solve for itself and is a
consequence of the production relation of exploitation that underlies it. If capital could not realize the surplus
value, it could not exist, for it is nothing hut surplus value. The very existence of capital proves that it is able
to transform surplus value into capital. The increasing accumulation furnishes the proof that it is in a position
to realize an increasing mass of surplus value. The realization of surplus value has, in general, nothing to do
with the workers, since they produce both their own value and the surplus value and realize their own value
in their consumption. The surplus value is realized in accumulation and capitalist consumption (which
includes the unproductive costs of the society).”
What mattered to Rosa Luxemburg was not so much the realization of the surplus value itself, which could
not be doubted, but the mechanism through which it took place. This mechanism was not visible in the
reproduction schemas, as it was already implicit in the assumption that the surplus value is realized in the
circulation of capital. Now, Marx could also have elaborated a reproduction schema in which this was not the
case; but this would have been pointless, as the accumulation of capital, theoretically and practically,
presupposes the realization of surplus value. Luxemburg thought this presupposition would not hold for a
closed system, even entirely apart from the reproduction schemas, since she could not see how the
transformation of the accumulated surplus value into money could be accomplished.
It was clear to her that foreign trade between capitalist nations provided no solution here but only repeated
the problem on a wider plane. There must be buyers who do not themselves sell but exchange money for the
surplus value created in the capitalist lands in the form of commodities. She did not explain where these
buyers would obtain the necessary money, but it must derive from non-capitalist exploitation relations, which
accordingly must be fruitful enough to absorb a11 the surplus value produced in the capitalist countries and
destined for their accumulation. Thus the production of surplus value indeed depends on the exploitation of
the workers in the capitalist countries, but without ensuring its accumulation, so that the accumulation of
capital has as its ultimate condition the exploitation of non-capitalist countries.
It follows from this fantastic idea that the total accumulated capital of the capitalist world is only made
possible by the exploitation of the non-capitalist world and that the latter must absorb a quantity of
commodities with a value great enough to be adequate, when realized in money, for accumulation to
continue. If this were possible, which it is not, it would only mean as is true for foreign trade in general that
"the involvement of foreign commerce in analyzing the annually reproduced value of products can. . . only
confuse without contributing any new element of the problem or of its solution." Money is also a commodity;
and the exchange of commodities for money, whether within capitalist areas alone or on the world market,
remains the exchange of commodities, in which the money form of the commodity is only one phase of the
process of circulation.
Marx also recognized a problem of realization. But for him it was a problem specific to the capitalist world,
which could not be solved through the existence of non-capitalist countries. The anarchy within capitalist
production and accumulation permanently excludes the realization of a part of the produced surplus value,
so that the realized surplus value is always different from that produced. Whether commodities are over- or
underproduced relative to the market can only be discovered after their production. The value and surplus
value contained in unsolvable commodities is lost and cannot be capitalized. When the production oriented
toward expansion reaches a point that puts its valorization in jeopardy, it ceases to expand and thereby
produces an unsolvable mass of commodities whose value cannot be realized by accumulation and so
cannot be realized at all. In this way the suspension of accumulation appears as a problem of realization,
since in fact produced commodities cannot be sold. Overproduction, as the appearance in the market of the
overaccumulation of capital, is only perceived in the form of the increasing difficulties of realization and is
therefore explained in terms of them, although its real origin is the (unobservable) increasing divergence
between production and valorization. Thus for Marx there are two sorts of realization problem: first, the ever
present expression of capitalist anarchy; and second, the crisis problem, as the appearance on the market of
the divergence between the profit produced and the surplus value requirements of an enlarged reproduction.
It is therefore not the accumulation of capital that depends on the realization of surplus value, but the
realization of surplus value that depends on accumulation. To say this, however, is not to explain the
mechanism of the realization process. For every individual capital the sum of money resulting from the sale
of its commodities must be greater than the sum of the capital advanced. In the same way in comparison to
the total capital expressed in money the total surplus value must amount to a greater value in money terms.
What is the source of this additional money? Marx saw no problem here but located this source provisionally,
but completely adequately for the purposes of his abstract analysis of the circulation problem, in gold
production and credit. Only a discussion of the concrete market relations would, in his opinion, make it

necessary to go more deeply into the broader development of the money function within the circulation
process of surplus value.
In the earlier discussion of the answers given by Bukharin and Otto Bauer to Rosa Luxemburg's question as
to the source of the money for the transformation of commodity values into additional capital, we already
encountered Marx's answers to this question In addition, this problem was for Marx not so much a question
whether gold production could furnish a sufficient and so perpetually increasing supply of money, but just the
reverse: he saw it as important for capital to restrict the production of gold for monetary use as much as
possible in the interest of accumulation.
The entire amount of labor power and social means of production expended in the annual production of gold
and silver intended as instruments of circulation constitutes a bulky item of the faux frais of the capitalist
mode of production, of the production of commodities in general. It is an equivalent abstraction from social
utilization of as many additional means of production and consumption as possible, i.e., of Teal wealth. To
the extent that the costs of this expensive machinery of circulation are decreased, the given scale of
production or the given degree of its extension remaining constant, the productive power of social labor is
eof ipso increased. Hence, so far as the expediences developing with the credit system have this effect, they
increase capitalist wealth directly, either by performing a large portion of the social production and labor
process without any intervention of real money, or by raising the functional capacity of the quantity of money
really functioning.
As a means of circulation, commodity money in gold and silver represents a great and unnecessary
expense. For this reason capital has always striven to replace commodity money by symbolic monetary
instruments. Commodity money lost its earlier importance with the development of banking and credit. As the
social category of money is already included in that of the commodity, the gold standard was a historical but
not a necessary phenomenon of commodity circulation. Since all commodities potentially represent money,
and money has all commodities at its command, on the national level and recently increasingly on the
international level also, any instrument of payment can serve as a means of exchange. Money is created
within the banking system. The volume of credit offered by the banks is determined by the governmental
creation of money through note issues and treasury certificates and by varying reserve requirements set by
the government as a function of deposits. If credit is only partially covered by bank reserves, it is
nevertheless generally guaranteed by capital owned by the borrowers. Where there is no capital equivalent
at hand, there is also no credit, which thus relates not to the money on hand but to the existing capital.
In the process of circulation the accumulated capital takes on the commodity form at one moment and the
money form at another. Means of production and commodities can be transformed into money and vice
versa, so that the ownership of capital can be expressed as ownership of money. Although "capital" means
money, it also includes all commodities, so that any commodity has the capacity to take the place of money.
Although the quantities put on the market must be transformed into money, they embody only a part of the
existing capital, so that only a part of capitalist property needs to take on the money form. In general the
necessary volume of money is determined by the prices of the commodities entering into circulation and by
the turnover velocity of money, modified by the mutual cancellation or the postponement of payments.
Aside from the fact that money has been accumulated for centuries in the form of commodity money (which
has continually increased also through the production of precious metals) and therefore be directly
exchanged against other commodities, capitalist accumulation has freed itself from these limitations by the
mechanism of credit, based on capital already accumulated. The transformation of surplus value into
additional capital can he accomplished without additional commodity money, and capital can be accumulated
in its commodity form. No actual commodity money corresponds to the credit money necessary for this; it is
the "symbolic form" of an additional sum of money that does not exist in reality; but it suffices to carry out the
transformation of the commodity values into additional capital: additional capital in turn determines the future
expansion of credit. Thus it is the accumulation of capital itself which solves the problem of the additional
money necessary and eliminates the difficulties of realisation by means of the techniques of finance.
For money to function as capital, it must first of all cease to be money i.e., it must be invested in means of
production and labor power. The transformation of surplus value into money is only a stage, carried through
in the market, in its transformation into additional capital. It is of no consequence at all whether this
transformation is accomplished with commodity money or symbolic money. The latter, however, can be
increased at will and so adapted to the needs of accumulation. Its growth accompanies that of the
accumulating capital but is also limited by the latter. In this way we return to the point which appeared so
unlikely to Rosa Luxemburg, namely the production for the sake of production, which she believed
impossible in a closed system, having failed to find an explanation for the additional money required.
If capital can realize its surplus value through accumulation, then the enlarged capitals are represented as
increased sums of money capital. But accumulation depends not on money or credit but on profitability. If
profits fall, and with them the rate of accumulation, then the demand for credit declines along with the total
demand. The insufficient demand appears as a lack of money and the crisis of production also as a financial
crisis. It therefore seemed important to Marx "first and foremost to assume here, as everywhere, metallic
circulation in its simplest, most primitive because then in the flux and reflux, the squaring of balances, short
all elements appearing under the credit system as consciously regulated processes present themselves as

existing independently of the credit system, and the matter appears in primitive form instead of the later,
reflected form."
In addition, at the time Marx was writing Capital, the expansion of production and the creation of new money
capital were favored by a credit system of which "metallic circulation remain[ed the] basis," a situation that
has changed with modem modes of credit creation. But the perpetual development of new methods for
realizing surplus value in additional capital is only of historical interest and only shows the effect of the
increasing weight of the accumulating capital. The system of credit based on metallic money served no other
function than the creation of credit without this basis. In both cases credit is governed by the movement of
capital. It cannot become autonomous, as it has meaning only in relation to the actual processes of social
production on which it rests. Like money, credit can create nothing; it can only provide the means by which
the surplus value created in production finds its way into accumulation. If the actual surplus value is
insufficient to be capitalized and at the same time valorized, credit cannot alter this and will fail as an
instrument facilitating capital accumulation.
Accumulation for the sake of accumulation that is, without regard for actual social needs or even for the
valorization requirements of capital is exactly what is characteristic of surplus value production and nothing
to be wondered at. Competition on the basis of value production impels every capital, in the interests of selfpreservation, to accumulate. It must grow or go under, and the total result of all these strivings is the growth
of the total capital and the resulting changes of the value relations, which bring with them the fall in the profit
rate as soon as the blind drive to accumulate overshoots the actual productivity of labor.
If the surplus value is not sufficient to pursue the process of accumulation profitably, it can also not be
realized through accumulation; it becomes the unrealized surplus value of overproduction. Where there is no
surplus value to be transformed into additional capital, there also no additional money and no credit can
transform surplus value into capital. In order to avoid this crisis state, capital must accumulate without cease,
but this is only possible with a simultaneous, continuous increase in labor productivity, which keeps the
tendency of the rate of profit to fall latent. That such a coordination of material production with the value
requirements of capital accumulation is denied to capital is apparent in the crises, which must restore from
outside the lost inner coherence of capitalist production if a further expansion of capital is to be possible.
Surplus value is the decisive element of capitalist production. It can become too small as a result of the
tendency of the rate of profit to fall, but it can never be too big. This holds not only for the society as a whole
but also for each individual capital. Capitalist production therefore always aims at the enlargement of surplus
value in order to secure its own existence. For capital the increasing surplus value always seems insufficient,
no matter what its magnitude. If the market limits capital in one branch of production, capital emigrates into
another or opens up new branches, until these too reach the limits imposed by the market. In the course of
accumulation the material side of market relations thereby changes, bringing with it the elaboration of new
needs as an expression of the expanding productive forces of society and their application on a greater scale
and in broader areas. Material wealth grows along with the development of accumulation in value terms. The
capitalists' consumption can increase enormously, the mass of the unproductive strata of society can grow,
and even the workers can improve their situation thanks to the fall in the value of consumer goods. With all
this the pressure on surplus value also grows, compelling always new attempts to increase it in order to keep
the process going. Under these conditions there can be no excess of surplus value but only a lack of it,
which must finally appear on the market as overproduction and insufficient demand. Every equilibrium state
is therefore a state of crisis, which in this dynamic economy can lead only to a breakdown or to a new
takeoff. Any concept of equilibrium thus contradicts capitalist reality and can at most serve as a
methodological means for the investigation of particular properties of the dynamic course of the economy.
Nevertheless, Marxists, in unison with bourgeois economists, have spoken of supposed equilibrium
tendencies of the capitalist economy and its development. To take only one example, according to Bukharin
The whole construction of Capital. . . begins with the analysis of a completely stable equilibrium system.
Complicating factors are gradually introduced. The system fluctuates, becomes dynamic. Its fluctuations,
however, remain regulated by laws, and despite the sudden breakdowns of equilibrium (crises), the system
as a whole continues. The disruption of equilibrium leads to a new equilibrium, so to speak, of a higher order.
Only after we understand the laws of equilibrium can we go on to investigate the system's fluctuations. The
crises themselves are treated not as the destruction but merely as disturbances of equilibrium; and yet Marx
thought it necessary to discover the law of this movement and to understand not only how the equilibrium is
disturbed but also how it is re-established.
Bukharin summarizes his equilibrium conception in the following way;
The law of value is the law of equilibrium governing the system of simple commodity production. The law of
production price is the law of equilibrium governing the modified commodity system, the capitalist system.
The law of market price similarly governs the fluctuations of this system. The law of competition governs the
continual reestablishment of disrupted equilibrium. The law of crises governs the necessary periodic
disturbance of the system's equilibrium and its restoration.
This postulate of equilibrium is the starting point of all disproportionality and underconsumption theories,
which accordingly view crises as disturbances of equilibrium and their overcoming as its restoration. Marx, in
contrast, uses the idea of equilibrium only as a provisory methodological hypothesis with a role to play in the

elaboration of his abstract theory but with no claim to represent processes in reality. Often it is a matter of
pure tautology, as with the assumption of an equilibrium of supply and demand, which plays no role either in
the analysis of the total capital or in that of the process of production in isolation from the total system; and
often the concept is a starting point for the description of the development of capital, and which in the
framework of that development itself no longer has any significance. For Marx it is not equilibrium tendencies
that govern the economy but the law of value, which asserts itself in the same way as "the law of gravity . . .
when a person's house collapses on top of him."
Crisis therefore represents not an insurmountable disturbance of equilibrium but a temporary breakdown of
the valorization of capital, which neither before nor after its collapse is characterized by any equilibrium. The
fact that the crisis is overcome likewise indicates not the restoration of a lost equilibrium but shows that
despite the continuing dynamic of the system, it was possible to increase the surplus value enough for a
further round of expansion. "With respect to the volume of production there is no equilibrium state to which
the system returns after some deviations. . . . [T]he industrial cycle is no oscillation around some mean given
by some necessity." Even though Marx writes in one place that "permanent crises do not exist," this does not
mean, as Bukharin maintained, that "the disturbance of the equilibrium leads to a new equilibrium of a higher
order" but only that the accumulation interrupted at a certain level of capitalist production can be continued at
another level. That this cannot always be the case follows from the abstract analysis of value-determined
accumulation. But so long as capital is actually able to adapt the surplus value to the needs of accumulation
by way of crisis, every crisis is temporary.
But even a crisis theory disregarding all considerations of equilibrium must deal with the problem of how
capitalism can collapse when it can overcome all of its crises. Thus, for example, Otto Benedikt demanded of
Henryk Grossmann, for whom the breakdown of the system would be an insurmountable crisis, "why its
'economic end point' is different from the surmountable crisis? Why is the last crisis no longer
surmountable?" Following Lenin's disproportionality theory, Benedikt came to the conclusion that aside from
its validity or lack of it, Grossmann's crisis theory is just a theory of crisis and not a theory of breakdown.
According to Benedikt the question of crisis concerns neither the possibility nor the impossibility of
continuous accumulation, "but a growing, inevitable dialectical process of disturbances, contradictions, and
crises not an absolute, purely economic impossibility of accumulation, but a constant alternation between the
overcoming of crisis and its reproduction at a higher level until the destruction of this schema by the
proletariat." Grossmann could have given the same answer as Benedikt himself gave, along with all the
discussants of the crisis problem, with either different reformist or revolutionary variations. In the final
analysis there cannot be a" purely economic" or "a “automatic breakdown. For Tugan-Baranovsky,
Hilferding, and Otto Bauer it is ethical and politically conscious social movements that will transform the evil
into a better social order; for Rosa Luxemburg and Anton Pannekoek it is the class-conscious workers who,
long before any theoretically determinable final stage of capitalist expansion, will put an end to capitalism; so
also for Grossmann "no economic system, no matter how weakened, collapses by itself in an automatic
fashion. It must be 'overthrown.' . . . [T]he so-called 'historical necessity' does not operate automatically but
requires the active participation of the working class in the historical process." But this is a matter for the
class struggle, not for economic theory, which can only bring to light the objective conditions under which the
class struggle unfolds and which determine its direction.
Oddly enough, he most diverse analyses of crisis were all offered to explain the inevitability of capitalism's
decline and the abolition of the system to be effected by political movements evoked by this decline. We
have already seen this in the example of Rosa Luxemburg and Henryk Grossmann. But disproportionality
theorists like Bukharin as well maintained "that the process of capitalist decadence necessarily sets in once
the enlarged negative reproduction has swallowed up the social surplus value. Theoretical investigation
cannot determine with absolute certainty exactly when the period of decadence begins and by what specific
figures this process is characterized. This is already a questio facti. The concrete situation in the European
economy in the years 1918-20 shows clearly that the period of decadence has already begun and that there
are no signs of a resurrection of the of production relations" A consistent application of the
underconsumption theory could also lead to the conclusion that capitalism must collapse. For instance,
Natalie Moszkowska wrote that
"if the gap between production and consumption reaches a certain size, and if the deficiency of consumption
reaches a certain amplitude, relative pauperization becomes absolute. Production is reduced, and the
workers are thrown into the streets. If classic capitalism was characterized by relative pauperization, late
capitalism is characterized by absolute pauperization. And this absolute pauperization, not supportable for
long, leads to the end of capitalism.”
That the economic conditions during and after the First World War gave support to the idea of capitalist
decline is not surprising. Even in the bourgeois camp this period not only awakened a deep pessimism but
also undermined the earlier conviction that society can master its crises. Indeed, Adolf Lowe remarked that
"the crises intrinsic to the economic system have lost their virulence; but if we consider an international
destruction of value like the world war as the modern form of crisis in the age of imperialism, and there is
much to be said for this view, there is little room for extravagant hopes for spontaneous 'stabilization."'In
such a situation there was not much sense in maintaining that for capital there is "no situation absolutely

without a way out" or in assuming the opposite. Under the circumstances both were conceivable. Since for
Marxism it is not the economy that conditions the given class relations but the capitalist relations of
production-qua class relations that under the conditions of the market economy take on the fetishistic form of
economic relationships, every "purely economic" conception of capital and its laws of motion is from the start
inappropriate. Nevertheless, although for Marx "the whole economic shit ends in the class struggle," he took
pains during decades of work to demonstrate the transitory nature of capitalism even when viewed in terms
of its own economic categories.
The trend of capitalist accumulation toward its abolition can only be demonstrated with a model respecting
the essential bases of the system. in Marx's theoretical construction capital must perish as a result of its
contradictions; and since history itself does nothing but is made by people, it follows directly that the
historical limit of capital lies in proletarian revolution. Conversely, however, such an upheaval presupposes a
disintegration of capitalism. Through its accumulation capital produces its own gravediggers, so that the
process of accumulation already contains its final end, and one can rightly speak of the theory of
accumulation as a theory of breakdown, without thereby adopting a "purely economic" or "automatic"
breakdown theory.
The interpretation of the great crisis between the two world wars as a possible final crisis of capital made the
wish the father to the thought. But this could only be known afterwards. In principle in developed capitalism
any great crisis can become the final crisis. If it does not, it remains a presupposition of further accumulation.
This is not to say that there cannot arise a situation of "permanent" crisis, since this concept must also be
construed not as referring to eternity but only in contrast to temporary, quickly surmounted crises. In this
sense the "permanent" crisis is just as conceivable within the Marxian system as surmountable crises. When
Marx denied that there are permanent crises, he was referring only to the business cycle of the previous
century and to Adam Smith's theory of accumulation, in which the profit rate must always fall. That under the
present-day conditions of world capital a state of persistent economic and political crisis can arise is just as
possible as that the crisis will give capital a chance to begin a new expansion.

4 Splendor and Misery of the Mixed Economy
The second global economic crisis of this century was transformed due to the provocation of imperialist
competition, into the First World War. To the usual devaluation of capital by crisis, combined with its
concentration and centralization, was now added the physical destruction of means of production and labor
power. Connected to this was a shift in the balance of economic power from the European nations to the
United States. America became the greatest exporting and creditor nation in the world. The territorial
changes brought about by the war, the removal of Russia from the world economy, the capitalist reparations
policy, the breakdown of currencies and the world market-all this made the reconstruction much more difficult
than it would have been in the case of a "purely economic" crisis. The revival of the European economies
proceeded so slowly that with the exception of America, the Crisis that had turned into the First World War
extended through it into the Second World War. America's special situation was thus a limited privilege,
which came to an end in 1929. The American economic collapse drove the world economy into a general
decline. Capital had indeed made an effort, in the form of American loans, large-scale cartellization,
rationalization of production, and inflation, to escape the crisis, but without success. To look only at the
poorest and the richest capitalist countries of that time, we note that between 1929 and 1932 industrial
production in Germany fell by around 50 percent, while the unemployed numbered seven million, and the
national income fell from 73.4 to 42.5 billion marks. In America around 1932 the national income had also
fallen by about half, from $87.5 to $41.7 billion, and the sixteen million unemployed reflected the 50 percent
contraction of industrial production. A world economic crisis of this extent went beyond all previous
experience and could not, like the first postwar crisis, be ascribed to the circumstance of the war.
The partisans of Marx's crisis theory, of all shades, saw in the persistent crisis the confirmation of their
critique of capital, and they looked for an overcoming of the crisis either in reform of the system or in its
overthrow. The static theory of general equilibrium was unable to explain the crisis, as the postulated
equilibrating tendencies refused to work. And because the various governments of the capitalist nations
relied, at first, on the deflationary crisis mechanism to solve the problem and did not interfere in the
economic process, the deepening of the depression could not be blamed on erroneous government policies.
There was nothing left to blame for the crisis but the workers' unwillingness to accept lower wages. The
persistence of the crisis and the constantly increasing unemployment, however, finally impelled the
bourgeois economists to a revision of their theory, which has taken its place in history as the "Keynesian
Revolution." Without opposing neo-classical theory in general, Keynes recognised the evident fact that the
traditional theory was not in accord with the actual situation. The full employment assumed. By the theory
appeared to him now as a possible but not necessary Presupposition of economic equilibrium. Say's thesis,
that supply and demand must always coincide, was now -a hundred years late- recognized as erroneous,
since "savings" do not necessarily lead to new investments. In Keynes's view, while production must serve
consumption, the latter decreases with the increasing satisfaction of needs, so that the extension of
production must decrease and with it the labor market. Thus in mature capitalist society new investments

would be always less and less profitable, even in the case of a radical reduction of wages. And while it is true
that low wages yield high profits, so inducing new investments, it is nevertheless not only wrong but
dangerous to leave the economy at the mercy of the economic course of events, in view of the difficulties
that stand in the way of such wage decreases and of the inevitable long-run decline of the rate of
accumulation. The depression therefore must, according to Keynes, be combated with a policy of state
stimulation of expansion, based at once oil an inflationary monetary policy and on public works paid for by
the public debt.
Although Keynes tried to explain the cyclical movement of capital as due to the changing profitability of
capital, he really developed no theory of crisis. According to him it was the declining propensity to consume
that reduced the rate of accumulation and induced the capitalists to stop transforming their money into
capital. Were they to continue to invest, it would be only to earn a declining rate of profit, which would find its
lower limit in the given rate of interest. In order to escape the depression, it would be necessary to add new
anti-crisis measures to the familiar ones. Wages would have to be cut by means of inflation, the profit rate
supported by lowering the interest rate, and the remaining unemployment absorbed by public works, until
these measures produced the beginning of a new prosperity, at which point the economy could be left once
again to the automatic mechanism of the market. Since Keynes was essentially concerned with the
overcoming of the crisis of his day, the long-term developmental tendency described by his theory remained
only a philosophical ornament, which drew no great interest at the time. This theory remained on the terrain
of static equilibrium and was therefore unable to come to terms with the dynamic of the system.
The Keynesian theory was necessarily restricted to the national economy rather than to the capitalist world
economy, as the state interventions it called for could be applied only in a national framework. Of course, it
included the hope that the increase in production in individual countries would favorably influence world
trade, so that international competition would become less fierce. The measures required to counter
unemployment compelled a return to classical macroeconomics, which investigated society as a whole in its
economic aggregates, in contrast to micro-economics- then almost the only kind of economics cultivated
which concerned itself only with the fragmentary analysis of isolated economic processes. Whatever
practical proposals were made, of course, hardly represented new discoveries but rather the re-employment
of expedients that had been relegated to the background during the flowering of laissez faire. Despite an
enormous flow of technical economic neologisms, the pretensions of the "new economics" clothed only the
ordinary capitalistic principle of increasing profits by means of governmental interventions in market relations.
The need for state intervention dictated by the crisis soon became, in the hands of the economic theorists, a
virtual principle of economic management. The traditionally dominant view that all public expenditures have
an unproductive character was now seen as an error, and it was asserted that public spending has the same
beneficial effect on production and income as private investments. According to Alvin Hansen,
“The development of a public park, swimming pool, playground, or concert hall makes possible a flow of real
income no less than the erection of a radio factory. . . . [P] public expenditures may also be . . . incomecreating in the sense that they tend currently to expand income and employment.... [W]ars not only promote
employment during the emergency, but may stimulate postwar private investment by creating accumulated
shortages in housing and other investment areas. . . . Indeed, when private business outlays decline, the
government alone is in a position to go forward and sustain the income through increased expenditures.”
Since the economists do not distinguish between economy in general and the capitalist economy, it is
impossible for them to see that "productive" and "capitalistically productive" means two different things and
that public, like private investments are capitalistically productive only if the create surplus value not because
they supply material, goods or amenities.
Contemporary economists imagine that both private capital and the government contribute to the national
income, as both draw from the great "stream" of income. Although the government's contribution depends on
taxes and borrowing, the debt service that goes with this is supposed to be paid out of the increased national
income achieved through public works. Inflationary consequences were held to pose no danger so long as
the increasing money supply could be balanced by an equal increase of production and real income. In order
to demonstrate this, economists appealed to a so-called "acceleration principle" and to a "multiplier effect," or
to a combination of the two, whose operation could be established mathematically on the basis of certain
imagined assumptions. Whether these "principles" yield the same or similar results in reality can of course
not be proven due to the empirical complexity of economic processes. But even theoretically nothing follows
from them but the obvious insight that like all other spending, state expenditure also can lead to further
private expenditure, so that the total new purchasing power is higher than that contributed by the original
state expenditure.
Alvin Hansen denied that his theory could be included under the ordinary rubric of underconsumption
theories. In his view crisis resulted not from insufficient demand for consumer goods but from spontaneously
originating over-investment. As the dynamic of the system drives the production of means of production
forward faster than social consumption, the rise in consumption must be raised to a dominant principle of the
system if overproduction is to be avoided. In modern capitalist society investments are no longer determined
by consumption, according to Hansen, so that the cycle theories of the classical and neo-classical
economists, with their supply-demand equilibrium, are in conflict with the actual facts. Consumption is now a

function of accumulation, as a result of which the crisis cycle is an inevitable result of capitalist expansion. In
order to eliminate unemployment and overproduction, public consumption must be increased by means of
public spending to produce a kind of mixed economy in which the price relations are so integrated with
monetary and fiscal measures that the economy can continue to develop.
This "revolution" in theoretical economics had already been preceded by a matching practice born of
necessity. It took different forms in different countries. While, for example, in the United States
unemployment relief paid out of public funds, counter-acted a noticeable radicalization of the working
population, the make-work program in Germany had the form of rearmament in order to undo the results of
the First World War and overcome the crisis imperialistically at the expense of other nations. Thus the
integration of the market economy with state economic management served, on the one hand, the defense
of the political status quo and, on the other, the attempt to disrupt it. The general crisis situation and the
conflicting capitalist interests mixed the fight against the crisis with a series of imperialist adventures and
social conflicts, which more or less affected all countries and finally resulted in the Second World War, which
powerfully advanced the integration of state and economy. The fully developed mixed economy began in the
form of a war economy that put an end to the apparently permanent state of crisis through the destruction of
unbelievable quantities of capital value and the mutual extermination of the producers.
Only after the war did the "new economics" become the ideology of the ruling classes, when state
involvement in the economy could not be eliminated in the chaos of the postwar period. With the exception of
America, the world, in the eyes of the bourgeoisie, had been utterly shattered and required political and
military intervention if total anarchy was to be avoided. The economic functions of the state, evolved in the
course of war and crisis, could be altered but not eliminated. The confrontation that immediately broke out
between the victorious powers over the division of the spoils of war and the creation of new spheres of
influence gave the governmental institutions yet greater influence on economic affairs. The newly
established borders had to be secured and the capitalist world economy put on the road to reconstruction
with the help of the state. An increasing part of social production was devoted to these ends, and the state
budgets continued to swell thanks to taxation and borrowing.
The idea that "mature" capitalism is inevitably doomed to stagnation and increasing unemployment, which
can be overcome only by public expenditure, remained a leitmotif of the "new economics." The fact of full
employment during the war was held to be sufficient proof that state interventions could have the same
results under all conditions and that the state-integrated economy could end the crisis cycle and make
possible an unbroken expansion of the economy. The incorporation of economic growth into economic
analysis necessitated the construction of a dynamic theory that could be adjoined to the static equilibrium
theory. Among others, R. F. Harrod and E. D. Domar attempted to provide theoretical proof of the possibility
of an equilibrium economic growth rate by a dynamization of the Keynesian model of income determination,
together with the accelerator and multiplier principles.
This equilibrium growth rate was supposed to be determined, on the one hand, by the propensity to save
and, on the other, by the capital required and the returns from it. Growth, however, would mean the
departure from an equilibrium state; once embarked upon, growth would tend to continue autonomously in
the same direction and thus to become always more unstable. Since new investments have two sides,
increasing incomes and productive capacity the first representing demand and the second supply a growth
rate guaranteeing economic stability must harmonise the increasing productive capacity with the increasing
demand. For this to be possible, it is not sufficient to achieve an equilibrium of savings and investment, but
investments must exceed savings if unemployment is to be avoided. As a result, economic growth, while a
means of fighting unemployment, becomes a source of new unemployment as soon as growth leaves the
path of equilibrated development.
If the static equilibrium is already recognised to be an illusion, a balanced rate of development is even less
credible. But what an autonomous process of growth cannot achieve may be accomplished by its conscious
direction! The economy and its development can, according to Paul Samuelson, be compared to "an
unmanned bicycle, which is unstable if disturbed from the vertical" but "can be converted into a stable
system by a steadying and compensating human hand." In the same way "a Harrod-Domar growth path that
would be unstable under laissez-faire [can] be made stable by compensating monetary and fiscal policies in
a mixed economy. And "although nothing is impossible in an inexact science like economics," at the present
day "the probability of a great depression a prolonged, cumulative, and chronic slump like that of the 1930s,
the 1890s, or the 1870s has been reduced to a negligible figure." This confidence appeared to be justified by
the facts of economic development and had in addition the "merit of having proved that among other
possibilities of development, that of growth without disturbances of equilibrium also exists, something which
was earlier contested by various investigators (including Marx, with his breakdown theory)."In this way the
question of the dynamic of capitalism was expounded in a manner satisfactory to bourgeois economics,
without abandoning the equilibrium approach, and was developed in the neo-neoclassical theory, in which
static and dynamic analysis were united.
The various growth theories, however, were less concerned with the economic processes of the developed
countries than with the question, raised by the outcome of the Second World War, of the capitalist
development of the underdeveloped nations. Of course, this question could be answered quickly and easily,

though the realization of the proposal contained in these answers namely, to repeat the process already
completed in the developed countries, ran into insurmountable difficulties. Nevertheless, concern with
underdevelopment opened up a new branch of theoretical economics that sought to explain the success of
the mixed economy to the whole world and recommend it for imitation. As this evolutionary theory of
development, however, has nothing to do with the problem of crisis, we can neglect it here.
From the standpoint of Marx's crisis theory, the prosperity which began, with some delay, after the war is not
surprising, since it is the function of crisis to lay the groundwork for a new upswing. This is not to say that
every crisis can introduce a new period of accumulation; it may lead also only to a situation of relative
stagnation, as was the case in many countries after the First World War, and thence to a new crisis. With the
growing destructive powers of capital, war as crisis becomes an obstacle to rapid recovery and can only
slowly give way to a new expansion. Under these circumstances it is necessary to continue state intervention
in the economy, and this in fact appears to be an essential instrument of the new upswing.
If the stagnation of the capitalist economy leads to state intervention in order to restart the economy and
conquer unemployment, it does not follow that these interventions are to be thanked for the new prosperity
that finally arises. It may be due instead to the restoration of the profitability of capital, achieved at the same
time as, but relatively independently of these interventions, as in earlier crises, in which the state's
deflationary policy aggravated rather than attenuated the crisis. The reduction of the state budget failed as a
means to improve the profitability of capital, and likewise an increase in public works does not guarantee a
solution to the crisis. In both cases the continuation of accumulation depends in the final analysis on
transformation of the capital structure and a rate of surplus value that can valorize the expanding capital.
Without a doubt the expansion of capitalist production after the Second World War can be explained only by
the still unbroken, or restored, expansive power of capital, and not by the effect of state-induced production.
But if this is true, a new over-accumulation crisis is certain, and with it the necessity of further state
intervention. From the standpoint of the "new economics," however, a sufficient autonomous expansion of
capital could no longer be counted on, so that continuing capitalist development was thinkable only in the
form of the mixed economy. A skeptical minority of economists remained true to the principle of laissez faire
and saw the mixed economy as the pure and simple destruction of the market economy, which must lead in
the end to the collapse of private capitalism. The sustained prosperity in the Western countries, which could
not be simply explained as the result of state interventions, pushed the Keynesian conceptions into the
background, and in the academic world microeconomics again took the dominant place. Governmental
involvement in the economy was considered not only superfluous but as obstructing the free movement of
capital, and it was thus seen as a hindrance to development. Of course, this new capitalist self-confidence
was rooted in the prevailing prosperity; and just as the "new economics" could not completely vanquish the
laissez-faire doctrine, the latter was not able to compel the "new economics" to retreat purely because of the
fact of prosperity. The mixed economy had already become the unalterable form of modern capitalism,
although the mix itself could be altered. State interventions could be increased or decreased to meet the
changing needs of the yet uncontrolled development of the economy.
The expansion of Western capital was unexpectedly rapid and durable. Economic downturns were of such
brief duration as to inspire the replacement of the concept of "depression" by that of "recession," and the
share of state-induced production increased more slowly than production as a whole. This affected not only
the tenor of Keynesian theory but also Marxist views, leading in the end to various new revisions of Marx's
theory of capital a crisis. Drawing nearly universally on the Keynesian theory of sufficient demand as the
cause of stagnation, a series of author represented the position that capitalism's difficulties arise no from a
shortage of surplus value but from an excess of it. Structural transformations favorable to capital production
such as the cheapening of constant capital due to modern technology and the arbitrary manipulation of
prices that accompanies monopolization were held to result in the production of more surplus value than
could possibly be accumulated, and which could be spent only by way of public expenditures. As the
capitalist mode of production rules out an improvement in the working population's standard of living
proportional to the rising capacity to produce, the economy fluctuates between stagnation and overcoming it
through a policy of waste in the form of space exploration, armaments, and imperialistic adventures. Thus
crises were not eliminated by the excess of profit while they did not arise from the tendency of the rate of
profit to fall. In other words, these authors, taking their own routes, had returned to the conviction of TuganBaranovsky and Hilferding that capital has no objective limit since it can increase production indefinitely
despite its antagonistic conditions of distribution, even if a portion of it must be "irrationally wasted.
Without going into the internal contradictions intrinsic to these theories here, it should be noted that they
reflect the visible upswing of capitalism in the West, which not only made possible further accumulation with
a simultaneous improvement in the workers' standard of living but also remained undamaged by the growth
of public spending. Contrary to what had been assumed during the depression, it was not the additional
public spending that kept the economy going but the high profits that permitted the luxury of waste
production and, beyond that, the alleged transformation of capitalism into an "affluent" or "consumer society."
Of course, this period of prosperity does call for an explanation, which can only be found in the actual course
of economic events. For Marxism the general explanation of prosperity is simply the existence of profits
sufficient to continue accumulation, just as crisis and depression arise in the absence of this state of affairs.

Every cyclical wave can be explained more specifically, if only in retrospect, in terms of the phenomena it
displays. If the long depression of the pre-war years was characterised by a general lack of profit,
disinvestment's, and an extremely low rate of accumulation, this was not because the productivity of labor
had suddenly decisively decreased but because the existing productivity was not great enough to assure the
existing capital a further profitable expansion. The average rate of profit determined by the existing capital
structure was too low to inspire the individual capitals to increase their production by enlarging the productive
apparatus, although they experienced the fall in the average rate of profit not directly but as the growing
difficulty of selling their commodities. The need for profit on the part of capital-swelled by fictitious and
speculative capital values cannot be satisfied by the mass of profit at hand, and the resulting decline of profit
for each individual capital leads through the interruption of further expansion to a general situation of crisis.
The way out of this situation lies in its reversal, in the creation of a capital structure and a mass of surplus
value that make further accumulation possible. The combination of the destruction of capital throughout the
long period of depression with the enormous acceleration of this process by the destruction of capital values
during the war created a new world for the surviving capital in which the given mass of profit was at the
disposal of a much diminished capital, which accordingly increased its profitability. At the same time, the
technological development forced by the war led to a significant rise in labor productivity, which, in
connection with the altered capital structure, raised the productivity of capital sufficiently to increase
production and enlarge the productive apparatus. American capital was unable to accumulate during the
war, since about half the national product was used for military ends. The post-war period was a period of
making up for lost accumulation and the replacement of the means of production that accompanies this. The
result was prosperity in which unemployment was for a time reduced to its indispensable minimum. The
years between 1949 and 1968 saw 'a 50% increase in the amount of capital for each unit of labor employed."
This was largely responsible for "the marked acceleration in output per man-hour from 2.3% to 3.5%." As this
increase in the productivity of labor was "in excess of the increase in real wages," the rate of profit on capital,
while relatively low, was nevertheless stable.' The reconstruction of the European and Japanese economy
was in part initiated and financed by American grants and loans, which stimulated American exports and
secured markets for the growing output far greater than those due to domestic accumulation alone. The
private export of capital followed the lead of the government at the first signs of profitability, above all in the
form of direct investments, which internationalized the accumulation of American capita! and facilitated its
valorization. Access to advanced technology, together with restriction of wages, gave the capital newly
forming in the reconstructing countries a competitive position in the world market in a number of areas of
production.
The productivity of labor rose in Germany, for example, by around 6 percent yearly, and a quarter of total
production was invested as additional capital. With the exception of England, things were not much different
in the other European countries, while in America the rate of accumulation remained below its historic
average. The higher profit rates in the more rapidly accumulating European countries caused an accelerated
export of American capital, and this in turn hastened the general economic development of the capitalimporting countries. Conditions due to the outcome of the war led to an extraordinary increase in
multinational corporations, largely American in origin, which further hastened the general process of capital
concentration through actual fusions and liquidation's. Without going further into this well-known story, which
was widely celebrated as an "economic miracle" and has been excessively documented, it should be said
that it represents no more than an accelerated rate of accumulation which, just because of this acceleration,
raised the profit rate to a point permitting an increase in the product share intended for consumption along
with production as a whole.
The "new economies," however, had been developed to meet the challenge of a crisis apparently without
end. Keynesianism had taken two directions. One tendency aimed at overcoming the crisis by state
interventions ("pump priming") in order to give the economy free rein again once expansion was achieved.
The other was convinced that capitalism had already reached a stationary state and would therefore always
require state intervention. As we know, the actual development of the economy confirmed neither of these
views but led to a combination of prosperity and continuing state management of the economy. In Western
Europe this took the form of a state-forced acceleration of accumulation, so that the "social market economy"
did not differ from the "mixed economy." In America, however, it remained necessary to keep the level of
production stable by means of public spending, which led to slow but sure growth of the national debt.
The growth of the public debt can also be traced to America's imperialistic policy and, later, to the war in
Vietnam in particular. But since unemployment did not fall below 4 percent of the total labor force and
production capacity was not fully utilized, it is more than plausible that without the "public consumption" of
armaments and human slaughter, the number of unemployed would have been much higher than it actually
was. And since about half of world production was American, despite the upswing in Western Europe and
Japan, one cannot really speak of a complete overcoming of the world crisis, particularly not when the
underdeveloped countries are taken into consideration. However brilliant the prosperity was, it was
nevertheless confined to no more than a part of world capital and did not result in a general upswing
encompassing the world economy.

However this may be, what the "new economics" maintained was that capitalist crisis had lost its inevitability,
as every downturn could be counteracted by governmental measures. The crisis cycle was supposedly a
thing of the past, for every setback to private production could be compensated by an equivalent increase of
state-induced production. A whole arsenal of methods of economic management was now available to
secure economic equilibrium and equilibrated development. An expansive monetary policy to stimulate
private investments, fiscal flexibility, built-in stabilisers like unemployment insurance such means, together
with the deficit financing of public expenditure, guaranteed a regulated economy with full employment and
price stability, which needed only the government's decision to be made a reality.
To demonstrate the illusory character of the idea of a state regulation of the economy by way of
compensatory measures, the Marxian critique of economics only has to point out the profit-oriented nature of
capitalist production. This is not to deny all efficacy to Keynesian methods. Just as the expansion of private
credit can stimulate economic activity beyond the level to which it would otherwise be limited, the expansion
of public spending realised through credit can also at first have a stimulating effect on the economy as a
whole. But both methods find their limits in the actual production of profit. Because of these limits it is
possible to abstract from credit in the theory of capitalist development without thereby denying the actual role
of credit. Where there is no profit to be had, credit will not be sought; and when the economy is in a
downturn, credit is seldom granted. Of course, capitalist production has been based on credit for a long time
without this affecting its susceptibility to crisis. While the extension of the credit system can be a factor
deferring crisis, the actual outbreak of crisis makes it into an aggravating factor because of the larger amount
of capital that must be devalued, although in the end this devaluation in turn is a means to overcome the
crisis.
The fact that state-induced production has been expanded by means of credit already indicates that the
private expansion of it has not been able to sustain prosperity. Since state-induced production in competition
with private capital would increasingly aggravate the economic difficulties of the latter without changing the
low profitability, the state produces not goods for the market, where their value could be realized and
accumulated, but goods for "public consumption." This "public consumption" is at all times paid for by
taxation of the workers and the surplus-value-producing capital in order to satisfy the general needs of
capitalist society. The extension of "public consumption" through deficit financing also implies a deduction
from surplus value and a decrease in private consumption, although with a delay, since this financing is
accomplished not through additional taxation but through the mobilization of private money; capital for a long
period i.e., through the public debt.
The whole matter finally comes down to the simple fact that what is consumed cannot be accumulated, so
that the growth of "public consumption" cannot be a means to transform a stagnating or declining rate of
accumulation into a rising one. If the rate of accumulation is improved, it is due not to public expenditures but
to a restored profitability of capital, accomplished by the crisis, sufficiently vigorous to launch a new
expansion despite the increase in public expenditures. This also is not altered by the fact that the economic
stimulation due to state expenditures can be an impetus to further expansion, since the expansion itself can
only be achieved through the actual increase of private surplus value. Without this, state-induced production
can lead only to a further collapse of the rate of accumulation.
"Mixed economy" means that a part of the national production remains production for the profit of private
capital, while a smaller part consists of state-induced production yielding no surplus value. Thus the total
production has a smaller mass of profit at its disposal. Since in general the state does not own means of
production and raw materials, it must make use of unutilized capital to get state-induced production going;
that is, it must place orders with various enterprises that sell the product requested to the state. These
enterprises must valorize their capital and extract surplus value from the workers they employ. This surplus
value, however, is not realized on the market by exchange against other commodities but is realized by the
money borrowed by the government. The products themselves are either used or wasted.
For the capitalists filling the state's orders, life has been made easier, as they do not have to worry about
production and realisation. The part of capital blessed with government orders realizes its profit exactly like
the part that produces profitably for the market. But its income has an equivalent in taxation and public debt.
It seems as if the state-induced production has increased the total profit. But in reality only the surplus value
realized on the market is newly produced surplus value while the surplus value "realized" through state
purchases is surplus value previously produced and objectified in money capital.
If the crisis would completely and generally destroy the profitability of capital, capitalist production would
stop. In reality, even in the depth of crisis a portion of capital remains sufficiently profitable to continue
producing, although on a reduced scale. Another part falls victim to the crisis and thus helps preserve the
profitability of the remaining capitals. If this process develops freely, as was generally the case with the
crises of the nineteenth century, a shorter or longer period of suffering gives way to a situation in which
capital, with an altered structure and a higher rate of exploitation, can recommence accumulation, pushing it
beyond the level reached before the crisis. Under the circumstances of the present day, this "healing
process" is socially too risky, requiring state interventions to avoid social upheavals.
Due to the high level of capital concentration already achieved, the devaluation of capital by way of
competition and the improvement of profitability by way of concentration have lost much of their

effectiveness unless these processes are extended beyond national boundaries to the world economy, which
must lead to armed confrontations. Since the concentrated capitals totally disregard social needs, even as
capitalistically defined, these needs must be supplied by political means, for example, by state subsidisation
of profit-poor but necessary branches of production. In short, the viability of society requires state
intervention in the distribution of the total social profit.
This redistribution of the social profit in the form of state-induced production in no way changes the quantity
of this profit. Since the additional production yields no profit of its own, it is of no service to the accumulation
of capital. Since the crisis results from insufficient accumulation, it is not eliminated by state-induced
production. On the assumption of a capitalism incapable of further accumulation, thus of a situation of
permanent crisis, which is a real possibility, the attempt to combat the crisis through deficit-financed,
unprofitable public spending would take the follow-mg form: the state borrows money to buy products that
otherwise would not have been produced. This additional production has an immediate positive effect on the
economy as a whole (although this cannot be ascribed to the fashionable but purely speculative "multiplier,"
based on the untenable bourgeois economic theory). It is obvious that every new investment, whatever its
origin, must stimulate economic activity unless it also leads to disinvestment counteracting this stimulative
effect. Products are manufactured and workers hired, and the general level of demand must rise along with
the new investments. But since the additional production yields no profit, the accumulation difficulty of capital
is not solved. At first, however, this difficulty merely persists, without being aggravated by the state-induced
production.
Since under our assumption private capital is not accumulating and state-induced production, as production
for "public consumption," can contribute nothing to accumulation, the maintenance of the existing level of
production continually requires additional state expenditures and therefore the perpetual growth of the
national debt. Its interest obligations require the state to impose correspondingly higher taxes on productive
capital. Of course, these interest payments are a source of income for the state's creditors and as such reenter consumption or are again invested either in the private economy or in state paper. But we are dealing
here in any case with one and the same sum which is given up as profit in order to appear elsewhere as
interest. Since a non-accumulating capitalism is not simply a stationary state but implies a regressive
situation, the decline in the economy must lead to more and more governmental interventions, which
increasingly weaken any new possibility of an upswing for private capital. The compensatory state-induced
production thus changes from the means of easing the crisis it originally was to a factor deepening the crisis,
as it divests an increasing part of social production of its character as capital, namely its ability to produce
additional capital.
The purpose of this picture of a state of permanent crisis is only to demonstrate that unprofitable stateinduced production, far from being a means of overcoming crisis, must in the course of time call the capitalist
mode of production itself into question. However, since the crisis develops within itself the conditions
required to surmount it, the need for continually increasing state-induced production disappears, apart from
the fact that the governments concerned, since they are capitalist governments, themselves feel the need to
dismantle state intervention at the point at which it becomes dangerous for the system. To preserve the
capitalist economy not just production but the production of profit is required. If profit could be increased
simply by additional production, capital would see to it itself and state intervention would not be needed.
Bourgeois economics does not think in terms of the categories of value and surplus value. From its point of
view profit is not seen as the determining factor of the economy and its development; indeed, it disputes
even the existence of profit. "Much of what is ordinarily called profit," writes Paul Samuelson, for example, "is
really nothing but interest, rents, and wages under a different name." When no distinction is made between
wages and profits, the relationship between production and profit production is also obscure, and every sort
of activity is represented equally in the national income, from which every individual draws his share ½' in
proportion to his contribution. In the total production expressed in money terms, the difference between
profitable and unprofitable production disappears, and state-induced production and private production are
confused in a night in which all price relations, like all cats, are gray. As a result bourgeois economics is
unable to foresee the consequences of its own prescriptions.
Nevertheless, the "new economics" claimed the honor of having found the key to the solution of the problem
of crisis. Only later was it apparent that it had strutted in borrowed plumes, and that the actual overcoming of
the crisis owed nothing to the Keynesian anti-crisis mechanism. As already pointed out, this is no reason to
deny that it has had any economic effect, since it can serve to initiate a new prosperity when the potential for
such a prosperity already exists. In itself, however, additional state-induced production cannot increase the
social surplus value and A must decrease it if it continues to expand. Nevertheless, the extension of
production that accompanies it, like any extension of credit, can mitigate the conditions of crisis, since its
negative effect on the total profit will only be visible at a later point. In the short run the state-induced
production offers private capital a wider range for action and an improved basis for its own efforts to escape
from the shortage of profits for accumulation. If in the meantime private capital succeeds in extricating itself
from the crisis, this may appear to be a result of the state's interventions, although the latter would have had
no success without the improvement, independent of them, of capital's ability to expand itself.
There is therefore no contradiction in seeing both a crisis mitigating and a crisis-sharpening factor in

governmental fiscal policy. The additional production made possible by deficit financing does appear as
additional demand, but as demand unaccompanied by a corresponding increase in total profits. The
additional demand consists of money injected into the economy by the state in the form of governmental
credit. It nonetheless functions immediately as an increase in demand that stimulates the economy as a
whole and can become the point of departure for a new prosperity if insuperable barriers do not stand in the
way of such a prosperity. But only under such circumstances can the unprofitable expansion of production
smooth the way for a profitable expansion without even then losing its capitalistically unproductive character.
It is the capitalistically unproductive nature of state-induced production that sets definite limits to its utilization
in capitalist society, limits that are reached more quickly the longer capital remains in crisis.
In all circumstances the production it induces is due not to the state itself but to its creditworthiness. It is
private capital that must foot the bill and spend the money to increase demand. Thus it is private capital itself
that finances the deficit, and it is ready to do so precisely because it is unable to operate or even think in
terms of society as a whole. The money placed at the government's disposal yields interest, and it is this
interest that gives some number of capitalists sufficient reason to lend their money to the state. Once this
process is set in motion, it leads to the imposition of a growing tax burden on the capital still producing at a
profit, which is thereby drawn into the financing of the deficit. In this way the total capital, both money capital
and productive capital, becomes bound up with unprofitable production. The part of capital that (as we saw
above) makes a profit even during the crisis, without transforming it into additional capital, sees its
profitability cut even further as a result of the growth of state production, until in the course of time the
unwillingness to invest becomes the objective impossibility to do so. In this sense, in the absence of a
spontaneous reprise of profitable accumulation, state-induced production will change from a result of a crisis
into a cause of its further aggravation.
The positive effect of state intervention on the economy is thus only temporary and turns into its opposite if
the expected stimulation of profitable production does not occur or takes too long. The representatives of the
"new economics" had, so to speak, a stroke of luck, in that the new prosperity, which they did not expect,
developed along with the state interventions. If it had not developed, the stimulating effect of the stateinduced increase in production would have progressively declined, until the government's action itself
became an obstacle to the surmounting of the crisis. If Keynesianism does not deserve the credit for the
actual prosperity, it does not provide weapons for fighting crisis either; hence the capitalist law of crisis
continues to dominate the system, just as before the discovery of the "new economics."
The lengthy period of upswing, however, was impressive enough to stimulate the expectation-just as at the
turn of the century that the business cycle was tending to flatten out, so that the periods of depression, now
grown milder, could be counteracted by less stringent state measures. Those breaks in expansion that still
occurred were seen as no more than "growth recessions," which did not threaten the existing level of
production, or simple "pauses" within a continual increase of production. At the onset of such pauses the
governmental money and fiscal policy would be enough to overcome the gap between demand and supply
and so clear the way to further growth.
The relative reduction of the deficit financing of public expenditures made possible by the rapid development
of profitable production strengthened the conviction that the interplay of the market economy and state
economic regulation had once and for all eliminated the crisis problem. While taxation absorbed a great part
of the national income in America, e.g., 32 percent and in West Germany 35 percent state expenditures
nevertheless did not grow faster than total production. And while the national debt continued to grow, it was
at a slower pace. In America, for example, the national debt amounted to $278.7 billion in 1945 and $493
billion in 1973. The interest obligations increased during the same period from $3.66 billion to $21.2 billion.
The share of interest costs in the national product nonetheless remained the same, namely 1.7 percent.
Similar proportions held in other countries. What is important here is to see that with a more rapidly growing
total production, the interest burden can be kept stable despite a growing national debt.
The increased share of the state in the national product represents a drain on the total surplus value,
absorbing a portion of the surplus value that can therefore not enter into the accumulation of private capital.
But the fact that private capital accumulation did continue kept the size of the state's share of surplus value
relatively stable; it grew slowly though absolutely. The resulting relationship between state-induced
production and total production, between national debt and national income, can manifest itself as a steady
growth of production with a constant rate of accumulation along with a relatively lower rate of profit. But this
relationship is extremely delicate just because of the low profit rate, which in addition is influenced adversely
by the continuation of accumulation. On the one hand, as we know, accumulation increases the productivity
of labor; on the other, by raising the organic composition of capital it depresses the rate of profit. Every new
divergence between profitability and accumulation will turn a hitherto supportable state deduction from the
total social profit into a factor impeding the accumulation process. Thus private capital's first reaction to the
fall in the already low rate of profit is to demand the cutting of public expenditure or the reestablishment of a
relationship between state-induced production and total production that does not threaten accumulation.
The more capital accumulates, the greater is its sensitivity to the quantity of profit. To escape the pressure of
the declining average rate of profit and to safeguard the valorization of the existing capital, monopolizing
capital seeks to set its supply price to meet its own profit requirements so as to make its own accumulation

independent of the market. Of course, this is possible only within certain limits. Since neither the total social
product nor the total surplus value can be enlarged by price manipulations, monopoly profits can only arise
from the further fall of the profits of the competitive capitals, still ruled by the average rate of profit. To the
extent that monopoly profit exceeds the average profit it reduces the latter and thus continually destroys its
own basis. In this way monopoly profit tends toward the average profit, a process that is of course retarded
by the international extension of monopolization. But this unequal appropriation of the total social surplus
value cannot change the magnitude of this surplus value unless monopolization affects not only price
determination but also the production process, as when the destruction of competitive capital leads to an
increase in the productivity of labor and so the growth of surplus value.
The development of capital in the mixed economy and under the pressure of monopoly is far more
dependent on the rapid increase in the mass of surplus value than it was under laissez-faire conditions.
Since the growth of production excludes an equivalent growth of profits and must therefore grow more
rapidly than profit if the latter is to remain adequate to the requirements of accumulation, a slowing rate of
accumulation must lead to crisis. Inversely, accumulation in turn depends on sufficient profits. But just as
monopoly profits can be achieved for a long time at the expense of the general profit, so also the general
profit can be maintained for a considerable time at the expense of the society as a whole. The means to this
end are to be found in the state's money and fiscal policy.
The accumulation of capital in itself represents no problem so long as the necessary profits are available,
and capital was accumulated for a long time in general independence of state expenditures. The utilization of
state monetary and fiscal policy to influence the economy indicates a situation in which accumulation has
become a problem, and one that can no longer be handled without conscious management of the economic
process. The problem is summed up in the single word "profit." Each capital must worry about its own profit,
but it is just this that leads to the crisis (of overaccumulation whose periodic appearance becomes ever less
bearable. The consequences of the crisis overproduction and unemployment can be mitigated by increasing
public works, but the cause of the crisis the lack of profit that hinders further accumulation cannot be dealt
with in this way. With public works as without them, it is up to capital to get itself out of the crisis. In order not
to place further difficulties in capital's path, the increased public expenditures are financed by way of deficits.
The taxation of capital can therefore be fairly restrained at first in order not to diminish further the needed
surplus value. This, however, engenders an inflationary process which, once under way, conditions the
further development of capitalist production.
Inflation is a weapon in the Keynesian arsenal. Through the more rapid increase in prices relative to wages,
the profit necessary for expansion grows, while the accelerated creation of money reduces the interest on
debt, which makes investment easier. Inflation is here seen as a method for enlarging surplus value. The
surplus value gained in this way, equal to the reduction in the value of labor power plus the surplus value
transferred from money capital to productive capital, permits a corresponding increase in accumulation. The
money borrowed by the government is injected into the economy through the conduit of profitless production.
Although its final products fall in the sphere of "public consumption" and so do not appear on the commodity
market, this production directly enlarges the total demand. The increased sum of money entering into
circulation allows the prices of commodities intended for private consumption also to rise. This process is
clearly observable in war time, and governments attempt to avoid the inflation then resulting from the
interaction of a decreased or constant commodity supply with the increased money income due to war
production by such means as forced savings and the rationing of use values. If in a weaker form, the
increase in the money supply due to deficit financing leads to an endless process of inflation, since nothing
opposes the increase in prices the expansion of the money supply makes possible.
The increased sum of money entering into circulation confronts, at first, an unchanged total surplus value in
the form of a certain quantity of commodities. The increase in prices made possible by monetary growth
improves the profitability of capital. To the surplus value created in production is added the value derived
from price increases or the loss in the buying power of money. This increase in profit represents a new
division of the total social income to the advantage of capital; it cannot alter the size of the total product or its
value as such. The value of labor power is lowered by the detour of circulation, as is the income share of
those groups within the population who live on surplus value, with a corresponding increase in the share
going to capital. Only if the additional surplus value extracted via the circulation process is accumulated, so
as to increase the productivity of labor and thereby the social product, has the increased mass of profit
changed from money form into the capital form. Otherwise the increased profit ability leads only to a further
fall in private demand and to more unused capital.
The real gains that inflation yields to capital are thus only another form of the devaluation of labor power,
which happens in every crisis. What used to be accomplished by deflationary means is now effected by
inflationary means, not by lowering wages but by raising prices or by a combination of both. The increase in
profits by means of inflation encounters definite barriers, however, as the reduction of the value of labor
power has absolute limits, and even these cannot be reached because of the resistance of the workers.
Moreover, the increase in total demand brings with it an increase in the demand for labor power, which in
itself restricts the lowering of wages by price inflation.

The crisis can only be said to have been overcome when capital value can be expanded without reducing
the value of labor power, so that the new prosperity brings increasing wages with it. This cannot be achieved
through the "public spending" of the government, as this, in the final analysis, accomplishes only the draining
of a growing portion of the surplus value existing in the form of money into "public consumption." If the policy
of public spending is nonetheless adopted, it is because there is no other alternative for capital to the risk of
increased unemployment and an extensive destruction of capital. "Public consumption" also represents
destruction of capital, accepted and regulated in the hope that the system on its own will create the
conditions for a continuance of capital accumulation; it represents, in other words, management not of the
economy but of the crisis
If the growing public expenditures are not to become a factor deepening the crisis, capital must succeed,
first, in keeping the growing national debt within the limits set for it by the actual creation of surplus value,
and second, in re-establishing the conditions of further accumulation that is, in increasing profit more quickly
than it is spent in unprofitable production. A certain amount of surplus value is absorbed by the state in any
ease, apart from the amount used for the reduction of unemployment by state-induced production. This
share has steadily grown. Here, however, we are concerned only with the increase in the additional amount
deducted from surplus value for state-induced production. This presents a further obstacle to capital
accumulation, although it is an obstacle that can be pushed aside if capital succeeds in abolishing
unemployment by continuing to accumulate. This, however, requires a rate of accumulation high enough for
the absolute number of surplus-value-producing workers to increase fast enough to off-set its relative decline
(the rising organic composition of capital). Such a rate of accumulation was approached in the postwar
decades by several Western European countries; the ensuing prosperity even led to the import of labor
power, although this of course indicated the persistence of unemployment in other countries. In the United
States the unemployment level stabilized at about 4 percent of the total active population an officially
recognized percentage that came to be accepted as "normal" and as compatible with the concept of "full
employment."
The fact that state-induced production, insofar as it was represented by the national debt, has so far
amounted only to a rather small fraction of total production, together with the fact that its costs were at first
limited to the interest payments on the national debt and so claimed only a fraction of the capital
disappearing into "public consumption," postponed the reckoning imposed on private capital and had no
immediate negative effect. Of course, the money loaned to the government has turned into the national debt,
backed by nothing but the government's promise to meet its obligations someday and meanwhile to pay the
creditors the interest due them. The money capital utilized by the government is not invested as capital and
so preserved but disappears into "public consumption." If the state debt is ever paid off which may well not
happen-it can only be paid out of new surplus value freshly created in production. And this would in no way
alter the fact that the surplus value represented in the national debt has vanished without a trace instead of
adding its volume to the accumulation of capital.
It follows that the state's use of increased public spending to fight crisis ends by consuming capital. This
consumption of capital appears as a growth of production and employment, but due to its unprofitable
character, it is no longer capitalist production and really amounts to a hidden form of the expropriation of
capital by the state. The state uses the money of one group of capitalists to buy the production of another
group, with the intention of satisfying both groups by assuring for one the interest on and for the other the
profitability of its capital. But the incomes that appear here as interest and profit can only be paid out of the
total social surplus value actually produced, even if the reckoning can be deterred. As a result, from the
standpoint of the system as a whole the proceeds of state-induced production must count as a deduction
from the total profit and therefore as a diminution of the surplus value needed for accumulation. Since the
crisis results from a shortage of surplus value, it can hardly be overcome by increasing this shortage.
It is true, of course, that the profit shortage manifested in the form of crisis is neither aggravated nor
diminished directly by state-induced production, and that production, employment, and income increase just
because means of production and labor power, which would not have been utilized without the state's
intervention, are set in motion. But the means of production and the consumer goods consumed by workers
employed in this part of production do not form part of capital, if viewed from the standpoint of the system as
a whole. For the individual capitals involved, their outlays on means of production and labor power function
as capital and yield them profits. But their profit means a loss of profits for all other capitalists and so
stimulates their attempts to shift this loss to the shoulders of the population as a whole by means of price
increases. Since the loss of profits due to state-induced production is spread over the society as a whole, it
remains tolerable for a long time, without thereby ceasing to diminish the total profit.
This is not the place to go into the wider implications of state-induced production. What is important for us is
only to see clearly that capitalism's susceptibility to crisis cannot be overcome by this means. Whatever
effects state-induced production may have in a crisis situation, it cannot increase profits and is therefore no
instrument for overcoming crisis. Its continuing use can only enlarge the unprofitable portion of society's
production and in this way progressively destroy its capitalist character. True prosperity, in contrast, depends
on the increase in surplus value for the further expansion of capital. It must be admitted that capital has

succeeded in creating, out of its own resources, the prosperity of the recent past; but with it has also created
the conditions for a new crisis.
However, this statement must be qualified. Just as the last great crisis differed from its predecessors, and in
its length, extent, and violence shook the world uniquely, so the prosperity that began after the Second
World War had a particular character differentiating it from earlier prosperities. It was accompanied from the
start by an extraordinary growth of credit and so of money, which left the increase in production far behind
and stimulated and sustained the prosperity by means of inflation. The growth of credit is a characteristic of
every prosperity, and its acceleration, according to Marx, is a symptom of approaching crisis. In bourgeois
economic theory also the rapid expansion of credit and the accompanying price inflation have been viewed
as signs of a prosperity nearing its end and the approach of a period of economic downturn, since the
reserve requirements of the banks set definite limits to the extension of credit. As these limits are
approached, the price of credit soars, and the demand for it falls, bringing the inflationary effects of the boom
to an end. If the prosperity does not rest on resources sufficient to continue it, i.e., on a rate of profit sufficient
for accumulation, it can, however, be sustained by a looser state monetary and credit policy, though at the
cost of increasing inflation.
A "cheap money" policy cuts down on the general debt burden and lightens the interest service on the
national debt, on the one hand, and adds to the state's demand for credit the demands of industry and
consumers, on the other. It makes possible a rapid advance of production at the cost of increasing
indebtedness and rising inflation. In the United States, for instance, the total product grew between 1946 and
1970 by around 130 percent in real terms, but by around 368 percent in money terms. Total debt excluding
government debt rose during the same period by 798 percent. Just like the government's demand for credit
for the deficit financing of public expenditure, the expansion of private credit also increases economic activity
beyond the level it would otherwise have reached, but without thereby being able really to change the
productivity of labor and the quantity of surplus value, which develop independently of the growth of credit.
Like governmental deficit financing, private indebtedness also depends on the expectation that production
will grow without limit and can be extended in proportion to the expansion of credit.
What this proportion is, however, cannot be established. In the expectation of continuous and increasing
production, with the higher incomes this will allow, and driven by capital's need to expand if it is to maintain
itself, capitals compete by means of the credit system, which thus runs the danger of development far
beyond the basis afforded by the actual level of social production. "Of course, the danger is not so great for
the creditors, who, to a great extent are freed to raise the price of credit and can include their apparent
losses in setting interest rates, which in itself leads to higher prices. In part the risk is shifted to the
population as a whole by allowing capitalist debtors to deduct debt and interest payments from their taxes.
Nevertheless, inflationary credit escapes the control of governmental monetary and credit policy, since
inflation itself counteracts the state's raising of the cost of credit by manipulating the interest rate, and since
the demand for credit can increase even with higher interest rates. Naturally, the government can halt the
expansion of credit by increasing reserve requirements, but this would threaten the prosperity on which the
government itself depends. Whenever this way of halting inflation has been tried, the resulting recession has
forced a return to the inflationary credit policy. If the extraordinary growth of private debt was a means of
maintaining the prosperity thanks to which the growth of the state debt could be slowed down, the money
and credit inflation w~ both a cause and a consequence of a prosperity that to an increasing extent was
based on future profits, and that was therefore bound to collapse when they did not appear. As the inflationcaused differential between price and wage formation allowed profits to rise, the pressure of accumulation on
the rate of profit was less noticeable. However, the sole result of this at least for America, as noted above
was a profit rate stabilized at a relatively low level, which without the government's inflationary policy would
not have sufficed to enlarge production to the degree attained. Of course, the inflation contains its own
contradictions; from a stimulus to the economy it can turn into a factor undermining it, since the real
contradictions of capitalist production cannot be eliminated by techniques of finance. If the expansion of
private credit reaches the limits set by the actual profitability of capital, then the prosperity it has engendered
comes to an end, requiring additional state-induced production if the economic decline is to be halted,
without thus being able to prevent it.
From the standpoint of the "new economics," the inflationary money and credit policy was a method of
surmounting crisis and restoring full employment. The illusion that this policy could lead to the restoration of
an equilibrium based on price stability soon disappeared, however, in response to empirical facts if not to
theoretical insight. The economist A. W. Phillips, in a historical investigation of the relation between wages
and employment levels in England, made the not very surprising observation that rising wages and prices
are correlated with decreasing unemployment, and falling wages and prices with increasing unemployment.
Following the custom of economists, this observation was graphed, by the so-called Phillips curve, which
represents changes of wages and prices as a function of employment. This was supposed to show clearly
that growing employment implied wage and price inflation, so that the only choice is between inflation and
unemployment.
For example, it was calculated on the basis of the Phillips curve that in postwar America, without inflation
unemployment would rise to between 6 and 8 percent of the working population, while with a 3 or 4 percent

rate of inflation it could be reduced to 4 or 4.5 percent. Thus there was not only the choice between
unemployment and inflation but also the possibility of using state intervention to restore the balance between
unemployment and inflation necessary for prosperity. Any excessive increase in unemployment could be
overcome through a corresponding increase in inflation, which, in the eyes of the economists, was really not
too high a price to pay for permanent prosperity. This is because, in the words of a theoretician of "functional
finance,"
Inflation does not constitute a reduction in the goods available for people to buy. The idea that the buyer's
loss from inflation can be treated as a social loss contravenes the first principle of elementary economics: the
principle of remembering that if anybody pays any money somebody else must be getting it. Every 1%
increase in prices, although it means that the buyers have to pay 1% more, also means that the sellers
receive 1% more. Since both the sellers and the buyers are members of the society, society in the aggregate
neither loses nor gains. Indeed, most people are both buyers and sellers, at different times of the week or
even of the day; so that the greater part of the losses when buying and the gains when selling cancel out,
and perhaps only one quarter of the 1% of the national income involved is an actual transfer from some
people to other people. This net transfer of 1/4 of 1% from the buyers to the sellers changes the distribution
of income and wealth, but there is no more reason for supposing that the new distribution is worse than the
old distribution than for supposing that it is better.
This cold-blooded falsification of the real function of inflation enabled the representatives of the "new
economics" to see their theory empirically confirmed by an inflationary prosperity with a stable level of
unemployment until one day, the increasing rate of inflation was accompanied by growing unemployment,
and the theory was revealed to be false. With this bourgeois economic theory fell into a second crisis, if we
see its first crisis in the general confusion that preceded Keynesianism and was seemingly resolved by it. It
was realized that the regulative measures suggested by Keynesian theory are not only limited and doubleedged but also subject to contradictions inherent in the capitalist system. Economics, which according to
Paul Samuelson had been transformed, thanks to Keynesianisin, from a dismal into "a cheerful science,"
relapsed into its original gloom. "In the post-Keynes era," Samuelson explained,
we have at our disposal the instruments of a monetary and fiscal policy that can create the purchasing power
necessary for the avoidance of great crises. No well-informed person still worries himself about the size of
the public debt; so long as the Gross National Product and the nation's fiscal capacity keep pace with the
growth of the interest on the national debt, this problem is only a worry of the seventeenth rank, and no-one
is losing sleep over growing automation or business cycles. However, along with all our triumphant
satisfaction there is still a spectre that haunts us: galloping inflation. It is the new scourge, which the pre1914 theoreticians did not foresee. - . . With what we know today, we are indeed able to avoid a chronic
recession, or to initiate a needed spending policy. But we don't yet know how to stop a cost-push inflation,
without the cure being nearly worse for the economy than the disease.
It completely escapes Samuelson that the dread "scourge" of inflation and the "triumphant" monetary and
fiscal policy are one and the same and that inflation cannot be fought with inflation. Of course, he
distinguishes between two types of inflation: first, one stemming from an excess demand pushing up prices,
which can be easily controlled by cutting incomes; and second, the supply inflation of recent times, which
arises "from the pressure of wage costs along with the attempts made by giant firms to maintain
undiminished profit margins." For this second type no solution has yet been found, for experience teaches
that government-imposed wage and price controls have only short-term effects.
Since the capitalist crisis was supposedly caused by insufficient demand, which was mastered exactly by
means of the "triumphant" monetary and fiscal policy, it is difficult to understand how this triumph over crisis
has itself turned into an inflationary state of crisis that is manifesting itself once again in growing
unemployment. To surmount this new crisis situation, according to Samuelson, profits and wages must be
decreased, which would inevitably result in an insufficient demand, which in turn would have to be mastered
anew with the "triumphant monetary and fiscal policy."
Samuelson considers it "a truism, that the price level must rise when all the factors of cost rise more quickly
than the volume of production." But why doesn't the volume of production rise? Because "wages rise more
quickly than the average productivity of labor," answers Samuelson. But why doesn't labor productivity rise
faster than wages? Since the rise in productivity depends on technological development, and this depends
on capital accumulation, it must be because capital is not accumulating fast enough. But why not, when "the
giant firms maintain undiminished profit margins"? Well, we just don't know. "A good scientist," says
Samuelson, "must be able to admit his ignorance, "'the ignorance that for this good scientist led to the Nobel
Prize.
Another Nobel Prize winner, Kenneth Arrow, observed with resignation that
“the resolution of any problem always creates a new problem. From the beginning of the Keynesian era, the
fear has been expressed that vigorous full-employment policies will lead to inflation. Standard economic
theory has been built in large measure about the idea of equilibrium, that an exact balancing of supply and
demand on all markets, including the labor market, will lead to steady prices, while an excess of supply leads
to a downward pressure. Thus, unemployment ought to lead to wage declines; they manifestly have not

done so in recent years. The coexistence of inflation and unemployment is thus an intellectual riddle and an
uncomfortable fact.”
Until this riddle is solved, together with the elimination of this uncomfortable fact, we should nevertheless
bear in mind that
“the rates of inflation with which we have had to contend impose no insuperable problem or even major
difficulty to the operation of the economic system, nothing comparable to the major depressions of the past.
Individuals will learn and have learned to deal with inflation, making theft plans to take expected inflation into
account.”
The ignorance that Samuelson admits and Arrow's unanswered riddle cannot be dealt with on the basis of
bourgeois economic theory. But this theory cannot be renounced without giving up an important component
of the ideology necessary to capitalist society. However, it is not only that the "riddle" of inflation with growing
unemployment spells the bankruptcy of the Keynesian theory of full employment in its neo-classical version;
in view of present-day conditions, the whole conceptual scheme of bourgeois economics has lost even that
semblance of relevance to reality required by its ideological function. Even many economic ideologists have
come to find the encumbrance of the neoclassical equilibrium price theory insupportable and have attempted
to free themselves from it and to develop theories that fly less in the face of real economic relations.' Of
course, the so-called crisis of academic economics is not a general phenomenon. The majority of economic
theorists still remain undisturbed by the divergence between theory and reality. This is not to be wondered
at, since this phenomenon can be noted in other ideological areas also: there is no God but there are many
hundreds of thousands of theologians.
For another group of theorists the "second crisis" of economics stems not from the riddle of the failure of
monetary and fiscal policy to sustain full employment but from the problem of distribution, left unexamined by
the neo-classical economists. Along with neo-Marxists like Baran and Sweezy, "left" Keynesians accepted
the proposition that Keynesian methods could achieve full employment. In contrast to the neo-Marxists, the
"left" Keynes-ians do not believe in the necessity of waste production. Full employment, they believe, can
also be maintained by increasing the consumption of the population. Theoretically the concept of marginal
productivity is seen as untenable as a basis for explaining the distribution of income and as no more than an
apologia for the prevailing unfair mode of distribution.
Practically the Keynesian methods of increasing production by state intervention should be matched by a
politically determined distribution co-ordinated with it. By concerning itself with problems of the distribution of
the social product, as in Ricardo's original formulation of its goals, economics should return to its origin in
political economy.
Thus, while the current state of affairs presents the representatives of the "new economics" with an
unanswered riddle, "left" Keynesianism is still occupied with the hypothesis of a crisis-free economy in which
the only problem is how the benefits of steadily increasing production are to be shared among the whole
society. This would require not only a different principle of distribution than the existing one but also a
different division of social labor, transferring resources from waste production to production for private
consumption. Since this would require the direct competition of state-induced production with production for
private account, which would only lead to the further subordination of the private sector of the economy to
the state sector, this program could be carried out only through a struggle against private capitalism. And in
fact "left" Keynesianism inclines toward state-capitalism-and in this sense converges with neo-Marxism,
without thereby losing its lack of relation to reality.
The still unsolved "riddle" of economic stagnation with growing unemployment and an increasing rate of
inflation, given -~ name with the concept of "stagflation," is in fact no riddle but a phenomenon known for a
long time and put to use in the drive for higher profits under conditions unfavorable for the production of
surplus value. Mass unemployment accompanied the "classic" German inflation after the First World War.
Today it accompanies the forced accumulation in the capital-poor countries. The creeping inflation that is a
constant feature in the capitalistically developed countries also indicates a level of profitability too low for the
accumulation requirements of capital, which is certainly masked, but not overcome, by the increase in
production. Inflation is not a natural phenomenon but the result of monetary and fiscal policies that could also
be discontinued. If a government is unwilling to abandon the inflationary course, it is because of anxiety
about the resulting economic stagnation, for this would be as injurious to it as to capital itself since every
deflationary measure, every economic downturn also decreases the share of surplus value going to the
government.
It is impossible to establish empirically either the accumulation requirements of capital or, therefore, the
mass of surplus value that would satisfy them. That the relation between the two is not "in order" is only
indicated indirectly through events in the market. Whether the state's interventions through money and fiscal
policy are able to restore the necessary relationship between profit and accumulation can likewise be
discovered only in further market events. Thus the state can only react blindly to uncomprehended economic
fluctuations in its attempt both to stimulate the economy and to secure the profitability of capital and its
accumulation. But the first of these contradicts the second, although of course this, too, becomes apparent
only later, in the market, through the combination of inflation with growing unemployment.
If the inflationary monetary and credit policy is a means to increase production, then the newly arising

unemployment should in turn disappear with the acceleration of inflation. But the theoreticians of inflation
themselves shrink before this consistent application of their theory, which would lead from creeping to
galloping inflation. The deficit financing of public expenditures and the inflationary monetary and credit policy
ought, they say, not be pushed too far, for this would call the future existence of the system itself into
question. This confession is of course also an admission that creeping inflation can be useful to capital only
insofar as it fosters an increase in profit at the expense of society as a whole. But his does not mean that the
increase in profit makes possible a rate of accumulation that could be described as capitalist prosperity. The
appearance of growing unemployment with creeping inflation reveals that profits cannot be sufficiently
increased by means of inflation to head off the incipient stagnation.
Inflation is a world-wide phenomenon. This indicates not only the mutual interdependencies and the
complexity that characterise the global economy but also the sharpening general competition, which is also
waged with the weapons of currency policy. The hunger for profit is universal, and the longing for additional
capital can find no satisfaction in a world in which ever greater capital masses oppose each other
competitively and must always continue to grow, not only to be able to hold their own but also to escape the
economic stagnation that would otherwise set in. It is without a doubt true that monopoly profit can be
maintained and indeed increased even under the conditions of stagnation, but only at the cost of aggravated
stagnation and an irresistible decline in the economy From this arises the need for further state interventions,
which of themselves contribute to the disintegration of the system. Thus the future of capital still depends
upon accumulation, even if accumulation promises it no future.
Just as the long years of prosperity did not affect all capitalist countries equally, the onset of crisis has
different effects in different countries. But everywhere the change from prosperity to stagnation is already
visible, and to the fear of further inflation is joined the fear of a new crisis. Whether the spreading crisis can
once again be halted by state interventions, which will combat today's difficulties at the cost of capital's life
expectancy, cannot be theoretically determined. Without a doubt it will be attempted, but the result may very
well lead to no more than the temporary consolidation of the given precarious circumstances-and with this to
a prolonged decay of the capitalist system. Sooner or later we will daily find before our eyes the empirical
confirmation Marx's theory of accumulation: capitalism's susceptibility to crisis and decay.

